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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

P.O. BOX 1450

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1450

Application No.: Divisional of US 13/037317
Filed:

Applicant: Evryx Technologies, Inc.
Title: Image Capture and Identification System and Process
Docket No.: 101044.0001US14

Customer No.: 24392

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Sir:

Concurrent with filing of a divisional application for pending US Application Serial No.

13/037317, please amend the above-identified application as follows:

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the amendments beginning on page 2 of this paper

Amendments to the Specification are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 4
of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings-/-

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 6 ofthis paper.

Appendix:-/-
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims replacesall prior versions, andlistings, of claims in the application:

1-44. (Cancelled)

45, (New) A transaction system comprising:

a mobile device configured to acquire data related to an object;

an object identification platform configured to obtain the acquired data, recognize the

object as a target object based on the acquired data, and determine object

information associated with the target object; and

a content platform configured to obtain the object information, and initiate a transaction

associated with the target object with a selected account over a network based on

the object information.

45. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device is configured to operate, at least in

part, as the object identification platform.

46. (New) The system of claim 2, wherein the object identification platform is distributed

between the mobile device and at least one remote server coupled with the mobile device via a

network.

47. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein a remote server coupled with the mobile device over a

network is configured to operate as the object identification platform.

48. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device comprises the content platform.

49. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein at least one remote server coupled with the mobile

device over a network operates as the content platform.

50. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the content platform is further configured to provide

content information pertinent to the target object to the mobile device based on the object

information.

51. (New) The system of claim 7, wherein the content information comprises video.
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52. (New) The system of claim 8, wherein the content information comprises a video stream.

53. (New) The system of claim 7, whercin the content information comprises audio.

54. (New) The system of claim 8, wherein the audio comprises an audio recording.

55. (New) The system of claim 8, wherein the audio comprises an audio stream.

56. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the transaction comprises a commercial transaction.
  

57. (New) The system of claim 13, wherein the commercial transaction includes a purchase

related to the target object.

58. (New) The system of claim 14, wherein the purchase relates to at least one of the following:

audio data, video data, the object, the target object, a ticket, an item on a screen, a disc, a fare,

and a vending machine product.

59. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises an on-line account.

60. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises an account linked with

the mobile device.

61. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises an accountlinked to a

user of the mobile device.

62. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises a bank account.

63. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises a credit card account.

64. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises an image.

65. (New) The system of claim 21, wherein the acquired data comprises image data.  
66. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises a digital representation

relating to a person.

67. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein the digital representation comprises a humanface.
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68. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises user identify.

69. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises location of the mobile

device.

70. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises screen content.

71. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises a user voice command.

72. (New) The system of claim 1, whercin the acquired data comprises symbol content.

73. (New) The system of claim 29, wherein the symbol content comprises alphanumeric data.

7A. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the object information comprises an object identity.

75. (New) The system of claim 31, wherein the object identify comprises an object classification.

76. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the object information comprises an object status.

  
77. (New) The system of claim 1, whercin the object information comprises decoded symbol

information.

78. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the object information comprises an object attribute.

79, (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device comprises a mobile telephone.

80. (New) The system of claim 36, whercin the mobile device comprises a camera equipped

mobile telephone.

81. (New) The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device comprises a vehicle.
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AMENDEMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION

Priority Claim

Please insert the following priority claim on line 2 of page 1 of the application as follows:

This application is a divisional of 13/037317 filed February 28, 2011 whichis a divisional of
12/333630 filed December 12, 2008 whichis a divisional of 10/492243 filed April 9, 2004 which
is a National Phase of PCT/US02/35407 filed November 5, 2002 which is an International Patent

application of 09/992942 filed November 5, 2001 which claimspriority to provisional
application number 60/317521 filed Sept. 5, 2001 and provisional application number 60/246295
filed Nov. 6, 2000. These andall other referenced patents and applications are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety. Where a definition or use of a term in a reference thatis
incorporated by reference is inconsistent or contrary to the definition of that term provided
herein, the definition of that term provided herein is deemed to be controlling.

 

Attorney Docket Number

The attorney docket numberfor this matter is 101044.0001US14.
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REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

General Remarks

Claims 1-44 of the copending parent application were canceled and newclaims 45-81

were added. The specification was amended to make reference to the priority application, and

to further comply with rules and regulations for applications with only a single figure. No new

matter was entered by virtue of the amendments.

The applicant believes that all claims are in condition for allowance and respectfully

requests that a timely Notice of Allowance be issucd inthis case.

Respectfully submitted,

FISH & ASSOCIATES, PC

By /Nicholas J. Witchey/
Nicholas J. Witchey.
Reg. No. 63481
Tel.: (949) 943-8300
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US 20090141986A1

as, United States

a2) Patent Application Publication =o) Pub. No.: US 2009/0141986 A1
 Boncyketal. (43) Pub. Date: Jun. 4, 2009

(54) IMAGE CAPTURE AND IDENTIFICATION Related U.S. Application Data
SYSTEM AND PROCESS

(62) Division of application No. 10/493,343, filed on Apr.
22, 2004, now Pat. No. 7,162,886.

(76) Inventors: Wayne C. Boncyk, Evergreen, CO
(US), Ronald H. Cohen, Pasadena, Publication Classification
CA (US)

(51) Int. Cl.

Correspondence Address: G06K 9/62 (2006.01)
FISH & ASSOCIATES, PC (52) US. C1. eecceecneceescteceeressetacsaneeneesene 382/209
ROBERTD. FISH

2603 Main Street, Suite 1000 67) ABSTRACT
Irvine, CA 92614-6232 (US) A digital image ofthe object (16) is captured and the objectis

recognized from plurality of objects in a database (20). An
(21) Appl. No.: 12/333,630 information address corresponding to the object is then used

to access information andinitiate communication pertinent to
(22) Filed: Dee. 12, 2008 the object.
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IMAGE CAPTURE AND IDENTIFICATION
SYSTEM AND PROCESS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The mventionrelates an identification method and
process for objects from digitally captured images thereof
that uses image characteristics to identify an object from a
plurality of objects in a database.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] ‘Lhere is a need to provide hyperlink functionality in
known objects without modification to the objects, through
reliably detecting and identifying the objects based only on
the appearanceofthe object, and then locating and supplying
information pertinent to the objector initiating communica-
tions pertinent to the object by supplying an information
address, such as a Uniform Resouree Locator (URL), perti-
nent to the object.
[0003] There is a need to determine the position and orien-
tation ofknownobjects based only on imageryofthe objects.
[0004] ‘Lhe detection, identification, determinationofposi-
tion and orientation, and subsequent information provision
and communication must occur without modification or dis-

figurement of the object, without the need for any marks,
symbols, codes, barcodes, or characters onthe object, without
the need to touch or disturb the object, without the need for
special lighting other than that required for normal human
vision, without the need for any communication device (radio
frequency, infrared, etc.) to be attached to or nearby the
object, and without human assistance in the identification
process. The objects to be detected and identified may be
3-dimensional objects, 2-dimensional images (e.g. on
paper), or 2-dimensional images of3-dimensional objects, or
humanbeings.
[0005] There is a need to provide such identification and
hyperlink services to persons using mobile computing
devices, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and cel-
lular telephones.
[0006] There is a need to provide such identification and
hyperlink services to machines, such as factory robots and
spacecraft.
Lxamples include:
[0007] Identifying pictures or other art ina museum, where
it is desired to provide additional information about such art
objects to museum visitors via mobile wireless devices;
[0008] provision of content (information, text, graphics,
music, video, etc.), communications, and transaction mecha-
nisms between companies and individuals, via networks
(wireless or otherwise) initiated by the individuals “pointing
and clicking” with camera-equipped mobile devices on
magazine advertisements, posters, billboards, consumer
products, music or video disks or tapes, buildings, vehicles,
etc.;
[0009] establishment of a communications link with a
machine, such a vending machine or information kiosk, by
“pointing and clicking” on the machine with a camera-
equipped mobile wireless device and then execution ofcom-
munications or transactions between the mobile wireless

device and the machine;
[0010] identification ofobjects or parts in a factory, such as
on an assemblyline, by capturing an image ofthe objects or
parts, and then providing information pertinentto the identi-
fied objects or parts;

IPR2021-01080
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[0011] identification of a part of a machine, such as an
aircraft part, by a technician “pointing and clicking” on the
part with a camera-equipped mobile wireless device, and then
supplying pertinent content to the technician, such mainte-
nanceinstructionsor historyfor the identified part;
[0012] identification or screening of individual(s) by a
security officer “pointing and clicking” a camera-equipped
mobile wireless device at the individual(s) and then receiving
identification information pertinent to the individuals after
the individuals have beenidentified by face recognitionsoft-ware:

[0013] identification, screening, or validation of docu-
ments, such as passports, by a securily officer “pointing and
clicking” a camera-equipped device at the document and
receiving a response from a remote computer;
[0014] determination ofthe position and orientation of an
object in space by a spacecraft nearby the object, based on
imagery of the object, so that the spacecraft can maneuver
relative to the object or execute a rendezvouswith the object;
[0015] identification of objects from aircraft or spacecraft
by capturing imagery ofthe objects and thenidentifying the
objects via image recognition performed on a local or remote
computer;

[0016] watching movie previews streamed to a camera-
equipped wireless device by “pointing and clicking” with
such a device on a movic theatre sign or poster, or on a digital
video disc box or videotape box:
[0017] listening to audio recording samples streamed to a
camera-equipped wireless device by “pointing and clicking”
with such a device on a compact disk (CD) box, videotape
box, or print media advertisement;
[0018] purchasing movie, concert, or sporting event tickets
by “pointing and clicking” on a theater, advertisement, or
other object with a camera-equipped wireless device;
[0019] purchasing an item by “pointing and clicking” on
the object with a camera-equipped wireless device and thus
initiating a transaction;
[0020] interacting with television programming by “point-
ing and clicking” at the television screen with a camera-
equipped device, thus capturing an imageof the screen con-
tent and having that image sent to a remote computer and
identified, thus initiating interaction based on the screen con-
tent received (an example is purchasing an item onthe tele-
vision screen by “pointing and clicking”at the screen when
the item is on the screen);

[0021] interacting with a computer-systembased game and
with other players of the game by “pointing and clicking” on
objects in the physical environment that are considered to be
part of the game;
[0022] paying a busfare by “pointing and clicking” with a
mobile wireless camcra-cquipped device, on a fare machine
in a bus, and thus establishing a communications link
between the device and the fare machine and enabling the fare
paymenttransaction;
[0023] establishment of a communication between a
mobile wireless camera-equipped device and a computer
with an Internet connection by “pointing and clicking” with
the device on the computer and thus providing to the mobile
device an Internet address at which it can communicate with

the computer, thus establishing communications with the
computer despite the absence of a local network or any direct
communication betweenthe device and the computer;

‘
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[0024] uscofa mobile wireless camera-cquipped device as
a point-of-sale terminalby, for example,“pointing and click-
ing” on an item to be purchased,thus identifying the item and
initiating a transaction;

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

[0025] The present invention solves the above stated needs.
Once an image is captured digitally, a search of the image
determines whether symbolic content is included in the
image. If so the symbol is decoded and communication is
opened with the proper database, usually using the Internet,
wherein the best match for the symbol is returned. In some
instances, a symbol may be detected, but non-ambiguous
identification is not possible. In that case and when a sym-
bolic image can not be detected, the image is decomposed
through identification algorithms where unique characteris-
tics of the image are determined. These characteristics are
then used to provide the best match or matches in the data
base, the “best” determination being assisted by the partial
symbolic information,if that is available.
[0026] Therefore the present invention provides technol-
ogyand processes that can accommodate linking objects and
images to information via a network such as the Internct,
which requires no modification to the linked object. Tradi-
tional methods for linking objects to digital information,
including applying a barcode, radio or optical transceiver or
transmitter, or some other means of identification to the
object, or modifying the image or object so as to encode
detectable information in it, are not required because the
imageor object can be identified solely by its visual appear-
ance. ‘lhe users or devices mayeven interact with objects by
“linking”to them. For example, a user maylink to a vending
machineby “pointing and clicking”on it. His device would be
connected over the Internet to the company that owns the
vending machine. The company would in turn establish a
connection to the vending machine, and thus the user would
have a communication channel established with the vending
machine and couldinteract with it.

[0027] The decompositionalgorithmsofthe present inven-
tion allow fast and reliable detection and recognition of
images and/or objects based on their visual appearance in an
image, no matter whether shadows, reflections, partial obscu-
ration, and variations in viewing geometry are present. As
stated above, the present invention also can detect, decode,
and identify images and objects based on traditional symbols
which may appear on the object, such as alphanumeric char-
acters, barcodes, or 2-dimensional matrix codes.
[0028] Whena particular object is identified, the position
and orientation ofan object with respectto the userat the time
the image was captured can be determined based on the
appearanceofthe object in an image. This can bethe location
and/or identity of people scanned by multiple cameras in a
securily system, a passive locator system more accurate than
GPSor usable in areas where GPSsignals cannot be received,
the location ofspecific vehicles without requiring a transmis-
sion from the vehicle, and many otheruses.
[0029] When the present invention is incorporated into a
mobile device, such as a portable telephone, the user of the
device can link to images and objects in his or her environ-
ment by pointing the device at the object of interest, then
“pointing and clicking” to capture an image. Thereafter, the
device transmits the image to another computer (“Server”),
wherein the image is analyzed and the object or image of
interest is detected and recognized. Thenthe network address
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of information corresponding to that object is transmitted
from the (‘Server’) back to the mobile device, allowing the
mobile device to access information using the network
address so that only a portion of the information concerning
the object need be stored in the systems database.
[0030] Some or all of the image processing, including
image/object detection and/or decoding of symbols detected
in the image may bedistributed arbitrarily between the
mobile (Client) device and. the Server. In other words, some
processing maybe performedin the Client device and some in
the Server, without specification ofwhich particular process-
ing is performedin each,or all processing may be performed
on one platformor the other, or the platforms may be com-
bined sothat there is only one platform. The image processing
can be implemented in a parallel computing manner, thus
facilitating scaling ofthe system with respect to database size
and input traffic loading.
[0031] Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to
provide a system and process for identifying digitally cap-
tured images without requiring modification to the object.
[0032] Another object is to use digital capture devices in
ways never contemplated by their manufacturer.
[0033] Another object is to allow identification of objects
from partial views of the object.
[0034] Another object is to provide communication means
with operative devices without requiring a public connection
therewith.

[0035] These and other objects and advantages of the
present invention will become apparentto those skilled in the
art after considering the following detailed specification,
together with the accompanying drawings wherein:

BRIFF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] TFIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram top-level algo-
rithm flowchart;
[0037] FIG. 2 is an idealized view of image capture;
[0038] FIGS. 3A and 3B are a schematic block diagram of
processdetails of the present invention;
[0039] FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a different
explanation ofinvention;
[0040] FIG. 5is aschematic block diagramsimilar to FIG.
4 for cellular telephone and personal data assistant (PDAQ
applications; and
[0041] FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram for spacecraft
applications.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THI
INVENTION

  Ga

[0042] The present invention includes a novel process
wherebyinformation such as Internet content is presented to
auscer, based solely on a remotely acquired image of a physi-
cal object. Although coded information can be includedin the
remotely acquired image,il is not required since no additional
information about a physical object, other than its image,
needs to he encodedin the linked object. There is no need for
anyadditional code or device, radio, optical or otherwise, to
be embeddedinoraffixed to the object. Image-linked objects
can be located and identified within user-acquired imagery
solely by meansofdigital image processing, with the address
ofpertinent information being returned to the device used to
acquire the image and perform thelink. This process is robust
against digital image noise and corruption (as can result from
lossy image compression/decompression), perspectiveerror,
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rotation, translation, scale differences, illumination varia-
tions caused by different lighting sources, and partial obscu-
ration of the target that results from shadowing,reflection or
blockage.
[0043] Manydifferent variations on machinevision “target
location and identification” exist in the current art. However,
they all tend to provide optima! solutions for an arbitrarily
restricted search space. Atthe heart ofthe present inventionis
a high-speed image matching engine that returns unambigu-
ous matchesto largel objects contained in a wide variety of
potential input images. This unique approach to image match-
ing takes advantageofthe fact that at least some portionofthe
target object will be found in the user-acquired image. The
parallel image comparison processes embodied in the present
search technique are, when taken together, unique to the
process. Further, additional refinement of the process, with
the inclusion ofmore and/ordifferent decomposition-param-
eterization functions, utilized within the overall structure of
the search loops is not restricted. The detailed process is
describedin the following. FIG. 1 showsthe overall process-
ing flow andsteps. These steps are described in further detail
in the following sections.
[0044] For image capture 10, the User 12 (FIG. 2) utilizes a
computer, mobile telephone, personal digital assistant, or
other similar device 14 equipped with an image sensor (such
as a CCD or CMOSdigital camera). The User 12 aligns the
sensor ofthe image capture device 14 with the object 16 of
interest. The linking process is then initiated by suitable
means including: the User 12 pressing a button on the device
14 or sensor; by the software in the device 14 automatically
recognizing that an image is to be acquired; by User voice
command; or by any other appropriate means.‘he device 14
capturesa digital image 18 ofthe sceneat whichit is pointed.
This image 18 is represented as three separate 2-D matrices of
pixels. corresponding to the raw RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
representation ofthe input image. For the purposes ofstan-
dardizing the analytical processes in this embodiment,if the
device 14 supplies an image in other than RGB format, a
transformation to RGB is accomplished. These analyses
could be carried out in anystandard color format, should the
needarise.

[0045] If the server 20 is physically separate from the
device 14, then user acquired imagesare transmitted from the
device 14 to the Image Processor/Server 20 using a conven-
tional digital network or wireless network means. Ifthe image
18 has been compressed (e.g. via lossy JPEG DCT) in a
mannerthat introduces compressionartifacts into the recon-
structed image 18, these artifacts maybe partially removed
by, for example, applying a conventional despecklefilter to
the reconstructed imageprior to additional processing.
[0046] The Image Type Determination 26 is accomplished
with a discriminator algorithm which operates on the input
image 18 and determines whether the input image contains
recognizable symbols, such as barcodes, matrix codes, or
alphanumeric characters. If such symbols are found, the
image18 is sent to the Decode Symbol 28 process. Depend-
ing on the confidence level with which the discriminator
algorithm finds the symbols, the image 18 also mayor alter-
natively contain an object of interest and maytherefore also
or alternatively be sent to the Object Image branch of the
process flow. For example, ifan input image 18 contains both
a barcode and an object, depending onthe clarity with which
the barcode is detected, the image maybe analyzed by both
the Object Image and Symbolic Image branches, and that
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branch whichhas the highest successin identification will be
used to identify and link from the object.
[0047] The image is analyzed to determine the location,
size, and nature ofthe symbols in the Decode Symbol 28. The
symbols are analyzed according to their type, and their con-
tent information is extracted. For example, barcodes and
alphanumeric characters will result in numerical and/or tex
information.

[0048] For object images, the present invention performs a
“decomposition”, in the Input Image Decomposition 34, of a
high-resolution inpul image into several different types o
quantifiable salient parameters. 'lhis allows for multiple inde-
pendent convergent search processesofthe database to occur
in parallel, which greatly improves image match speed and
match robustness in the Database Matching 36. The Bes
Match 38 fromeither the Decode Symbol 28, or the image
Database Matching 36, or both,is then determined. Ifa spe-
cific URL (or other online address) is associated with the
image, then an URL Lookup 40is performedandthe Interne
address is returned by the URL Return 42.
[0049] The overall flow of the Input Image Decomposition
processis as follows:

 
Radiometric Correction
Segmentation
Segment Group Generation
FOReach segment group

Bounding Box GenerationGeometric Normalization
Wavelet Decomposition
Color Cube Decomposition
Shape Decomposition
Low-Resolution Grayscale Image GeneralionFOR END

[0050] Eachofthe abovesteps is explained in further detail
below. For Radiometric Correction, the input image typically
is transformed to an 8-bit per color plane, RGB representa-
tion. The RGB imageis radiometrically normalized in all
three channels. This normalization is accomplished by linear
gain and offset transformationsthat result in the pixel values
within each color channel spanning a full 8-bit dynamic range
(256 possible discrete values). An 8-bit dynamic range is
adequate but, of course, as optical capture devices produce
higher resolution images and computers get faster and
memory gels cheaper, higher bit dynamic ranges, such as
16-bit, 32-bit or more may be used.
[0051] For Segmentation, the radiometrically normalized
RGB imageis analyzed for “segments,” or regions ofsimilar
color, i.e. near equal pixel values for red, green, and blue.
These segments are defined bytheir boundaries, which con-
sist of sets of (x, y) point pairs. A map of segment boundaries
is produced, which is maintained separately from the RGB
input image and is formatted as an x, y binary image map of
the sameaspectratio as the RGB image.
[0052] For Segment Group Generation, the segments are
grouped into all possible combinations. These groups are
knownas “segment groups” and representall possible poten-
tial images or objects of interest in the input image. The
segment groups are sorted based on the order in which they
will be cvaluated. Various evaluation order schemesare pos-
sible. The particular embodiment explained herein utilizes
the following “center-oul” scheme: The first segment group
comprises only the segment that includes the center of the
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image. The next segment group comprises the previous scg-
ment plus the segment which is the largest (in number of
pixels) and which is adjacent to (touching) the previous seg-
ment group. Additional segments are added using the seg-
mentcriteria above until no segments remain. Eachstep, in
which a new segment is added, creates a new and unique
segment group.

[0053] For Bounding Box Generation, the elliptical major
axis ofthe segment group under consideration (the major axis
of an ellipse just large enough to contain the entire segment
group) is computed. ‘hen a rectangle is constructed within
the image coordinate system, with long sides parallel to the
elliptical major axis, of a size just large enough to completely
contain everypixel in the segmentgroup.
[0054] [or Geometric Normalization, a copy of the input
image is modified such that all pixels not included in the
segment group under consideration are set to mid-level gray.
The result is then resampled and mapped into a “standard
aspect” output test image space such that the corners of the
bounding box are mapped into the corners of the output test
image. The standard aspectis the samesize and aspectratio as
the Reference images used to create the database.
[0055] For Wavelet Decomposition, a grayscale represen-
tation ofthe full-color imageis produced from the geometri-
cally normalized image that resulted from the Geometric
Normalizationstep. The following procedure is used to derive
the grayscale representation. Reduce the three color planes
into one grayscale image by proportionately adding cach R,
G, and B pixelofthe standard corrected color image using the
following formula:

Lg,70.347R,40.55*G,,+0.11 "By,

then round to nearest integer value. Truncate at 0 and 255,if
necessary. The resulting matrix L is a standard grayscale
image. This grayscale representation is at the same spatial
resolution as the full color image, with an 8-bit dynamic
range. A multi-resolution Wavelet Decomposition of the
grayscale image is performed, yielding wavelet coefficients
for several scale factors. The Wavelet coefficients at various

scales are ranked according to their weight within the image.

[0056] For Color Cube Decomposition, an image segmen-
tation is performed (see “Segmentation” above), on the RGB
imagethat results from Geometric Normalization. Then the
RGB image is transformed to a normalized Intensity, In-
phase and Quadrature-phase colorimage (YIQ). The segment
map is used to identify the principal color regions of the
image, since each segment boundary encloses pixels of simi-
lar color. The averageY, J, and Q values ofeach segment, and
their individual component standard deviations, are com-
puted. The following set of parameters result, representing
the colors, color variation, and size for each segment:

[0057] Y,,.=Average Intensity
[0058]_1,,,.=Average In-phase
[0039] Q,,~=Average Quadrature
[0060] Y.jemaIntensity standard deviation
[0061]  1,,,,,q—In-phase standard deviation
[0062]  Q.semaQuadrature standard deviation
[0063] N,,,.27;—numberofpixels in the segment
[0064] The parameters comprise a representation of the
color intensity and variation in each segment. When taken
together for all segments in a segment group, these param-
eters comprise points (or more accurately, regions, if the
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standard deviations are taken into account) in a three-dimen-
sional color space and describe the intensity and variation of
color in the segment group.
[0065] For Shape Decomposition, the map resulting from
the segmentation performed in the Color Cube Generation
step is used and the segment group is evaluated to extract the
group outer edge boundary, the total area enclosed by the
boundary, and its area centroid. Additionally, the net elliptic-
ily (semi-majoraxis divided by semi-minoraxis of the closes
fit ellipse to the group) is determined.
[0066] For Low-Resolution Grayscale Image Generation,
the full-resolution grayscale representation of the image tha
was derived in the Wavelet Generation step is now sub-
sampled by a factor in both x and ydirections. For the
example of this embodiment, a 3:1 subsampling is assumed.
The subsampled imageis produced by weighted averaging o
pixels within each 3x3 cell. The result is contrast binned, by
reducing the numberof discrete valucs assignable to cach
pixel based upon substituting a “binned average”valueforal
pixels that fall within a discrete (TBD) numberofbrightness
bins.

[0067] The above discussion of the particular decomposi-
tion methods incorporated into this embodiment are no
intended to indicate that more, or alternate, decomposition
methods maynotalso be employed within the context of this
invention.

[0068] In other words:

 
FOReach input image segment group

FOReach database object
FOR each view of this object

FOReach segmentgroupin this viewof this
database object

Shape Comparison
Grayscale Comparison
Wavelet Comparison
Color Cube ComparisonCalculate Combined Match Score

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR
END FOR

Fach of the above steps is explained in further detail below.

FOR EachInput Image Segment Group

[0069] This loop considers each combination of segment
groups in the input image, in the order in which they were
sorted in the “Segment Group Generation” step. Each seg-
ment group, asit is considered, is a candidatefor the object of
interest in the image, and it is compared against database
objects using varioustests.
[0070] One favored implementation, ofmany possible, for
the order in which the segment groups are considered within
this loop is the “center-out” approach mentioned previously
in the “Segment Group Generation” section. This scheme
considers segment groups in a sequence that represents the
addition of adjacent segments to the group, starting at the
center of the image. In this scheme, each new groupthat is
considered comprises the previous group plus one additional
adjacent image segment. The new group is compared against
the database. If the new group results in a higher database
matching score than the previous group, then new group is
retained. Ifthe new group has a lower matching score then the
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previous group, then it is discarded andthe loop starts again.
Ifa particular segment groupresults in a match score which is
extremely high, then this is considered to be an exact match
and no further searching is warranted: in this case the current
group and matching database group are selected as the match
and this loop is exited.

FOREach Database Object

[0071] This loop considers each object in the database for
comparison against the current input segment group.
FOR EachView of this Object
[0072] This loop considers each viewof the current data-
base object, for comparison against the current input segment
group. The database contains, for each object, multiple views
fromdifferent viewing angles.
TOR Each Segment Group in this View of this Database
Object
[0073] This loop considers each combination of segment
groups in the current view of the database object. These
segment groups were created in the same manneras the input
image segmentgroups.

 

Shape Comparison

Inputs:

[0074] For the input image andall database images:
[0075] 1. Segment group outline
[0076] 1. Segment group area
[0077] Ll. Segment group centroid location
[0078] IV. Segment group bounding ellipse ellipticity

Algorithm:

[0079] V. Identify those database segment groups with
an area approximately equalto that ofthe input segment
group, within TBD limits, and calculate an arca match-
ing score for each of these “matches.”

[0080] VI. Within the set of matches identified in the
previous step, identify those database segment groups
with an ellipticity approximately equal to that of the
input segment group, within TBD limits, and calculate
an ellipticity position matching score for each of these
“matches.”

[0081] VII. Within the set of matches identified in the
previous step, identify those database segment groups
with a centroid position approximately equal to that of
the input segment group, within TBD limits, and calcu-
late a centroid position matching score for each of these
“matches.”

[0082] VIII. Within the set of matches identified in the
previous step, identify those database segment groups
with an outline shape approximately cqual to that of the
input segment group, within TBD limits, and calculate
an outline matching score for each of these “matches.”
This is done by comparing the two outlines and analyti-
cally determining the extent to which they match.

Note:this algorithm need not necessarily be performed in the
order of Steps 1 to 4. It could alternatively proceed asfollows:

FOR each database segment group
IF the group passes Step 1

IF the group passes Step 2
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-continued

Ikthe group passes Step 3
IFthe group passes Step 4

Successful comparison, save
result

END IF
END IF

END IF
END IF

END FOR

Grayscale Comparison

Inputs:

[0083] For the input imageandall database images:
[0084] IX. Low-resolution, normalized, contrast-

binned, grayscale image ofpixels within segment group
bounding box, with pixels outside of the segment group
set to a standard backgroundcolor.

Algorithm:

[0085] Given a series of concentric rectangular “tiers” of
pixels within the low-resolution images, compare the input
image pixel valuesto thoseofall database images. Calculate
a matching score for each comparison and identify those
database images with matching scores within TBD limits, as
follows:

FOR each database image
FORcachtier, starting with the innermost and
progressing to the outcrmost

Compare the pixel values between the input and
database image
Calculate an aggregate matching score
IF matching score is greater than some TBD limit
(i.e., close match)

Successful comparison, save result
END IF

END FOR
END TOR

Wavelet Comparison

Inputs:

[0086] For the input imageandall database images:
[0087] X. Wavelet coefficients from high-resolution

grayscale image within segment group bounding box.

Algorithm:

[0088] Successively compare the wavelet coefficients of
the input segment group image and each database seg-
ment group image, starting with the lowest-order cocf-
ficients and progressing to the highest order coefficients.
For each comparison, compute a matching score. For
each new coefficient, only consider those database
groups that had matching scores, at the previous (next
lowerorder) coefficient within TBD limits.

FOReach database image
IF input image C, equals database image Cy within TBD
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-continued

limit
IFinput image C, equals database image C, within
‘TBD limit

IF input image Cy equals database image Cy
within TBD limit

Close match, save result and matchscore
END IF

END IF
END IF

END FOR

Notes:
1. “C/?? are the wavelet. coefficients, with Cg being the lowest order coefficient
and Cy being the highest.
II. When the coefficients are compared, they are actually compared on a sta-
tistical (e.g. Gaussian) basis, rather than an arithmetic difference.
III. Data indexing techniques are usedto allow direct fast access to database
images according to their C, values. This allows the algorithmto succes-
sively narrow the portionsof the database of interest as it proceeds from the
lowest order terms to the highest.

Color Cube Comparison

Inputs:

[0089] [Yaye Hangs Qavgr ¥S1BMA, Ligmar Qoigmar Npixels]
data sets “Color Cube Points”) for each segmentin:

 
[0090] [. ‘The input segment group image
[0091] IL. Each database segment group image

Algorithm:

[0092]

FOReach database image
FOR cach segment group in the database image

FOR cach Color Cube Point in database segment group,
in order of descending Npixels valuc

IF Gaussian match between input (Y,1,Q) and
database (Y,1,Q)

I. Calculate match score for this segment
Il. Accumulate segment match score into

aggregate match score for segment group
Il. Il aggregate matching score is greater than

some TBDlimit(i.e., close match)
Successful comparison, save result

END IF
END FOR

END FOR
END FOR

Notes:
I. The size of the Gaussian envelope about any Y, I, Q point is determined by
RSS of standard deviations of¥, I, aud Q for that point.

Calculate Combined Match Score

[0093] The four Object Image comparisons (Shape Com-
parison, Grayscale Comparison, Wavelet Comparison, Color
Cube Comparison) each return a normalized matchingscore.
These are independent assessments of the match of salient
features of the input image to database images. To minimize
the effect of uncertainties in any single comparison process,
and to thus minimize the likclihood ofreturning a false match,
the following root sum of squares relationship is used to
combine the results of the individual comparisons into a
combined match score for an image: CurrentMatch=SQRT
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WocMoc+WeecMece+WireMyc+WsacMsac").
where Wsare TBD parameter weighting coefficients and Ms
are the individual match scoresof the four different compari-sons.

[0094] The unique database search methodology and sub-
sequent object matchscoringcriteria are novel aspects of the
present invention that deserve special attention. Each decom-
position of the Reference image and Input image regions
represent an independent characterization of salient charac-
teristics of the image. The Wavelet Decomposition, Color
Cube Decomposition, Shape Decomposition, and evaluation
of a sub-sampled low-resolution Grayscale representation of
an input imageall producesets ofparametersthat describe the
image in independent ways. Onceall four of these processes
are completed on the image to be tested, the parameters
provided by cach characterization are compared to the results
ofidentical characterizations of the Reference images, which
have been previously calculated and stored in the database.
These comparisons, or searches, are carried out in parallel.
The result of each search is a numerical score that is a

weighted measure ofthe numberofsalient characteristics that
“match” (i.e. that are statistically equivalent). Near equiva-
lencies are also noted, and are counted in the cumulative
score, but at a significantly reduced weighting.
[0095] One novel aspect of the database search methodol-
ogy in the present invention is that not only are these inde-
pendent searches carried out in parallel, but also, all but the
low-resolution grayscale comparesare “convergent.” By con-
vergent, il is meant thal inpul image parameters are searched
sequentially over increasingly smaller subsets ofthe entire
database. The parameter carrying greatest weight from the
input image is comparedfirst to find statistical matches and
near-matchesin all database records. A normalized interim

score (e.g., scaled value fromzero to one, where oneis perfect
match and zero is no match) is computed, based onthe results
of this comparison. The next heaviest weighted parameter
from the input image characterization is then searched on
only those database records having initial interim scores
above a minimum acceptable threshold value. This results in
an incremental score that is incorporated into the interim
score in a cumulative fashion. Then, subsequent compares of
increasinglylesser-weighted parameters are assessed only on
those database records that have cumulative interim scores

above the same minimumacceptable threshold value in the
previous accumulated sctoftests.
[0096] This search techniqueresults in quick completion of
robust matches, and establishes limits on the domain of data-
base elements that will be compared in a subsequent com-
bined match calculation and therefore speeds up the process.
‘The convergent nature of the search in these comparisons
yields a ranked subset of the entire database.
[0097] The result of each of these database comparisonsis
a ranking of the match quality ofeach image,as a function of
decomposition scarch technique. Only those images with
final cumulative scores above the acceptable match threshold
will be assessed in the next step, a Combined Match Score
evaluation.

[0098] Four database comparison processes, Shape Com-
parison, Grayscale Comparison, Wavelet Comparison, and
Color Cube Comparison, are performed. These processes
may occur sequentially, but generally are preferably per-
formed in parallel on a parallel computing platform. Each
comparison technique searches the entire image database and
returns those images that provide the best matches, for the
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particular algorithm, along with the matching scores for these
images. These comparison algorithms are performed on seg-
ment groups, with each inpul image segment group being
compared to each segment group for each database image.
[0099] FIGS. 3A and 3B showthe process flow within the
Database Matching operation. ‘The algorithm is presented
here as containing four nested loops with four parallel pro-
cesses inside the innermost loop. This structure is for presen-
tation and explanation only. The actual implementation,
although performing the same operations at the innermost
layer, can have a different structure in order to achieve the
maximum benefit from processing speed enhancement tech-
niques such as parallel computing and data indexing tech-
niques. It is also important to note that the loop structures can
be implemented independently for each inner comparison,
rather than the shared approach shown in the FIGS. 3A and
3B.

[0100] Preferably, parallel processing is used to divide
tasks between multiple CPUs (Central Processing Units) and/
or computers. The overall algorithm maybe divided in several
ways, suchas:

Sharing the In this technique, all CPUs run the entire
Outer Loop: algorithm, including the cuter loop, but

one CPUrunsthe loopfor the first N
cycles, another CPUfor the second N
cycles, all simultaneously.

Sharing the In this technique, one CPUperformsthe
Comparisons: loop functions. When the comparisonsare

performed,they are each passed to a
separate CPU to be performedin parallel.

Sharing the This technique entails splitting database
Database: searches between CPUs,so that each CPU is

responsible for searching one section of
the database, and the sections are searched
in parallel by multiple CPUs. This is, in
essence, a form of the “Sharing the Outer
Loop”technique described above.

Actual implementations can be some combination of the
above techniques that optimizes the process on the available
hardware.

[0101] Another technique employed to maximize speed is
data indexing. This technique involves using a priori knowl-
edge ofwhere data resides to only search in thoseparts of the
database that contain potential matches. Various forms of
indexing maybe used, such as hash tables, data compartmen-
talization (1e., data within certain value ranges are stored in
certain locations), data sorting, and database table indexing.
An example of such techniquesis, in the Shape Comparison
algorithm (see below), if a database is to be searched for an
entry with an Area with a value of A, the algorithm would
know which database entries or data areas have this approxi-
mate value and would not need to search the entire database.

[0102] Another technique employedis as follows. FIG. 4
showsa simplified configuration ofthe invention. Boxes with
solid lines represent processes, software, physical objects, or
devices. Boxes with dashed lines represent information. The
process begins with an objectofinterest: the target object 100.
In the case of consumer applications, the target object 100
could be, for example, beverage can, a music CD box, a DVD
video box, a magazine advertisement, a poster, a theatre, a
store, a building, a car, or any other object that user is inter-
ested in or wishesto interact with. In security applications the
target object 100 could be, for example, a person, passport, or
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driver’s license, ctc. In industrial applications the target
object 100 could be, for example, a part in a machine, a part
on an assembly line, a box in a warehouse,or a spacecraft in
orbit, etc.
[0103] The terminal 102 is a computing device that has an
“image” capture device such as digital camera 103, a video
camera, or any other device that an convert a physical object
into a digital representationofthe object. The imagery can be
a single image. a series of images, or a continuous video
stream.For simplicity ofexplanation this document describes
the digital imagery generally in terms of a single image,
however the invention and this system can use all of the
imagery types described above.
[0104] After the camera 103 captures the digital imagery of
the target object 100, image preprocessing 104 software con-
verts the digital imagery into image data 105 for transmission
to and analysis by an identification server 106. Typically a
network connection is provided capable of providing com-
munications with the identification server 106. Image data
105 is data extracted or converted from the original imagery
of the target object 100 and has information content appro-
priate for identification of the target object 100 bythe object
recognition 107, which may be software or hardware. Image
data 105 can take many forms, depending on the particular
embodimentof the invention. Examples of image data 105are:

[0105] Compressed (e.g., JPEG2000) form of the raw
imagery from camera 103;
[0106] Key image information, suchas spectral and/or spa-
tial frequency components (e.g. wavelet components) of the
raw imagery from camera 103; and
[0107] MPEGvideo stream created from the raw imagery
from camera 103;
[0108] The particular form of the image data 105 and the
particular operations performed in image preprocessing 104
depend on:
[0109] Algorithm and software used in object recognition
107 Processing power of terminal 102;
[0110] Network connection speed between terminal 102
and identification server 106;
[0111] Application of the System; and
[0112] Required system response time;
[0113] In general, there is a tradeoff between the network
connection speed (between terminal 102 and identification
server 106) and the processing power of terminal 102. The
results all of the above tradeoffs will define the nature of

image preprocessing 104 and image data 105 for a specific
embodiment. For example, image preprocessing 104 could be
image compression and image data 105 compressed imagery,
or image preprocessing 104 could be wavelet analysis and
image data 105 could be wavelet coefficients.
[0114] The imagedata 105 is sent from the terminal 102 to
the identification server 106. The identification server 106

receives the image data 105 andpassesit to the object recog-
nition 107.

[0115] The identification server 106 is a set of functions
that usually will exist on computing platform separate from
the terminal 102, but could exist on the same computing
platform.If the identification server 106 exists on a separate
computing device, such as a computer in a data center, then
the transmission of the image components 105 to the identi-
fication server 106 is accomplished via a network or combi-
nation of networks, such a cellular telephone network, wire-
less Internet, Internet, and wire line network. If the
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identification server 106 exists on the same computing device
as the terminal 102 then the transmission consists simply of a
transfer of data from one software component or process to
another.

[0116] Placing the identificationserver 106 on a computing
platform separate from the terminal 102 enables the use of
powerful computing resources for the object recognition 107
and database 108 functions, thus providing the powerofthese
computing resources to the terminal 102 via network connec-
tion. For example, an embodimentthat identifies objects out
of a database of millions of known objects would befacili-
tated by the large storage, memory capacity, and processing
poweravailablein a dala center; it may notbe feasible to have
such computing power and storage in a mobile device.
Whetherthe terminal 102 and the identification server 106 are

on the same computing platformor separate ones is an archi-
tectural decision that depends on system response time, num-
ber of database records, image recognition algorithm com-
puting powerand storage available in terminal 102, etc., and
this decision must be madefor cach embodiment ofthe inven-

tion. Based on current technology, in most embodiments
these functions will be on separate compuling platforms.
[0117] The overall functionofthe identification server 106
is to determine and provide the target object information 109
corresponding to the target object 100, based on the image
data 105.

[0118] The object recognition 107 and the database 108
function together to:

[0119] 1. Detect, recognize, and decode symbols, such as
barcodesortext, in the image.

[0120] 2. Recognize the object (the target object 100) in
the image.

[0121] 3. Provide the target object information 109 that
correspondsto the target object 100. The target object
information 109 usually (depending on the embodi-
ment) includes an information address corresponding to
the target object 100.

[0122] ‘Lhe object recognition 107 detects and decodes
symbols, such as barcodesor text, in the input image. Thisis
accomplished via algorithms, software, and/or hardware
components suited for this task. Such components are com-
mercially available (The HALCONsoftware package from
MVTec is an example). The object recognition 107 also
detects and recognizes images of the target object 100 or
portions thereof. This is accomplished by analyzing the
image data 105 and comparing the results to other data, rep-
resenting imagesofa plurality ofknownobjects, stored in the
database 108, and recognizing the target object 100 if a rep-
resentation of target object 100 is stored in the database 108.
[0123] In some embodiments the terminal 102 includes
software, such as a web browser (the browser 110), that
receives an information address, connects to that information
address via a network or networks, such as the Internet, and
exchangesinformation with another computing device at that
information address. In consumerapplications the terminal
102 may be a portable cellular telephoneor Personal Digital
Assistant equipped with a camera 103 and wireless Internet
connection. In security and industrial applications the termi-
nal 102 may bea similar portable hand-held device or may be
fixed in location and/or orientation, and may have either a
wireless or wire line network connection.

[0124] Other object recognition techniques also exist and
include methodsthat store 3-dimensional models (rather than
2-dimensional images) ofobjects in a database and correlate
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input images with these models of the target object is per-
formedby an object recognition technique ofwhich manyare
available commercially and in the prior art. Such object rec-
ognition techniques usually consist ofcomparing a new input
image to a plurality of known images and detecting corre-
spondencesbetween the new input image and one ofmore of
the known images. The known images are views of known
objects from a plurality of viewing angles and thus allow
recognition of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional objects in
arbitraryorientationsrelative to the camera 103.
[0125] FIG. 4 shows the object recognition 107 and the
database 108 as separate functionsfor simplicity. However,in
many embodiments the object recognition 107 and the data-
base 108 are so closely interdependent that they may be
considered a single process.
[0126] There are various options for the object recognition
technique and the particular processes performed within the
object recognition 107 and the database 108 depend on this
choice. The choice dependson the nature, requirements, and
architecture of the particular embodiment of the invention.
However, most embodiments will usually share most of the
following desired attributes of the image recognition tech-
nique:

[0127] Capable of recognizing both 2-dimensional(i.e.,
flat) and 3-dimensional objects;

[0128] Capable of discriminating the target object 100
from any foreground or background objects or image
information, i.c., be robust with respect to changes in
background;

[0129] Fast;
[0130] Autonomous (no humanassistance required in

the recognition process);
[0131] Scalable; able to identify objects from a large

database ofknownobjects with short response time; and
[0132] Robust with respect to:

[0133] Affine transformations (rotation, translation,
scaling);

[0134] Non-affine transformations (stretching, bend-
ing, breaking);

[0135] Occlusions(of the target object 100);
[0136] Shadows(on the target object 100);
[0137] Reflections (on the target object 100);
[0138] Variationsin light color temperature:
[0139] Image noise;
[0140] Capable of determining position and oricnta-

tion of the target object 100 in the original imagery;
and

[0141] Capable of recognizing individual human
faces from a database containing data representing a
large plurality of human faces.

[0142] All of these attributes do not apply to all embodi-
ments. For example, consumer linking embodiments gener-
ally do not require determination of position and orientation
ofthe target object 100, while a spacecraft target position and
orientation determination system generally would not be
required to identify humanfaces or a large numberofdiffer-
ent objects.
[0143] It is usually desirable that the database 108 be scal-
able to enable identification of the target object 100 from a
very large plurality (for example, millions) of known objects
in the database 108. The algorithms, software, and computing
hardware must be designed to function together to quickly
perform such a search. An example sofiware technique for
performing such searching quicklyis to use a metric distance
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comparison technique for comparing the image data 105 to
data stored in the database 108, along with database cluster-
ing and multiresolution distance comparisons. This technique
is described in “Fast Exhaustive Multi-Resolution Search

Algorithm Based on Clustering for Efficient Image
Retrieval,” by Song, Kim, and Ra, 2000.
[0144] In addition to such software techniques, a parallel
processing computing architecture may be employed to
achieve fast searching of large databases. Parallel processing
is particularly important in cascs where a non-metric distance
is used in object recognition 107, because techniques such
database clustering and multiresolution search may nol be
possible and thus the complete database must be searched by
partitioning the database across multiple CPUs.
[0145] As described above, the object recognition 107 can
also detect identifying marks on the target object 100. For
example, the target object 100 may include an identifying
numberor a barcode. This information can be decoded and

used. to identify or help identify the target object 100 in the
database 108. This information also can be passed on as part
of the target object information 109. If the information is
included as part ofthe target object information 109 then it
can be used by the terminal 102 or content server 111 to
identify the specific target object 100, out of many such
objects that have similar appearance and differ only in the
identifying marks. This technique is useful, for example, in
cases where the target object 100 is an active device with a
network connection (such as a vending machine) and the
content server establishes communication with the target
object 100. A combination with a Global Positioning System
canalso be usedto identifylike objects by their location.
[0146] The object recognition 107 may be implemented in
hardware, software, or a combination of both. Examples of
each category are presented below.
[0147] Hardware object recognition implementations
include optical correlators, optimized computing platforms,
and custom hardware.

[0148] Optical correlators detect objects in images very
rapidly by, in effect, performing image correlation calcula-
tions with light. Examples of optical correlatorsare:

[0149]  T.1tton Miniaturized Ruggedized Optical Correla-
tor, from Northrop GrummanCorp;

[0150] Hybrid Digital/Optical Correlator, from the
School of Engineering and Information Technology,
University of Sussex, UK; and

[0151] OC-VGA3000 and OC-VGA6000 Optical Corr-
elators from INO, Quebec, Canada.

[0152] Optimized computing platforms are hardware com-
puting systems, usually onasingle board, that are optimized
to perform image processing and recognition algorithms very
quickly. These platforms must be programmed with the
object recognition algorithm of choice. Examples ofopti-
mized computing platforms are

[0153] VIP/Balboa™ Image Processing Board, from
Irvine Sensors Corp.; and

[0154] 3DANN™-RProcessing System, from Irvine Sen-
sors Corp.
[0155] Image recognition calculations can also be imple-
mented directly in custom hardware in forms such as Appli-
cation Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Field Program-
mable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and Digital Signal Processors
(DSPs).
[0156] There are many object and image recognition soft-
ware applications available commercially and many algo-
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rithms published in the literature. Examples of commercially
available image/object recognition software packages
include:

[9157] Object recognition system, from Sandia National
vaboratories;

[0158] Object recognition perception modules, from
Evolution Robotics; 

[0159] ImageFinder, from Attrasoft;
[0160] ImageWare, from Roz Software Systems; and
[0161] ID-2000, from Imagis Technologies.

[0162] Some of the above recognition systems include
3-dimensional object recognition capability while othersper-
form 2-dimensional image recognition.‘lhe latter type are
usedto perform 3-dimensional object recognition by compar-
ing input images to a plurality of 2-dimensional views of
objects from a plurality of viewing angles.
[0163] Examples of object recognition algorithms in the
literature and. intended for implementation in software are:

[0164] Distortion Invariant Object Recognition in the
Dynamic Link Architecture, Lades ct al, 1993;

[0165] SEEMORE: Combining Color, Shape, and Tex-
ture Histogramming in a Neurally Inspired Approachto
Visual Object Recognition, Mel, 1996;

[0166] Probabilistic Affine Invariants for Recognition,
Leunget al, 1998;

[0167] Software Library for Appearance Matching
(SLAM), Neneat al, 1994;

[0168] Probabilistic Models of Appearance for 3-D
Object Recognition, Pope & Lowe, 2000;

[0169] Matching 3D Models with Shape Distributions,
Osadaet al, 2001;

[0170] Finding Pictures of Objects in Large Collections
of Images, Forsyth et al, 1996;

[0171] The Earth Mover’s Distance under Transforma-
tion Sets, Cohen & Guibas, 1999;

[0172] Object Recognition from Local Scale-Invariant
Features, Lowe, 1999; and

[0173] Fast Object Recognition in Noisy Images Using
Simulated Annealing, Betke & Makris, 1994.

[0174] Part of the currentinventionis the following object
recognition algorithm specifically designed to be used. as the
object recognition 107 and, to some extent, the database 108.
This algorithm is robust with respect to occlusions, reflec-
tions, shadows, background/foregroundclutter, object defor-
mation and breaking, and is scalable to large databases. The
task of the algorithm is to find an object or portion thereof in
an input image, given a database of multiple objects with
multiple views (from different angles) of each object.
[0175] This algorithm uses the concept of a Local Image
Descriptor (LID) to summarize the information in a local
region of an image. A LID1sacircular subset, or “cutout,” of
a portion of an image. There are various formulations for
LIDs; two examplesare:

   
 

 

TID Formulation 1

[0176] The area within the LID is divided into range and
angle bins. The average colorin each [range,angle] bin is
calculated from the pixel values therein.

LID Formulation 2

[0177] The area within the LID is divided into range
bins. The color histogram values within each range bin
are calculated from the pixel values therein. For each
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range bin, a measure ofthe variation ofcolor with angle
is calculated as, for example, the sumof the changes in
average color between adjacent small angular slices ofa
range bin.

[0178] A LID inthe input image is compared to a LID ina
database image by a comparison technique such the L1 Dis-
tanee, L2 Distance, Unfolded Distance, Earth Mover Dis-
tance, or cross-correlation. Small distances indicate a good
match between the portions of the images underlying the
LIDS. Byiteratively changing the position and size ofthe
T.1Ds in the input and database images the algorithm con-
verges on the best match between circular regions in the 2
images.
[0179] Limiting the comparisons to subsets (circular LIDs)
ofthe images enables the algorithm to discriminate an object
from the background. Only LIDsthat fall on the object, as
opposedto the background, yield goodmatches with database
images. This technique also enable matching of partially
occluded objects; a LID that falls on the visible part of an
occluded object will match to a LID in the corresponding
locationin the database imageofthe object.
[0180] The iteration technique usedto find the best match is
simulated annealing, although genetic search, steepest
descent, or other similar techniques appropriate for multivari-
able optimization can also be used individually or in combi-
nation with simulated anncaling. Simulated anncaling is
modeled after the concept of a molten substance cooling and
solidifying into a solid. The algorithm starts at a given lem-
perature and then the temperature is gradually reduced with
time. At each timestep, the values of the search variables are
perturbed from the their previous values to a create a new
“child” generation of LIDs. The perturbations are calculated
statistically and their magnitudes are functions of the tem-
perature. As the temperature decreases the perturbations
decrease in size. The child LIDs, in the input and database
images, are then compared. If the match is better than that
obtained with the previous“parent” generation, then a slalis-
tical decision is made regarding to whetherto accept or reject
the child T.IDs as the current best match. Thisis a statistical
decision that is a function ofboth the match distance and the

temperature. The probability of child acceptance increases
with temperature and decreases with match distance. Thus,
good matches (small match distance) are more likely to be
accepted but poor matches can also be accepted occasionally.
The latter case is more likely to occur early in the process
when the temperature is high. Statistical acceptance of poor
matchesis included to allow the algorithmto “jump”out of
local minima.

[0181] When LID Formulation1 is used, the rotation angle
of the LID need not necessarily be a simulated annealing
scarch parameter. Faster convergence can be obtained by
performing a simple step-wise search on rotation to find the
best orientation (within the tolerance ofthestep size) within
each simulated annealing time step.
[0182] The search variables, in both the input and database
images, are:

[0183] LID x-position;
[0184] LIDy-position;
[0185] LID radius;
[0186] LID x-stretch;
[0187] LIDy-stretch; and
[0188] LID orientation angle (only for LID Formulation

1).
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[0189] LID x-stretch and LID y-stretch are measures of
“stretch”distortion applied to the LID circle, and measure the
distortion of the circle into an oval. Thisis included to provide
robustness to differences in orientation and curvature

between the input and database images.
[0190] The use of multiple simultaneous T.1Ds provides
additional robustness to occlusions, shadows, reflections,
rotations, deformations, and object breaking. The best
matches for multiple input image LIDSare sought throughout
the database images. The input image LIDSare restricted to
remain at certain minimum separation distances from each
other. The minimum distance between any 2 LIDscenters is
a function of the LID radii. The input image LIDS converge
and settle on the regions of the input image having the best
correspondenceto any regions of any database images. Thus
the LIDs behavein the mannerofmarblesrolling towards the
lowest spot on a surface,e.g., the bottom of a bowl, but being
held apart by their radius (although LIDS generally have
minimum separation distances that are less than their radi).
[0191] Incases where the object in the input image appears
deformed or curved relative to the known configuration in
whichit appears in the database, multiple input image LIDS
will match to different database images. Each input image
LID will match to that database image which shows the
underlying portion of the object as it most closely resembles
the input image. If the input image object is bent, e.g., a
curved poster, then one part will match to one database ori-
entation and anotherpart will matchto a different orientation.
[0192] Inthe case where the input image object appears to
be broken into multiple pieces, etther due to occlusion or to
physical breakage, use of multiple LIDs again provides
robust matching: individual LIDs “settle” on portions of the
input image object as they matchto correspondingportions of
the object in various viewsin the database.
[0193] Robustness with respect to shadowsandreflections
is provided by LIDs simply not detecting good matches on
these input image regions. They are in effect accommodated
in the same manneras occlusions.

[0194] Robustness with respect to curvature and bending is
accommodated by multiple techniques. First, use ofmultiple
LIDs provides such robustness as described above. Secondly,
curvature and bending robustness is inherently provided to
some extent within each LID by use of LID rangebin sizes
that increase with distance from the LID center (e.g., loga-
rithmic spacing). Given matching points in an input image
and database image, deformation of the input image object
away from the plane tangent at the matching point increases
with distance from the matching point. Thelarger bin sizes of
the outer bins (in both range and angle) reducethis sensitivity
because theyareless sensitive to image shifts.
[0195] Robustness with respect to lighting color tempera-
ture variations is provided by normalization of each color
channel within each LID.

[0196] Fast performance, particular with large databases,
can be obtained through several techniques, as follows:

[0197] 1. Use of LID Formulation 2 can reduce the
amount of searchby virtue of being rotationally invari-
ant, although this comesat the cost of some robustness
due to loss of image information.

[0198] 2. Ifa metric distance (e.g., L1, L2, or Unfolded)
is used for LID comparison, then database clustering,
based on the triangle inequality, can be used to rule out
large portions of the database [rom searching. Since
database LIDs are created during the execution ofthe
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algorithm,the run-time database LIDsare not clustered.
Rather, during preparation ofthe database, sample LIDs
are created from the database images by sampling the
search parameters throughout their valid ranges. From
this data, bounding clusters can be created for each
imageandfor portions of images. With this information
the search algorithm can rule out portions of the search
parameter space.

[0199] 3. Ifa metric distance is used, then progressive
multiresolution search can be used. This technique saves
time by comparing datafirst at low resolution and only
proceeds with successive higher-resolution comparison
on candidates with correlations better than the current

best match. A discussion of this technique, along with
database clustering, can be found in “Fast Exhaustive
Multi-Resolution Scarch Algorithm Based on Cluster-
ing for Efficient Image Retrieval,” by Songet al, 2000.

[0200] 4. The parameter search space and. number of
LIDs can be limited. Boundscanbe placed, for example,
on the sizes of LIDs depending on the expected sizes of
input image objects relative to those in the database. A
small number of LIDs, even 1, can be used, at the
expense of somerobustness.

[0201] 5. LIDs canbefixed inthe database images. This
eliminates iterative searching on database LID param-
eters, at the expense of some robustness.

[0202] 6. ‘The ‘‘x-stretch” and “y-stretch” search param-
eters can be eliminated, although there is a trade-off
between these search parameters and the number of
database images. These parameters increase the ability
to match between imagesofthe same object in different
orientations. Llimination of these parameters may
require more database images with closer angular spac-
ing, depending on the particular embodiment.

[0203] 7. Parallel processing can be utilized to increase
computing power.

[0204] ‘This technique is similar to that described by Betke
& Makris in “Fast Object Recognition in Noisy Images Using
Simulated Annealing”, 1994, with the following important
distinctions:

[0205] The current algorithm is robust with respect to
occlusion. This is made possible by varying size and
position of LIDs in database images, during the search
process, in order to match non-occluded portions of
database images.

[0206] Thecurrent algorithmcanidentify 3-dimensional
objects by containing views of objects from many ori-
entations in the database.

[0207] ‘Lhe current algorithmuses database clustering to
enable rapid searching of large databases.

[0208] The current algorithmuses circular LIDs.
[0209] In addition to containing image information, the
database 108 also contains address information. After the

target object 100 has been identified, the database 108 is
searched to find information corresponding to the target
object 100. This information can be an information address,
such as an Internet URL. The identification server 106 then

sends this information,in the formof the target object infor-
mation 109, to the terminal 102. Depending on the particular
embodiment of the invention, the target object information
109 mayinclude, but not be limited to, one or more of the
following items of information pertainingto the target object
100:
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[0210] Information address (c.g., Internct URL)
[0211] Identity (e.g., object name, number, classifica-

tion, etc.);
[0212] Position;
[0213] Orientation;
[0214] Size;
[0215] Color;
[0216] Status;
[0217] Information decoded from and/or referenced by

symbols (c.g. information coded in a barcode or a URL
referenced by such a barcode); and

[0218] Other data (e.g. alphanumerical text)
[0219] ‘Lhus, the identification server determines the iden-
tity and/or variousattributes of the target object 100 from the
image data 105.
[0220] The target object information 109 is sent to the
terminal 102. This information usually flows via the same
communication path used to send the image data 105 from the
terminal 102 to the identification server 106, but this is not
necessarily the case. This method of this flow information
depends on the particular embodimentof the invention.
[0221] The terminal 102 receivesthetarget object informa-
tion 109. ‘The terminal 102 then performs some action or
actions based on the target object information 109. This
action or actions may include, but not be limitedto:

[0222] Accessing a website.
[0223] Accessingor initiating a software process on the

terminal 102.

[0224] Accessing or inilialing a software process on
another computer via a network or networks such as the
Internet.

[0225] Accessing a web service (a software service
accessed via the Internet).

[0226] Initiating a telephone call (if the terminal 102
includes such capability) to a telephone numberthat
maybe included in or determined by the target object
Information, may be stored in the terminal 102, or may
be entered by the user.

[0227] Initiating a radio communication (if the terminal
102 includes such capability) using a radio frequency
that may be included in or determined by the target
object Information, maybestoredinthe terminal 102, or
maybe entered bythe user.

[0228] Sending informationthat is includedin the target
object information 109 to a website, a software process
(on another computeror on the terminal 102), or a hard-
ware component.

[0229] Displaying information, via the screen or other
visual indication, such as text, graphics, animations,
video, or indicator lights.

[0230] Producing an audio signal or sound, including
playing music.

[0231] In many embodiments, the terminal 102 sends the
target object information 109 to the browser 110. The browser
110 may or may not exist in the terminal 102, depending on
the particular embodimentofthe invention. The browser 110
is a software component, hardware component, or both,that
is capable of communicating with and accessing information
from a computerat an information address containedintarget
object information 109.
[0232] In most embodiments the browser 110 will be a web
browser, embeddedin the terminal 102, capable of accessing
and communicating with websiles via a network or networks
such as the Internet. In some embodiments, however, such as
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those that only involve displaying the identity, position, ori-
entation, or status of the target object 100, the browser 110
may be a sofiware componentor application that displays or
providesthe target object information 109 to a human user or
to another software componentor application.
[0233] In embodiments wherein the browser 110 is a web
browser, the browser 110 connects to the content server 111
located at the information address(typically an Internet URL)
includedin the target object information 109. This connection
is effected bythe terminal 102 and the browser 110 acting in
concert. The content server 111 is an information server and

computing system. The connection and information
exchanged between the terminal 102 and the content server
111 generallyis accomplished via standard Internet and wire-
less network software, protocols (e.g. HTTP, WAP,etc.), and
networks, although any information exchange technique can
be used. The physical network connection depends on the
systemarchitecture ofthe particular embodiment but in most
embodiments will involve a wireless network and the Inter-

net. This physical network will most likely be the samenet-
work used to connect the terminal 102 and the identification
server 106.

[0234] Thecontent server 111 sends content informationto
the terminal 102 and browser 110. ‘his content information

usually is pertinent to the target object 100 and can betext,
audio, video, graphics, or information in any form that is
usable by the browser 110 and terminal 102. The terminal 102
and browser 110 send, in some embodiments, additional
information to the content server 111. This additional infor-

mation can be information suchasthe identity of the user of
the terminal 102or the location ofthe user ofthe terminal 102

(as determined from a GPSsystem oraradio-frequency rang-
ing system). In some embodiments such informationis pro-
vided to the content server by the wireless network carrier.
[0235] The user can perform ongoing interactions with the
content server 111. For example, depending on the embodi-
mentof the invention and the applications, the user can:

[0236] Listen to streaming audio samples if the target
object 100 is an audio recording (e.g., compact audio
disc).

[0237] Purchase the target object 100 via on-line trans-
action, with the purchase amount billed to an account
linked. to the terminal 102, to the individual user, to a
bank account, or to a credit card.

[0238] In some embodiments the content server 111 may
reside within the terminal 102. In such embodiments, the
communication between the terminal 102 and the content
server 111 does not occur via a network but rather occurs
within the terminal 102.

[0239] In embodiments wherein the target object 100
includesor is a device capable of communicating with other
devices or computers via a network or networks such as the
Internet, and wherein the target object information 109
includes adequate identification (such as a sign, number, or
barcode) ofthe specific target object 100, the content server
111 connects to and exchanges information with the target
object 100 via a network or networks such as the Internet. In
this type ofembodiment, the terminal 102 is connected to the
content server 111 and the content server 111 is connected to

the target object 100. Thus, the terminal! 102 and target object
100 can communicate via the content server 111. This cnables

the userto interact with the target object 100 despite the lack
ofa direct connection between the target object 100 and the
terminal 102.
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[0240] The following are examples of embodiments of the
invention.

[0241] FIG. 5 showsa preferred embodimentof the inven-
tion that uses a cellular telephone, PDA, or such mobile
device equipped with computational capability, a digital cam-
era, and a wireless network connection, as the terminal 202
corresponding to the terminal 102 in FIG.4.In this embodi-
ment, the terminal 202 communicates with the identification
server 206 and the content server 211 via networks suchas a

cellular telephone network and the Internet.
[0242] This embodiment can be used for applications such
as the following (“User”refers to the person operating the
terminal 202, and the terminal 202 is a cellular telephone,
PDA,or similar device, and “point and click” refers to the
operation of the User capturing imageryof the target object
200 andinitiating the transfer of the image data 205 to the
identification server 206).
[0243] The User“points and clicks” the terminal 202 at a
compact disc (CD) containing recorded music or a digital
video dise (DVD) containing recorded video. The terminal
202 browser connects to the URL corresponding to the CD or
DVD anddisplays a menuofoptions from whichthe user can
select. From this menu,the user can listen to streaming audio
samples ofthe CD or streaming video samples ofthe DVD, or
can purchase the CD or DVD.
[0244] The User “points and clicks” the terminal 202 at a
print media advertisement, poster, or billboard advertising a
movie, music recording, video, or other entertainment. The
browser 210 connects to the URL correspondingto the adver-
tised item and the user canlisten to streaming audio samples,
purchase streaming video samples, obtain showtimes, or
purchasethe itemortickets.
[0245] The User “points and clicks”the terminal 202 at a
television screen to interact with television programming in
real-time. For example, the programming could consist of a
product promotioninvolving a reducedprice during a limited
time. Users that “point and click”on this television program-
ming during the promotionare linked to a web site at which
they can purchase the product at the promotional price.
Another example is a interactive television programming in
which users “point and click” on the television screen at
specific times, based on the on-screen content, to register
votes, indicate actions, or connect to a web site through which
they perform real time interactions with the on-screen pro-
gram.

[0246] The User“points and clicks” on an object such as a
consumer product, an advertisement for a product,a poster,
etc., the terminal 202 makesa telephonecall to the company
selling the product, and the consumerhasa direct discussion
with a company representative regarding the company’s
productorservice. In this case the companytelephone num-
ber is included in the target object information 209. If the
target object information 209 also includes the company URL
then the User can interact with the company via both voice
and Internet (via browser 210) simultaneously.
[0247] The User “points and clicks” on a vending machine
(target object 200) that is equipped with a connection to a
network suchas the Internet and that has a unique identifying
mark, such as a number. The terminal 202 connects to the
content server 211 of the companythat operates the vending
machine. The identification server identifics the particular
vending machine by identifying and decoding the unique
identifying mark. The identity of the particular machine is
includedin the target object information 209 andis sent from
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the terminal 202 to the content server 211. The contentserver

211, having the identification of the particular vending
machine(target object 200), initiates communicationwith the
vending machine. The User performsa transaction with the
vending machine, such as purchasing a product, using his
terminal 202 that communicates with the vending machine
via the content server 211.

[0248] The User “points and clicks” on part of a machine,
suchas anaircraft part. The terminal 202 thendisplays infor-
mationpertinent to the part, such as maintenanceinstructions
or repair history.

[0249] The User “points and clicks” on a magazine or
newspaperarticle and link to streaming audio or video con-
tent, further information, etc.

[0250] The User“points and clicks” on an automobile. The
location of the terminal 206 is determined by a Global Posi-
tion System receiver in the terminal 206, by cellular network
radio ranging, or by another technique. The position of the
terminal 202 is sent to the content server 211. The content

server provides the Userwith information regarding the auto-
mobile, such as price and features, and furthermore, based on
the position information, provides the User with the location
of a nearby automobile dealer that sells the car. This same
technique can be used to direct Users to nearby retail stores
selling items appearing, in magazine advertisements that
Users “point and click” on.
[0251]

[0252] Click on any item ina store and the device speaks
the nameofthe item andprice to you (the items must be
in the database).

[0253] Click on a newspaperor magazinearticle and the
device readsthe article to you.

[0254] Click onasign (building,streetsign, etc.) and the
device reads the sign to you and provides any addition
pertinent information(the signs must be in the database).

[0255] FIG. 6 shows an embodimentofthe invention for
spacecraft applications. In this embodiment, all compo-
nents of the system (except the target object 300) are
onboard a Spacecraft. The target object 300 is another
spacecraft or object. This embodimentis used to deter-
minetheposition and orientationofthe target object 300
relative to the Spacecraftso that this information can be
usedin navigating, guiding, and maneuvering the space-
craft relative to the target object 300. An example use of
this embodiment would be in autonomous spacecraft
rendezvous and docking.

[0256] This embodiment determines the position and ori-
entationofthe target object 300, relative to the Spacecraft, as
determined by the position, orientation, and size of the target
object 300 in the imagery captured by the camera 303, by
comparing the imagery with views ofthe target object 300
from differentorientationsthat are stored in the database 308.

‘Therelative position and orientation of the target object 300

Vor visually impaired people:
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are output in the target object information, so that the space-
craft data system 310 can use this information in planning
trajectories and maneuvers.

INDUSTRIAT. APPLICABILITY

[0257] The industrial applicability is anywhere that objects
are to be identified by a digital optical representation of the
object.

1-11. (canceled)
12. A methodfor identifying an object in an at least one

given image including:
iteratively comparing at least one regionin theat least one

given image with regions in images in an at least one
database until the best correspondenceis found between
the at least one region in theat least one given image and
the at least one region in images in the at least one
database: wherein the images in the least one database
represent views of at least one object in at least one
viewing orientation, wherem the comparing is per-
formed by:

extracting and comparing parameters fromthe regions of
the at least one given image andthe imagesin the at least
one database.

13. The method for identifying an object in an at least one
given imageas defined in claim 12 including:

a method for reducing the number ofrequired compari-
sons, which includes:

determining a priori that there is poor correspondence
between the at least one region intheat least one given
image and certain imagesin the at least one database.

14. The methodfor identifying an objectin anat least one
given imageas defined in claim 12 including:

capturing al least one image; and
providing communications or information that are deter-

minedby both the identity ofthe object and the location
of the device used to capture the at least one image,
based both ontheidentity ofthe object and onrefining or
modifying, the set of candidate identities of the at least
one object based on the location of the device used to
capture the at least one image.

15. ‘he method for identifying an object in an at least one
given imageas defined in claim 12 further including:

establishing a connection between a portable device and an
information site pertinentto an object by:

determining the address of the information site corre-
spondingto the object using a remote computer, sending
the address to the portable device, and connecting to the
informationsite via at least one network.

16. The methodfor identifying an object in an at least once
given image as defined in claim 12 further including:

providing audio information pertinentto at least one object
based on capturing at least one imageofthe at least one
object with a portable device,

recognizing the at least one object using the portable device
or a remote computer; and

providing the pertinent audio information to the portable
device.

17-21. (canceled)
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Filing (37 CFR 1.16 (e)) Examiner Name  required)  

| hereby declare that:

Each inventor's residence, mailing address, and citizenship are as stated below next to their name.

| believe the inventor(s) named below to be the original andfirst inventor(s) of the subject matter which is claimed and for
which a patent is sought on the invention entitled:

Image Capture and Identification System and Process

 
(Title of the Invention)

the specification of which

 [| is attached hereto

OR

wasfiled on (MM/DDIYYYY) 11/05/2002 as United States Application Numberor PCTInternational

Application Number|PCT/TJS02/35407 and was amended on (MM/DD/YYYY) 09/02/2003 (if applicable).

| hereby state that | have reviewed and understand the contents of the aboveidentified specification, including the claims, as
amended by any amendmentspecifically referred to above.

| acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for
continuation-in-part applications, material information which became available between thefiling date of the prior application
and the national or PCT international filing date of the continuation-in-part application.

| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent,
inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or 365(a) of any PCTinternational application which designated at least one
country other than the United States of America, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign
application for patent, inventor's or plant breeder's rights certificate(s), or any PCT international application havingafiling date
before that of the application on whichpriority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application country Foreign Filing Date Certified Copy Attached?Number(s Country MM/DDIYYYY. Not Claimed Yes No

 
[| Additional foreign application numbersare listed on a supplementalpriority data sheet PTO/SB/02B attached hereto.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 115 and 37 CFR 1.63. The informationis required to obtain ar retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 21 minutes to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden should be sent to the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assisiance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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@2/11/2889 16:88 SH346280388 DESIGN NET PASE 681/61

PTO/SAH (04-03)
Approved for use through 07/31/2006. OMB c651-0022U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare requirad to respond tp a collaction of informalion unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

DECLARATION — Utility or Design Patent Application

Direct all correspondence to: Customer Number: 34284 OR[| Correspondence address below 

 

Address

 
”

Country Telephone Fax

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on infermation
and belief are believed to be true; and furtherthat these statements were made with the knowledgethatwillful false statements
and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willful false
statements may jeopardizethe validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTOR: | CI A patition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor
Given Narne Family Name
(first and middle [if any]) or Surname

W.

 

. Boncyk
Inventor's Date
Signatsnare LY 1t¥Feb, Zoo? |
Residence: City ' Citizenship

Evergreen US
Mailing Address ~
32059 Quarterhorse Road

City : 7 State ZiP Country
Evergreen 80439 Us

NAME OF SECOND INVENTOR:[] A petition has been filad for this unsigned inventor
Given Name Family Name
(first and middle [if any) or Surname

Renald H. . Cohen

 

Inventors Date

Signature air we February 11 2009
Residence: City Country Citizenship

Pasadena US Us
Majling Address

2445 E. Del Mar Blvd., #416

  
  

 

City " . CountryPasadena CA 91107 Us

C] Additional inventors or a legal representative are belng named on the supplemental sheet(s) PTO/SB/02A or 02LR attached hereto.

 
jPage 2 of 2]
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Image Capture and Identification System and Process

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: WayneC. Boncyk 

Filer: Martin Fessenmaier/LindseyRipley

Attorney Docket Number: 101044.0001US14

Filed as Large Entity

Utility under 35 USC 111(a)Filing Fees

Sub-Totalin

USD($)

936

Miscellaneous-Filing:

BANK OF AMERICA IPR2021-01080 Ex. 1002, p. 31 of 1115

Description Fee Code Quantity 
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Sub-Totalin

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:
 

Total in USD ($) 2026
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

9715072

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: Image Capture and Identification System and Process

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: WayneC. Boncyk

Customer Number: 24392

reMerin Fessenmater/tindsey Ripley
Filer Authorized By: Martin Fessenmaier 

Attorney Docket Number: 101044,0001US14

Time Stamp: 17:44:03

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $ 2026

Deposit Account 500341

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

965202

Application Data Sheet US_ADS_Form_SB_14.pdf <2810b730b82c0d72e86237376cf2e7Ab3d)

Information:

Preliminary_Amendment_01a_|
Preliminary Amendment 1US14.pdf OfScUYc3 6202238844ebcd46d84ee644cl

358492

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter 1US7_publication.pdf 14254295dd7db405ae? 768489028707d7b]
11600

Information: 

155080

Oath or Declarationfiled DECLARATION_signed.pdf b7l2fSeadde9b707de26546eb296156d985}
25ffe

Warnings: 

Information: 

Fee Worksheet (PTO-875) fee-info.pdf a2edfddb72Be76c3<e9512b5cSfbe27b 1 8b
8f5 

Warnings: 

Information:
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

 

NationalStage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application asa
nationalstage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andofthe InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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PTONSB/14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

cat

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number 

Title of Invention Image Capture and Identification System and Process   
The application data sheetis part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arrangedin a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

[_] Portions orall of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuantto
37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may notbefiled electronically.)

 

  
Applicant Information:

Applicant 1

Applicant Authority @/Inventor|(Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 CParty ofInterest under 35 U.S.C. 118

 

 

   
Prefix) Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Residence Information (Select One) oeUS Residency ©) NonUS Residency (©) Active US Military Service
Evergreen State/Province Country of Residence i

Citizenship under 37 CFR 1.41(b}i US

Mailing Address of Applicant:

Address1 32059 Quarterhorse Road

Address 2

 

 

 

 

 City Evergreen State/Province   
Postal Code Countryi

Applicant 2

Applicant Authority Inventor|()Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 (Party of Interest under 35 U.S.C. 118
Given Name Middle Name Family Nameaa

Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) NonUS Residency (©) Active US Military Service

Pasadena State/Province Country of Residencei

Mailing Address of Applicant:

Address 1 2445 E. Del Mar Blva., #416

Address 2

 

 

 

 

Pasadena State/Province

Postal Code

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be
generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Ade

 
Correspondence Information: 

Enter either Customer Number or complete the CorrespondenceInformation section below.
Forfurther information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

EFS Web2.1
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PTONSB/14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number 101044.0001US14
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 

Title of Invention Image Capture and Identification System and Process

[_] An Addressis being provided for the correspondenceInformation of this application. 

Customer Number

Email Address nwitchey@fishiplaw.com

Application Information:

 
 

Title of the Invention Image Capture and Identification System and Process

Attorney Docket Number| 101044.0001US14 Small Entity Status Claimed

Application Type Nonprovisional

Subject Matter

 

  
Suggested Class (if any) | Sub Class(if any) 
Suggested Technology Center(if any) 

Total Number of Drawing Sheets(if any) | Suggested Figurefor Publication (if any)   
Publication Information:

[-] Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Request Not to Publish. | hereby request that the attached application not be published under 35 U.S.C. 122(b)

g and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not been and will not be the subject of an
application filed in another country, or under a multilateral agreement, that requires publication at eighteen months
afterfiling.

 
 
 

Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided forall practitioners having a powerof attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Enter either Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below.If both sections
are completed the Customer Numberwill be used for the Representative Information during processing.

Please Select One: (#) Customer Number © US PatentPractitioner ©) US Representative (37 CFR 11.9)
Customer Number 24392

 
 

Domestic Priority Information:
This section allows for the applicant to claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e}, 120, 121, or 365(c). Providing this information in the
application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78(a){2) or CFR 1.78{a)
(4), and need not otherwise be madepart of the specification.

Prior Application Status|Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}

Division of 13/037317 2011-02-28

Prior Application Status|Pending

 

   
EFS Web2.1
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PTONSB/14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number 101044.0001US14
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 

Title of Invention Image Capture and Identification System and Process 
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}

13/037317 12/333630 2008-12-12

Prior Application Status|Patented

Application a Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD)‘|Patent Number|(yyyy-MM-DD)

12/333630 Division of 10/492243 2004-04-09 747780 2008-12-22

Prior Application Status|Expired

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}

12/333630 a 371 ofinternational PCT/US02/35047 2002-11-05

Prior Application Status|Patented

Application a Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD)—|Patent Number|(yyyy_MM-DD)

PCT/US02/35047| Continuation of 09/992942 2001-11-05 7016532 2006-03-21

Prior Application Status|Expired

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}

09/992942 non provisional of 60/246295 2000-11-06

Prior Application Status|Expired

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD}

09/992942 non provisional of 60/317521 2001-09-05

 

    
  
 

    

 

  
Additional Domestic Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting
the Add button.

 
Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim benefit of foreign priority and to identify any prior foreign application for which priority is
not claimed. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119{b)
and 37 CFR 1.55(a).

Application Number Country i Parent Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Priority Claimed

pS8Ne|
Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Addbutton.

  
 

Assignee Information:
Providing this information in the application data sheet does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37
of the CFR to have an assignmentrecordedin the Office.

Assignee 1

 

 

 If the Assignee is an Organization check here.

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

 

EFS Web2.1
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PTONSB/14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number 101044.0001US14
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
 

Application Number 

Title of Invention Image Capture and Identification System and Process

Mailing Address Information:

Address1

Address 2
 

City State/Province

Country | Postal Code
Phone Number Fax Number

Email Address

 

  
 

Additional Assignee Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add
button.

 
Signature:

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33 and 10.18. Please see 37
CFR 1.4(d) for the form of the signature.

 

Signature|‘Nicholas J. Witchey/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| 2011-03-22
  First Name Nicholas J. Last Name Witchey Registration Number 63481

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTG. Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

EFS Web2.1
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Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary, and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application cr patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552) an
the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether
the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence te a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negctiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of
the record.

4. A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, a
a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A recordin this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA aspart of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvementsin records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuan
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subjectto the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the
USPTO becomes awareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

 

EFS Web2.1
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

aeteesenn

i MNGUYEN 00000009 500341 13069124

  
 
 

04/0172  
 

 
 

OL FC:4011 82.00 DA
02 FCs2iit 270.00 DA
03 FCs2gi1 110.00 DA  

 

  
 

468.00 DA

Title of Invention: Image Capture and Identification System and Process

  
 

Adjustaent date: 04/01/2011 MNGUYEN

03723/2011 INTEFSW iar 500341 13069124

ee

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1(a)

Paymentinformation:

Pauorwedtier
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National applicationfiling, search, and examination fees)

  

 

 
  

   
  
  
 Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C-F.R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 13/069,124

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2 SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITYi]

BASIC FEE

SEARCH FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(K), (i), of (m)) N/A N/A
EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(9), (p), or (q)} N/A N/A
TOTAL CLAIMS
(37 CFR 1.16(i)) 38 18
INDEPENDENT GLAIMS
or CFR Et)Ptmm

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE_|sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $270 ($135 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheetsorfraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

minus 20 =

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT GLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

fo|
Independent Minus(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 GFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16()))

TOTAL TOTAL
ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total * Minus *
(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent Minus

(37 CFR 1,16(h))
Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s})

AMENDMENTB
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16()))

ADD'L FEE
* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.

* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".
*™* Ifthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest NumberPreviously Paid For" (Total or Independent)is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED StaTreS PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and ‘Trademark Office
Address: COMMTSSIONER, FOR PATENTSP.C. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virgnia 22313-1450Wwww.uspto.gov
 

APPLICATION FILINGor GRP AR’

NUMBER 371 (¢) DATE UNI FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO [TOT CLAIMS§IND CLAIMS
13/069, 124 03/22/2011 930 101044.0001US 14
 

CON FIRMATION NO. 9532
24392 FILING RECEIPT

FISH & ASSOCIATES, PC

ROBERTD.FISH IAEA
2603 Main Street
Suite 1000

Irvine, CA 92614-6232

Date Mailed: 04/08/2011

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Pleaseverify the accuracy of the data presented onthis receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy ofthis Filing Receipt with the
changesnotedthereon.If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
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P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
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Fish & Associates, PC

2603 Main Strect, Suite 1000
Irvine, CA 92614
US

The person making this statementis the attorney in this application, Registration Number 63481.
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{Nicholas J. Witchey/
Nicholas J. Witchey
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IMAGE CAPTURE AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM AND PROCESS

{0001] This application is a divisional of 13/037317 filed February 28, 2011 whichis a
divisional of 12/333630 filed December 12, 2008 whichis a divisional of 10/492243filed April

9, 2004 which is a National Phase of PCT/US02/35407 filed November5, 2002 which is an

International Patent application of 09/992942 filed November 5, 2001 which claims priority to

provisional application number 60/317521 filed Sept. 5, 2001 and provisional application
number60/246295filed Nov. 6, 2000. These andall other referenced patents and applications

arc incorporated herein by referencein their entirety. Where a definition or use of'a term ina

reference that is incorporated by referenceis inconsistent or contrary to the definition ofthat

term providedherein, the definition of that term provided herein is deemed to be controlling.

Technical Field

[0002] The invention relates an identification method andprocess for objects from digitally

captured images thereofthat uses image characteristics to identify an object from a plurality of

objects in a database.

Background Art

[0003] There is a need to provide hyperlink functionality in known objects without modification

to the objects, throughreliably detecting and identifying the objects based only on the

appearance of the object, and then locating and supplying information pertinent to the object or

initiating communicationspertinentto the object by supplying an information address, such as a

Uniform Resource Locator (URL),pertinent to the object.

[0004] There is a need to determinethe position and oricntation of knownobjects based only on

imagery of the objects.

[0005] The detection, identification, determination ofposition and orientation, and subsequent

information provision and communication must occur without modification or disfigurementof

the object, without the need for any marks, symbols, codes, barcodes, or characters on the object,
withoutthe need to touchor disturb the object, without the need for special lighting other than

that required for normal human vision, without the need for any communication device (radio

frequency, infrared, etc.) to be attached to or nearby the object, and without human assistance in
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the identification process. The objects to be detected and identified may be 3-dimensional

objects, 2-dimensional images (e.g., on paper), or 2-dimensional images of 3-dimensional

objects, or human beings.

[0006] There is a need to provide such identification and hyperlink services to persons using

mobile computing devices, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and cellular telephones.

[0007] There is a need to provide such identification and hyperlink services to machines, such as

factory robots and spacecraft.

[0008] Examples include:

[0009] identifying pictures or otherart in a museum, whereit is desired to provide additional

information about suchart objects to museum visitors via mobile wireless devices;

[0010] provision of content (information, text, graphics, music, video,etc.), communications,

and transaction mechanisms between companies and individuals, via networks(wireless or

otherwise) initiated by the individuals “pointing and clicking” with camera-equipped mobile

devices on magazine advertisements, posters, billboards, consumer products, music or video

disks or tapes, buildings, vehicles, etc.;

{0011] establishment of a communications link with a machine, such a vending machine or

information kiosk, by “pointing and clicking” on the machine with a camera-equipped mobile

wireless device and then execution of communications ortransactions between the mobile

wireless device and the machine;

[0012] identification of objects or parts in a factory, such as on an assembly line, by capturing an

image ofthe objects or parts, and then providing information pertinentto the identified objects or

parts;

[0013] identification ofa part of a machine, such as an aircraft part, by a technician “pointing

and clicking” on the part with a camera-cquipped mobile wireless device, and then supplying

pertinent content to the technician, such maintenanceinstructionsor history for the identified

part;
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[0014] identification or screening of individual(s) by a security officer “pointing and clicking” a

camera-equipped mobile wireless device at the individual(s) and then receiving identification

information pertinent to the individuals after the individuals have been identified by face

recognition software;

[0015] identification, screening, or validation of documents, such as passports, by a security

officer “pointing and clicking” a camera-equipped device at the documentand receiving a

response from a remote computer;

[0016] determination ofthe position and orientation of an object in space by a spacecraft nearby

the object, based on imagery ofthe object, so that the spacecraft can maneuverrelative to the

object or execute a rendezvous with the object;

[0017] identification of objects from aircraft or spacecraft by capturing imagery of the objects

and then identifying the objects via image recognition performed ona local or remote computer,

[0018] watching movie previews streamed to a camera-equipped wireless device by “pointing

and clicking” with such a device on a movietheatre sign or poster, or on a digital video disc box

or videotape box;

[0019] listening to audio recording samples streamed to a camera-equipped wireless device by

“pointing and clicking” with such a device on a compact disk (CD) box, videotape box, or print

media advertisement;

[0020] purchasing movie, concert, or sporting event tickets by “pointing and clicking” on a

theater, advertisement, or other object with a camera-equipped wireless device;

[0021] purchasing an item by “pointing and clicking”on the object with a camera-equipped

wireless device and thus initiating a transaction;

[0022] interacting with television programming by “pointing and clicking”at the television

screen with a camera-equipped device, thus capturing an image of the screen content and having

that image sent to a remote computer andidentified, thus initiating interaction based on the

screen content received (an example is purchasing an item onthe television screen by “pointing

and clicking” at the screen when theitem is on the screen);
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[0023] interacting with a computer-system based game and with other players of the game by

“pointing and clicking” on objects in the physical environmentthat are considered to be part of

the game;

[0024] paying a bus fare by “pointing andclicking” with a mobile wireless camera-equipped

device, on a fare machinein a bus, andthus establishing a communications link between the

device and the fare machine and enabling the fare payment transaction;

[0025] establishment of a communication between a mobile wireless camera-equipped device

and a computer with an Internet connection by “pointing and clicking” with the device on the

computer and thus providing to the mobile device an Internet address at which it can
communicate with the computer, thus establishing communications with the computer despite

the absenceof a local network or any direct communication between the device and the

computer;

[0026] use of a mobile wireless camera-equipped device as a point-of-sale terminalby, for

example, “pointing and clicking” on an item to be purchased, thus identifying the item and

initiating a transaction.

Disclosure of Invention

[0027] The present invention solves the abovestated needs. Once an imageis captured digitally,

ascarch ofthe image determines whether symbolic contentis included in the image.If so the

symbolis decoded and communication is opened with the proper database, usually using the
Internet, wherein the best match for the symbolis returned. In some instances, a symbol may be

detected, but non-ambiguousidentification is not possible. In that case and when a symbolic

image can not be detected, the image is decomposed throughidentification algorithms where
unique characteristics of the image are determined. These characteristics are then used ta provide
the best match or matchesin the data base, the “best” determination being assisted by the partial

symbolic information,if that is available.

[0028] Therefore the present invention provides technology and processes that can accommodate
linking objects and images to information via a network suchas the Internet, which requires no

modification to the linked object. Traditional methods for linking objects to digital information,
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including applying a barcode,radio or optical transceiver or transmitter, or some other means of

identification to the object, or modifying the image or object so as to encode detectable

informationin it, are not required because the image or object can be identified solely byits

visual appearance. The users or devices may even interact with objects by “linking” to them. For

example, a user may link to a vending machine by “pointing and clicking”on it. His device

would be connected overthe Internet to the company that owns the vending machine. The

company would in turn establish a connection to the vending machine, and thus the user would
have a communication channelestablished with the vending machine and could interact withit.

[0029] The decomposition algorithmsofthe present invention allow fast and reliable detection

and recognition of images and/or objects based on their visual appearance in an image, no matter

whether shadows, reflections, partial obscuration, and variations in viewing geometry are

present. As stated above, the present invention also can detect, decode, and identify images and

objects based on traditional symbols which may appearon the object, such as alphanumeric

characters, barcodes, or 2-dimensional matrix codes.

[0030] When a particular objectis identified, the position and orientation of an object with

respect to ihe user at the time the image was captured can be determined basedon the appearance

of the object in an image. This can be the location and/oridentity of people scanned by multiple

cameras in a security system, a passive locator system more accurate than GPS or usable in areas

where GPS signals cannot be received, the location of specific vehicles without requiring a

transmission from the vehicle, and many other uses.

[0031] When the present invention is incorporated into a mobile device, such as a portable

telephone,the user of the device canlink to images and objects in his or her environmentby

pointing the device at the object ofinterest, then “pointing and clicking”to capture an image.

Thereafter, the device transmits the image to another computer (“Server”), wherein the image is

analyzed and the object or imageofinterest is detected and recognized. Then the network

address of information corresponding to that object is transmitted from the (“Server”) back to the

mobile device, allowing the mobile device to access information using the network address so

that only a portion of the information concerning the object need be stored in the systems

database.
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[0032] Someorall of the image processing, including image/object detection and/or decoding of

symbols detected in the image maybe distributed arbitrarily between the mobile (Client) device
and the Server. In other words, some processing may be performedin the Client device and some

in the Server, without specification of which particular processing is performed in each,orall

processing maybe performed on oneplatform orthe other, or the platforms may be combined so

that there is only one platform. The image processing can be implemented in a parallel

computing manner,thusfacilitating scaling of the system with respect to database size and input

traffic loading.

[0033] Therefore,it is an object of the present invention to provide a system and process for

identifying digitally captured images without requiring modification to the object.

{0034] Another object is to use digital capture devices in ways never contemplated by their
manufacturer,

[0035] Another object is to allow identification of objects from partial views ofthe object.

[0036] Another object is to provide communication means with operative devices without

requiring a public connection therewith.

[0037] These and other objects and advantagesof the present invention will become apparent to

those skilled in the art after considering the following detailed specification, together with the

accompanying drawings where:

Brief Description of The Drawings

[0038] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram top-level algorithm flowchart;

[0039] FIG. 2 is an idealized view of image capture;

[0040] FIGS. 3A and 3B are a schematic block diagram of processdetails of the present

invention;

[0041] FIG, 4 is a schematic block diagram ofa different explanation of invention;
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[0042] FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram similar to FIG.4 for cellular telephone and personal

data assistant (PDA) applications; and

[0043] FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram for spacecraft applications.

Best Modes for Carrying Out the Invention

[0044] The present invention includes a novel process whereby information such as Internet

content is presented to a user, based solely on a remotely acquired image of a physical object.

Although coded information can be included in the remotely acquired image,it is not required

since no additional information about a physical object, other than its image, needs to be encoded

in the linked object. There is no need for any additional code or device, radio, optical or

otherwise, to be embeddedin oraffixed to the object. Image-linked objects can be located and

identified within user-acquired imagery solely by meansofdigital image processing, with the

address ofpertinent information being returnedto the device used to acquire the image and

perform the link. This process is robust against digital image noise and corruption (as can result

from lossy image compression/decompression), perspective error, rotation, translation, scale

differences, illumination variations caused bydifferent lighting sources, and partial obscuration

of the targctthat results from shadowing,reflection or blockage.

[0045] Manydifferent variations on machinevision “target location and identification”exist in

the current art. However, they all tend to provide optimal solutions for an arbitrarily restricted

search space. At the heart of the present invention is a high-speed image matching engine that

returns unambiguous matches to target objects contained in a wide variety of potential input

images. This unique approach to image matching takes advantageofthe fact that at least some

portion of the target object will be found in the user-acquired image. Theparallel image

comparison processes embodiedin the present search technique are, when taken together, unique

to the process. Further, additional refinementof the process, with the inclusion of more and/or

different decomposition-parameterization functions, utilized within the overall structure of the

search loopsis not restricted. The detailed process is described in the following. FIG. 1 shows

the overall processing flow and steps. These steps are described in further detail in the following
sections.
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[0046] For image capture 10, the User 12 ( FIG.2 ) utilizes a computer, mobile telephone,

personaldigital assistant, or other similar device 14 equipped with an image sensor (such as 4

CCD or CMOSdigital camera). The User12 aligns the sensor of the image capture device 14

with the object 16 of interest. The linking processis then initiated by suitable means including:

the User 12 pressing a button on the device 14 or sensor; by the software in the device 14

automatically recognizing that an imageis to be acquired; by User voice command, or by any

other appropriate means. The device 14 captures a digital image 18 of the scene at which itis

pointed. This image 18 is represented as three separate 2-D matrices ofpixels, corresponding to

the raw RGB (Red, Green, Blue) representation of the input image. For the purposes of

standardizing the analytical processes in this embodiment,if the device 14 supplies an image in

other than RGB format, a transformation to RGB is accomplished. These analyses could be

carried out in any standard color format, should the need arise.

[0047] If the server 20 is physically separate from the device 14, then user acquired images are

transmitted from the devicc 14 to the Image Processor/Server 20 using a conventionaldigital

network or wireless network means. If the image 18 has been compressed(e.g. via lossy JPEG

DCT)in a mannerthat introduces compressionartifacts into the reconstructed image 18, these

artifacts may be partially removed by, for example, applying a conventional despecklefilter to

the reconstructed imageprior to additional processing.

[0048] The Image Type Determination 26 is accomplished with a discriminator algorithm which

operates on the input image 18 and determines whether the input image contains recognizable

symbols, such as barcodes, matrix codes, or alphanumeric characters. If such symbols are found,
the image 18 is sent to the Decode Symbol 28 process. Depending on the confidence level with

which the discriminator algorithm finds the symbols, the image 18 also may or alternatively

contain an object of interest and maythereforealso or alternatively be sent to the Object Image

branch ofthe process flow. For example,if an input image 18 contains both a barcode and an

object, depending onthe clarity with which the barcodeis detected, the image may be analyzed
by both the Object Image and Symbolic Image branches,and that branch which has the highest
success in identification will be used to identify and link from the object.
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[0049] The imageis analyzed to determinethe location, size, and nature of the symbols in the

Decode Symbol 28. The symbols are analyzed accordingto their type, and their content

information is extracted. For example, barcodes and alphanumeric characters will result in

numerical and/or text information.

[0050] For object images, the present invention performsa “decomposition”, in the Input Image

Decomposition 34, of a high-resolution input image into several different types of quantifiable

salient parameters. This allows for multiple independent convergent search processes ofthe

database to occurin parallel, which greatly improves image match speed and match robustnessin

the Database Matching 36. The Best Match 38 from cither the Decode Symbol28,or the image

Database Matching 36, or both,is then determined.If a specific URL (or other online address) is

associated with the image, then an URL Lookup 40is performed and the Internet address is

returned by the URL Return 42.

[0051] The overall flow of the Input Image Decomposition process is as follows:

a

Radiometric Correction

Segmentation
Segment Group Generation
FOR each segment group

Bounding Box Generation
Geometric Normalization

Wavelet Decomposition
Color Cube Decomposition
Shape Decomposition
Low-Resolution Grayscale Image Generation

FOR END 

[0052] Each of the abovesteps is explained in further detail below. For Radiometric Correction,

the input imagetypically is transformed to an 8-bit per color planc, RGB representation. The

RGBimageis radiometrically normalizedin all three channels. This normalization is

accomplished by linear gain and offset transformationsthat result in the pixel values within each

color channel spanning a full 8-bit dynamic range (256 possible discrete values). An 8-bit

dynamic rangeis adequate but, of course, as optical capture devices produce higher resolution
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images and computers get faster and memory gets cheaper, higher bit dynamic ranges, such as

16-bit, 32-bit or more may be used,

[0053] For Segmentation, the radiometrically normalized RGB imageis analyzed for

“seements,” or regions ofsimilar color, i.e. near equal pixel values for red, green, and blue.

These segments are defined by their boundaries, which consist of sets of (x, y) point pairs. A

map of segment boundaries is produced, which is maintained separately from the RGBinput

image andis formatted as an x, y binary image map of the sameaspectratio as the RGB image.

[0054] For Segment Group Generation, the segments are groupedinto all possible combinations.

These groups are known as“segment groups”and representall possible potential images or

objects ofinterest in the input image. The segment groupsare sorted based on the order in which

they will be evaluated. Various evaluation order schemes are possible. The particular

embodiment explained herein utilizes the following “center-out” scheme: Thefirst segment

group compriscs only the segmentthat includes the center of the image. The next segment group

comprises the previous segment plus the segment whichis the largest (in numberofpixels) and

which is adjacent to (touching) the previous segment group. Additional segments are added using

the segmentcriteria above unlil no segments remain. Each step, in which a new segmentis

added, creates a new and unique segment group.

[0055] For Bounding Box Generation,theelliptical major axis of the segment group under

consideration (the major axis ofan ellipse just large enough to contain the entire segment group)

is computed. Then a rectangle is constructed within the image coordinate system, with long sides

parallel to theelliptical major axis, of a size just large enough to completely contain every pixel

in the segment group.

[0056] For Geomctric Normalization, a copy ofthe input image is modified such thatall pixels

not included in the segment group underconsideration are set to mid-level gray. The result is

then resampled and mappedinto a “standard aspect” output test image space such that the

comers of the bounding box are mappedinto the corners of the output test image. The standard

aspectis the same size and aspectratio as the Reference imagesusedto create the database.
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[0057] For Wavelet Decomposition, a grayscale representation ofthe full-color imageis

produced from the geometrically normalized image that resulted from the Geometric

Normalization step, The following procedure is used to derive the grayscale representation.

Reducethe three color planes into one grayscale image by proportionately adding each R, G, and

B pixel of the standard corrected color image using the following formula:
— ae *

Lx,y=0.34*Ryt0. 5 5 * Guy t 044 Byy

[0058] then round to nearest integer value. Truncate at 0 and 255, ifnecessary. The resulting

matrix L is a standard grayscale image. This grayscale representation is at the same spatial

resolution as the full color image, with an 8-bit dynamic range. A multi-resolution Wavelet

Decomposition of the grayscale image is performed, yielding wavelet coefficients for several
scale factors. The Wavelet coefficients at various scales are ranked according to their weight

within the image.

[0059] For Color Cube Decomposition, an image segmentation is performed (see

“Sepmentation” above), on the RGB imagethat results from Geometric Normalization. Then the

RGB imageis transformed to a normalized Intensity, In-phase and Quadrature-phase color image

(YIQ). The segment mapis usedto identify the principal color regions of the image, since each

segment boundary encloses pixels ofsimilar color. The average Y,I, and Q values of each

segment, and their individual componentstandard deviations, are computed. The following set of

parameters result, representing the colors, color variation, and size for each segment:

[0060] Y..g=Average Intensity

[00614] I,,s=Average In-phase

[0062] Qave=Average Quadrature

[0063] Ysiema=Intensity standard deviation

[0064] I;iema=In-phase standard deviation

{0065] Qsiema=Quadrature standard deviation

[0066] Npixeis=numberofpixels in the segment
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[0067] The parameters comprise a representation of the color intensity and variation in each

segment. Whentaken together for all segments in a segment group, these parameters comprise

points (or more accurately, regions,if the standard deviations are taken into account) in a three-

dimensional color space and describethe intensity and variation of color in the segment group.

[0068] For Shape Decomposition, the mapresulting from the segmentation performed in the

Color Cube Generation step is used and the segment groupis evaluated to extract the group outer

edge boundary,the total area enclosed by the boundary, andits area centroid. Additionally, the

net ellipticity (semi-major axis divided by semi-minor axis of the closestfit ellipse to the group)
is determined.

[0069} For Low-Resolution Grayscale Image Generation, the full-resolution grayscale

representation of the image that was derived in the Wavelet Generation step is now subsampled

by a factor in both x and y directions. For the example ofthis embodiment, a 3:1 subsampling is
assumed. The subsampled image is produced by weighted averaging of pixels within each 3x3

cell, The result is contrast binned, by reducing the number ofdiscrete values assignable to each

pixel based upon substituting a “binned average” valueforall pixels that fall within a discrete

(TBD) numberofbrightnessbins.

[0070] The above discussion of the particular decomposition methods incorporated into this
embodimentare not intendedto indicate that more,or alternate, decomposition methods may not

also be employed within the context of this invention.

[0071] In other words:
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me

FOReach input image segment group
FOReach database object

FOReach view ofthis object
FOR each segment group in this view of this database
object

Shape Comparison
Grayscale Comparison
Wavelet Comparison
Color Cube Comparison
Calculate Combined Match Score

END FOR

END FOR

END FOR

END FOR
a

[0072] Each ofthe abovestepsis explainedin further detail below.

FOR Each Input Image Segment Group

[0073] This loop considers each combination of segment groupsin the input image,in the order

in which they were sorted in the “Segment Group Generation” step. Each segment group,as it is

considered,is a candidate for the object ofinterest in the image, and it is compared against

database objects using various tests.

[0074] One favored implementation, of many possible, for the order in which the segment

groups are considered within this loop is the “center-out” approach mentioned previously in the
“Segment Group Generation” section. This scheme considers segment groups in a sequence that

represents the addition of adjacent segments to the group,starting at the center of the image. In
this scheme, each new groupthat is considered comprises the previous group plus one additional

adjacent image segment. The new group is compared against the database.If the new group

results in a higher database matching score than the previous group, then new groupis retained.

If the new group has a lower matching score then the previous group, thenit is discarded and the

loop starts again.If a particular segment groupresults in a match score whichis extremely high,
then this is considered to be an exact match and nofurther searching is warranted; in this case the

current group and matching database groupare selected as the match andthis loop is exited.
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FOR Each Database Object

[0075] This loop considers each object in the database for comparison against the current input

segment group.

FOR Each View of this Object

[0076] This loop considers each view of the current database object, for comparison against the

current input segment group. The database contains, for each object, multiple views from

different viewing angles.

FOR Each Segment Group in this View of this Database Object

[0077] This loop considers each combination of segment groups in the current view of the

database object. These segment groups werecreated in the same manneras the input image

segment groups.

Shape Comparison

Inputs:

[0078] For the input image and all database images:

[0079] I. Segment group outline

[0080] Il. Segment group area

[0081] JI]. Segment group centroid location

[0082] TV. Segment group bounding ellipse ellipticity

Algorithm:

[0083] V. Identify those database segment groups with an area approximately equalto that of the

input segment group, within TBD limits, and calculate an area matching score for each of these
“matches.”
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[0084] VI. Within the set of matches identified in the previousstep, identify those database

segment groupswith an ellipticity approximately equal to that of the input segmentgroup, within
TBDlimits, and calculate an ellipticity position matching score for each of these “matches.”

[0085] Within the set of matchesidentified in the previousstep, identify those database segment

groups with a centroid position approximately equal to that of the input segmentgroup, within
TBDlimits, and calculate a centroid position matching score for each of these “matches.”

[0086] VIII. Within the set ofmatchesidentified in the previous step, identify those database

segment groupswith an outline shape approximately equal to that of the input segment group,

within TBDlimits, and calculate an outline matching score for each of these “matches.” Thisis

done by comparing the two outlines and analytically determining the extent to which they match.

[0087] Note: this algorithm need not necessarily be performedin the order of Steps 1 to 4. It

could alternatively proceed as follows:
a—

FOReach database segment group
IF the group passes Step 1

TF the group passes Step 2
IF the group passes Step 3

IF the group passes Step 4
Successful comparison, save result

END IF

END JF

END IF

END IF

END FOR
pe

Grayscale Comparison

Inputs:

[0088] For the input image and all database images:

[0089] IX. Low-resolution, normalized, contrast-binned, grayscale image ofpixels within

segment group boundingbox, with pixels outside of the segment groupset to a standard

background color.
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Algorithm:

[0090] Given a series of concentric rectangular “tiers” ofpixels within the low-resolution

images, compare the input image pixel values to those ofall database images. Calculate a

matching score for each comparison andidentify those database images with matching scores

within TBD limits, as follows:
a

FOReach database image
FOReachtier, starting with the innermost and progressing to the outermost

Compare the pixel values between the input and database image
Calculate an aggregate matching score
IF matching scoreis greater than some TBDlimit (i.c., close match)

Successful comparison, save result
END IF

END FOR

END FOR
i

Wavelet Comparison

Inputs:

[0091] For the input image and all database images:

[0092] X, Wavelet coefficients from high-resolution grayscale image within segment group

bounding box.

Algorithm:

[0093] Successively compare the wavelet coefficients of the input segment group image and

each database segment group image,starting with the lowest-order coefficients and progressing

to the highest order coefficients. For cach comparison, compute a matching score. For each new

coefficient, only consider those database groups that had matching scores, at the previous (next

lower order) coefficient within TBD limits.
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ee

FOReach database image
IF input image Co equals database image Cy within TBD limit

IF input image C, equals database image C, within TBD limit
IF input image Cy equals database image Cy within TBD
limit

Close match, save result and match score
END IF

END IF

END IF

END FOR

Notes:

I. “C;” are the wavelet coefficients, with Cp being the lowest order coefficient and Cy being
the highest.
II. When the coefficients are compared, they are actually comparedona statistical(e.g.
Gaussian) basis, rather than an arithmetic difference.
III. Data indexing techniques are used to allow direct fast access to database images
according to their C; values. This allows the algorithm to successively narrow the portions
of the databaseof interest as it proceeds from the lowest order terms to the highest.

Color Cube Comparison

Inputs:

[0094] [Yavg lavgs Qavgs YSigma; Tsigmas Qsigmas Noixels] data sets (“Color Cube Points”) for each
segmentin:

[0095] I. The input segment group image

[0096] Il. Each database segment group image
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Algorithm:
a

FOReach database image
FOReach segment group in the database image

FOR cach Color Cube Point in database segment group, in order of
descending Nyixels value

IF Gaussian match between input (Y,I,Q) and database
(Y,LQ)
J, Calculate match score for this segment
IL. Accumulate segment match score into aggregate match
score for segment group
Ill. IF aggregate matching score is greater than some TBD
limit (i.e., close match)

Successful comparison, save result
END IF

END FOR

END FOR

END FOR

Notes:

I. The size of the Gaussian envelope about any Y, I, Q point is determined by RSS of
standard deviations of Y, I, and Q forthat point.

Calculate Combined Match Score 

[0097] The four Object Image comparisons (Shape Comparison, Grayscale Comparison,

Wavelet Comparison, Color Cube Comparison) each return a normalized matching score. These

are independent assessmentsof the match ofsalient features of the input image to database

images. To minimizethe effect ofuncertainties in any single comparisonprocess, and to thus

minimize the likelihoodofreturning a false match, the following root sum of squares

relationship is used to combinethe results ofthe individual comparisons into a combined match

score for an image:

CurrentMatch=SQRT(WocMoc?+WeocMece"+WweMwe+WsccMsec’)

where Ws are TBD parameter weighting coefficients and Ms are the individual match scores of

the four different comparisons.

[0098] The unique database search methodology and subsequent object match scoring criteria

are novel aspects of the present invention that deserve special attention. Each decomposition of
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the Reference image and Input image regions represent an independent characterization ofsalient

characteristics of the image. The Wavelet Decomposition, Color Cube Decomposition, Shape

Decomposition, and evaluation of a sub-sampled low-resolution Grayscale representation of an

input image all produce sets of parameters that describe the image in independent ways. Once all

four of these processes arc completed on the imageto be tested, the parameters provided by each

characterization are comparedto the results of identical characterizations of the Reference

images, which have been previously calculated andstored in the database. These comparisons, or

searches, are carried out in parallel. The result of each search is a numerical score that is a

weighted measure of the numberofsalient characteristics that “match”(i.e. that are statistically

equivalent). Near equivalencies are also noted, and are counted in the cumulative score, but at a

significantly reduced weighting.

[0099] One novel aspect of the database search methodology in the present invention is that not

only are these independent searches carried outin parallel, butalso, all but the low-resolution

grayscale compares are “convergent.” By convergent, it is meant that input image parameters are

searched sequentially over increasingly smaller subsets of the entire database. The parameter

carrying greatest weight from the input image is comparedfirst to find statistical matches and
near-matchesin all database records. A normalized interim score (e.g., scaled value from zero to

one, where oneis perfect match and zero is no match) is computed, based on the results ofthis

comparison. The next heaviest weighted parameter from the input image characterization is then

searched on only those database records havinginitial interim scores above a minimum

acceptable threshold value. This results in an incremental score that is incorporated into the
interim score in a cumulative fashion. Then, subsequent comparesof increasingly lesser-

weighted parameters are assessed only on those database records that have cumulative interim
scores above the same minimum acceptable threshold valuc in the previous accumulated set of
tests.

[00100] This search technique results in quick completion of robust matches, and establishes
limits on the domain of database elements that will be compared in a subsequent combined

match calculation and therefore speeds up the process. The convergent nature of the search in

these comparisons yields a ranked subsetofthe entire database.
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[00101] Theresult of each of these database comparisonsis a ranking of the match quality of

each image, as a function of decomposition search technique. Only those images withfinal

cumulative scores above the acceptable match threshold will be assessed in the nextstep, a

Combined Match Score evaluation.

[90102] Four database comparison processes, Shape Comparison, Grayscale Comparison,

Wavelet Comparison, and Color Cube Comparison, are performed. These processes may occur

sequentially, but generally are preferably performedin parallel on a parallel computing platform.

Each comparison technique searches the entire image database and returns those images that

provide the best matches,for the particular algorithm, along with the matching scores for these
images. These comparison algorithms are performed on segment groups, with each input image

segment group being compared to each segment group for cach database image.

[00103] FIGS. 3A and 3B show theprocess flow within the Database Matching operation.

The algorithm is presented here as containing four nested loops with four parallel processes

inside the innermostloop. This structure is for presentation and explanation only. The actual

implementation, although performing the same operations at the innermostlayer, can have a
—_—————“differentstructureinorderto-achievethemaximumbenefit-fromprocessingspeed-enhancement—————

techniques such as parallel computing and data indexing techniques.It is also importantto note

that the loop structures can be implemented independently for cach inner comparison,rather than

the shared approach shown in the FIGS. 3A and 3B.

[00104] Preferably, parallel processingis used to divide tasks between multiple CPUs (Central

Processing Units) and/or computers. The overall algorithm may be divided in several ways, such
as:
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aOO

Sharing the Outer Loop: In this technique, all CPUsrun the entire algorithm,
including the outer loop, but one CPU runsthe loop
for the first N cycles, another CPU for the second N
cycles, all simultaneously.

Sharing the Comparisons: In this technique, one CPU performs the loop
functions. When the comparisons are performed, they
are each passed to a separate CPU to be performed in
parallel.

Sharing the Database: This technique entails splitting database searches
between CPUs, so that each CPU is responsiblefor
searching one section ofthe database, and the sections
are searched in parallel] by muitiple CPUs.Thisis, in
essence, a form of the “Sharing the Outer Loop”
technique described above.

[00105] Actual implementations can be some combination of the above techniques that

optimizes the process on the available hardware.

[00106] Another technique employed to maximize speed is data indexing. This technique

involves using a priori knowledge ofwhere data resides to only search in those parts ofthe

database that contain potential matches. Various forms of indexing may be used, such as hash

tables, data compartmentalization(i.c., data within certain value ranges are stored in certain

jocations), data sorting, and databasetable indexing. An example of such techniquesis, in the

Shape Comparison algorithm (see below), if.a database is to be searched for an entry with an
Area with a value of A,the algorithm would know which database entries or data areas havethis

approximate value and would not needto search the entire database.

[00107] Another technique employedis as follows. FIG. 4 showsa simplified configuration
of the invention. Boxes with solid lines represent processes, software, physical objects, or

devices. Boxes with dashed lines represent information. The process begins with an object of

interest: the target object 100. In the case of consumer applications,the target object 100 could

be, for example, beverage can, a music CD box, a DVD video box, a magazine advertisement, a

poster, a theatre, a store, a building, a car, or any other object that user is interested in or wishes
to interact with. In security applications the target object 100 could be, for example, a person,
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passport, or driver's license, etc. In industrial applications the target object 100 could be, for

example, a part in a machine, a part on an assembly line, a box in a warehouse, or a spacecraft in

orbit, etc.

{00108] The terminal 102 is a computing device that has an “image” capture device such as

digital camera 103, a video camera, or any other device that an convert a physical objectinto a

digital representation of the object. The imagery can be a single image,a series of images, or a

continuous video stream. For simplicity of explanation this document describesthe digital

imagery generally in terms ofa single image, however the invention andthis system can use all

of the imagery types described above.

[00109] After the camera 103 capturesthe digital imagery of the target object 100, image

preprocessing 104 software converts the digital imagery into image data105 for transmission to

and analysis by an identification server 106. Typically a network connection is provided capable

ofproviding communicationswith the identification server 106. Image data 105 is data extracted
or converted from the original imagery of the target object 100 and has information content

appropriate for identification ofthe target object 100 by the object recognition 107, which may
be sofiware or hardware, Image data 105 can take many forms, depending on the particular

embodimentof the invention. Examples of image data 105are:

[00110]|Compressed (e.g., JPEG2000) form of the raw imagery from camera 103;

{00111]|Key image information, such as spectral and/or spatial frequency components(¢.g.

wavelet components) of the raw imagery from camera 103; and

[00112]|MPEGvideostream created from the raw imagery from camera 103.

{00113] The particular form ofthe image data 105 and the particular operations performed in

image preprocessing 104 depend on:

[00114] Algorithm and software used in object recognition 107 Processing powerof terminal

102;

[00115]|Network connection speed between terminal 102 and identification server 106;
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[00116] Application of the System; and

[00117] Required system response time.

[00118] In general, there is a tradeoffbetween the network connection speed (between

terminal 102 andidentification server 106) and the processing power of terminal 102. The results

all of the above tradeoffs will define the nature of image preprocessing 104 and image data 105

for a specific embodiment. For example, image preprocessing 104 could be image compression

and image data 105 compressed imagery, or image preprocessing 104 could be wavelet analysis

and image data 105 could be wavelet coefficients.

[00119] The image data 105 is sent from the terminal 102 to the identification server 106. The
identification server 106 receives the image data 105 and passesit to the object recognition 107.

[00120] The identification server 106 is a set of functions that usually will exist on computing

platform separate from the terminal 102, but could exist on the same computingplatform. If the
identification server 106 cxists on a separate computing device, such as a computer in a data

center, then the transmission of the image components 105 to the identification server 106 is

accomplished via a network or combination of networks, such a cellular telephone network,
wireless Internet, Internet, and wire line network.If the identification server 106 exists on the

same computing device as the terminal 102 then the transmission consists simply of a transfer of
data from one software component or process to another.

[00121] Placingthe identification server 106 on a computing platform separate from the

terminal 102 enables the usc of powerful computing resources for the object recognition 107 and

database 108 functions, thus providing the power of these computing resourcesto the terminal

102 via network connection. For example, an embodimentthat identifies objects out of a

database of millions ofknown objects would be facilitated by the large storage, memory

capacity, and processing poweravailable in a data center; it may not be feasible to have such
computing power and storage in a mobile device. Whether the terminal 102 and the identification
server 106 are on the same computingplatform or separate ones is an architectural decision that

dependson system response time, number of database records, image recognition algorithm

computing power and storage available in terminal 102, etc., and this decision must be made for
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each embodimentofthe invention. Based on current technology, in most embodiments these

functions will be on separate computing platforms.

[00122] The overall function ofthe identification server 106 is to determine and provide the

target object information 109 corresponding to the target object 100, based on the image data
105.

[00123]|The object recognition 107 and the database 108 function togetherto:

(00124] 1. Detect, recognize, and decode symbols, such as barcodesor text, in the image.

[00125] 2. Recognize the object (the target object 100) in the image.

[00126] 3. Provide the target object information 109 that correspondsto the target object 100.
The target object information 109 usually (depending on the embodiment) includes an

information address correspondingto the target object 100.

{00127} The object recognition 107 detects and decodes symbols, such as barcodesortext, in
the input image. This is accomplished via algorithms, software, and/or hardware components
suited for this task. Such components are commercially available (The HALCONsoftware

package from MVTecis an example). The object recognition 107 also detects and recognizes
images ofthe target object 100 or portions thereof. This is accomplished by analyzing the image
data 105 and comparingthe results to other data, representing imagesofa plurality ofknown

objects, stored in the database 108, and recognizing the target object 100 if a representation of
target object 100 is stored in the database 108.

[00128] In some embodimentsthe terminal 102 includes software, such as a web browser(the
browser 110), that receives an information address, connects to that information address via a
network or networks, such as the Internet, and exchangesinformation with another computing

device at that information address. In consumerapplications the terminal 102 may beaportable

cellular telephoneor PersonalDigital Assistant equipped with a camera 103 and wireless Internet
connection. In security and industrial applications the terminal 102 maybe a similar portable
hand-held device or may be fixed in location and/or orientation, and may haveeither a wireless

or wire line network connection.
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[00129] Other object recognition techniquesalso exist and include methodsthat store 3-

dimensional models (rather than 2-dimensional images) of objects in a database and correlate

input images with these models ofthe target object is performed by an object recognition

technique of which many are available commercially and in the priorart. Such object recognition

techniques usually consist of comparing a new input imageto a plurality of known images and

detecting correspondencesbetween the new input image and one of more of the known images.
The known images are views ofknown objects from a plurality of viewing angles and thus allow
recognition of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional objects in arbitrary orientations relative to the
camera 103.

[00130] FIG. 4 shows the object recognition 107 andthe database 108 as separate functions

for simplicity. However, in many embodiments the object recognition 107 and the database 108

are so closely interdependentthat they may be considered a single process.

[00131] There are various options for the object recognition technique and the particular

processes performed within the object recognition 107 and the database 108 depend on this

choice. The choice depends on the nature, requirements, and architecture of the particular

embodiment of the invention. However, most embodiments wil! usually share mostof the

following desired attributes of the image recognition technique:

[00132]|Capable ofrecognizing both 2-dimensional(i.e., flat) and 3-dimensional objects;

[00133] Capable of discriminating the target object 100 from any foregroundor background

objects or image information,i.e., be robust with respect to changesin background;

{00134] Fast;

[00135] Autonomous (no human assistance required in the recognition process);

[00136] Scalable; able to identify objects from a large database of knownobjects with short

response time; and

[00137] Robust with respectto:

[00138] Affine transformations(rotation,translation, scaling);
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[00139] Non-affine transformations (stretching, bending, breaking);

[00140] Occlusions (of the target object 100);

[00141] Shadows(on the target object 100);

[00142] Reflections(on the target object 100);

[00143] Variations in light color temperature;

[00144] Image noise;

[00145] Capable of determining position and orientation ofthe target object 100 in the

original imagery; and

[00146] Capable of recognizing individual human faces from a database containing data

representing a large plurality of humanfaces.

[00147] All of these attributes do not apply to all embodiments. For example, consumer

linking embodimentsgenerally do not require determinationofposition and orientation ofthe

target object 100, while a spacecraft target position and orientation determination system

generally would not be required to identify human faces or a large numberofdifferent objects.

[00148] It is usually desirable that the database 108 be scalable to enable identification of the

target object 100 from a very large plurality (for example, millions) of known objects in the
database 108. The algorithms, software, and computing hardware mustbe designedto function

together to quickly perform such a search. An example software technique for performing such
searching quickly is to use a metric distance comparison technique for comparing the image data
105 to data stored in the database 108, along with database clustering and multiresolution

distance comparisons. This technique is described in “Fast Exhaustive Multi-Resolution Search

Algorithm Based on Clustering for Efficient Image Retrieval,” by Song, Kim, and Ra, 2000.

[00149] In addition to such software techniques, a parallel processing computing architecture

may be employed to achieve fast searching of large databases. Parallel processing is particularly

important in cases where a non-metric distance is used in object recognition 107, because
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techniques such database clustering and multiresolution search may not be possible and thus the
complete database must be searched bypartitioning the database across multiple CPUs.

[00150] As described above, the object recognition 107 can also detect identifying marks on

the target object 100. For example, the target object 100 may include an identifying numberor a
barcode. This information can be decodedand used to identify or help identify the target object

100 in the database 108. This information also can be passed on as part of the target object

information 109, If the information is included as part of the target object information 109 thenit

can be used by the terminal 102 or content scrver 111 to identify the specific target object 100,

out of many such objects that have similar appearance anddiffer only in the identifying marks.

This technique is useful, for example, in cases where the target object 100 is an active device

with a network connection (such as a vending machine) and the content serverestablishes

communication with the target object 100. A combination with a Global Positioning System can

also be used to identify like objects by their location.

(00151]|The object recognition 107 may be implemented in hardware, software, or a

combination ofboth. Examples of each category are presented below.

[00152] Hardware object recognition implementations includeoptical correlators, optimized

computing platforms, and custom hardware.

[00153] Optical correlators detect objects in images very rapidly by,in effect, performing

imagecorrelation calculations with light. Examples of optical correlators are:

[00154] Litton Miniaturized Ruggedized Optical Correlator, from Northrop Grumman Corp;

[00155]|Hybrid Digital/Optical Correlator, from the Schoo! of Engineering and Information

Technology, University of Sussex, UK; and

[80156]|OC-VGA3000 and OC-VGA6000 Optical Correlators from INO, Quebec, Canada.

[00157] Optimized computing platforms are hardware computing systems, usually on a single
board, that are optimized to perform imageprocessing and recognition algorithms very quickly.

These platforms must be programmed with the object recognition algorithm of choice. Examples
of optimized computing platformsare:
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[00158]|VIP/Balboa™ Image Processing Board, from Irvine Sensors Corp.; and

[00159] 3DANN™-R Processing System, from Irvine Sensors Corp.

[00160] Image recognition calculations can also be implemented directly in custom hardware
in forms such as Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Field Programmable Gate

Arrays (FPGAs), and Digital Signal Processors (DSPs).

[00161] There are many object and image recognition software applications available

commercially and many algorithms published in the literature. Examples of commercially

available image/object recognition software packagesinclude:

[00162] Object recognition system, from Sandia National Laboratories;

[00163] Object recognition perception modules, from Evolution Robotics;

[00164] ImagcFinder, from Attrasoft;

[00165] ImageWare, from Roz Software Systems; and

[00166] ID-2000, from Imagis Technologies.

[00167] Someof the above recognition systems include 3-dimensional object recognition

capability while others perform 2-dimensional image recognition. Thelatter type are used to
perform 3-dimensional object recognition by comparing input imagesto a plurality of 2-

dimensional views of objects from a plurality of viewing angles.

[00168]|Examples of object recognition algorithmsin the literature and intended for

implementation in softwareare:

[00169] Distortion Invariant Object Recognition in the Dynamic J.ink Architecture, Lades et

al, 1993;

[00170]|SEEMORE: Combining Color, Shape, and Texture Histogramming in a Neurally

Inspired Approach to Visual Object Recognition, Mel, 1996;

[00171] Probabilistic Affine Invariants for Recognition, Leunget al, 1998;
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[00172] Software Library for Appearance Matching (SLAM), Nencat al, 1994:

[00173] Probabilistic Models ofAppearance for 3-D Object Recognition, Pope & Lowe,

2000;

[00174] Matching 3D Models with Shape Distributions, Osada et al, 2001;

[00175] Finding Pictures of Objects in Large Collections of Images, Forsyth etal, 1996;

[00176] The Earth Mover's Distance under Transformation Sets, Cohen & Guibas, 1999;

[00177] Object Recognition from Local Scale-Invariant Features, Lowe, 1999; and

[00178] Fast Object Recognition in Noisy Images Using Simulated Annealing, Betke &

Makris, 1994.

[00179] Part of the current inventionis the following object recognition algorithm specifically

designed to be used as the object recognition 107 and, to some extent, the database 108. This

algorithm is robust with respect to occlusions,reflections, shadows, background/foreground

‘clutter, object deformation and breaking, and is scalable to large databases. Thetask of the

algorithm is to find an object or portion thereof in an input image, given a database of multiple
objects with multiple views (from different angles) of each object.

[00180] This algorithm uses the concept of a Local Image Descriptor (LID) to summarize the
information in a local region of an image. A LIDis a circular subset, or “cutout,” of a portion of

an image. There are various formulations for LIDs; two examples are:

{00181] LID Formulation |

(00182] The area within the LID is divided into range and angle bins. The average color in
cach [range,angle] bin is calculated from the pixel values therein.

[00183] LID Formulation 2

[00184] The area within the LID is divided into range bins. The color histogram values within
each range bin are calculated from thepixel values therein. For each range bin, a measure of the
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variation of color with angle is calculated as, for example, the sum of the changes in average

color between adjacent small angularslices of a range bin.

[00185] A LID in the input image is compared to a LID in a database image by a comparison
technique such the L1 Distance, L.2 Distance, Unfolded Distance, Earth Mover Distance, or

eross-correlation. Small distances indicate a good match between the portions of the images

underlying the LIDS. Byiteratively changing the position and size of the LiDsin the input and

database images the algorithm converges on the best match between circular regionsin the 2

images.

[00186] Limiting the comparisonsto subsets (circular LIDs) of the images enables the

algorithm to discriminate an object from the background. Only LIDsthat fall on the object, as

opposedto the background,yield good matches with database images. This technique also
enable matching ofpartially occluded objects; a LID thatfalls on the visible part of an occluded

object will match to a LID in the corresponding location in the database imageofthe object.

[00187] Theiteration technique used to find the best match is simulated annealing, although

genetic search, steepest descent, or other similar techniques appropriate for multivariable —
optimization can also be used individually or in combination with simulated annealing.
Simulated annealing is modeledafter the concept of a molten substance cooling and solidifying

into a solid. The algorithm starts at a given temperature and then the temperature is gradually

reduced with time. At each timestep, the values of the search variables are perturbed from the

their previous values to a create a new “child” generation of LIDs. The perturbations are

calculated statistically and their magnitudes are functions of the temperature. As the temperature

decreases the perturbations decrease in size. The child LIDs, in the input and database images,

are then compared.If the matchis better than that obtained with the previous “parent”

generation, thenastatistical decision is made regarding to whether to accept or reject the child
LIDsas the current best match.This is a statistical decision that is a function ofboth the match

distance and the temperature. The probability of child acceptance increases with temperature and
decreases with match distance. Thus, good matches (small match distance) are morelikely to be

accepted but poor matches can also be accepted occasionally. The latter case is morelikely to
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occurearly in the process whenthe temperature is high. Statistical acceptance of poor matchesis
included to allow the algorithm to “jump”out of local minima.

[00188]|When LID Formulation 1 is used, the rotation angle of the LID need not necessarily

be a simulated annealing search parameter. Faster convergence can be obtained by performing a

simple step-wise search onrotation to find the best orientation (within the tolerance of the siep

size) within each simulated annealing timestep.

[00189] The search variables, in both the input and database images,are:

[00190] LID x-position;

[00191] LID y-position;

[00192] LID radius;

[00193] LID x-stretch;

[00194] LID y-stretch; and

[00195] LID orientation angle (only for LID Formulation 1).

[00196] LID x-stretch and LID y-stretch are measuresof “stretch”distortion applied to the
LID circle, and measure the distortion ofthe circle into an oval. This is included to provide

robustness to differences in orientation and curvature between the input and database images.

[00197] The use ofmultiple simultaneous LIDsprovides additional robustness to occlusions,
shadows,reflections, rotations, deformations, and object breaking. The best matches for multiple

input image LIDSare sought throughoutthe database images. The input image LIDSare
restricted to remain at certain minimum separation distances from each other. The minimum

distance between any 2 LIDs centers is a function of the LID radii. The input image LIDS

converge and setile on the regions ofthe input image having the best correspondenceto any

regions of any database images. Thus the LIDs behave in the mannerofmarbles rolling towards
the lowest spot on a surface, e.g., the bottom of a bowl, bul being held apart by their radius

(although LIDS generaily have minimum separation distancesthatare less than their radii).
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[00198] In cases where the object in the input image appears deformedor curvedrelative to

the known configuration in which it appears in the database, multiple input image LIDS will

match to different database images. Each input image LID will matchto that database image

which showsthe underlying portion of the object as it most closely resemblesthe input image. If

the input imageobjectis bent, e.g., a curved poster, then onc part will match to one database

orientation and anotherpart will match to a different orientation.

[00199] In the case wherethe input image object appears to be broken into multiple pieces,
either due to occlusion or to physical breakage, use of multiple LIDs again provides robust

matching: individual LIDs“settle” on portions of the input image object as they match to

correspondingportions of the object in various views in the database.

[00200] Robustness with respect to shadows andreflections is provided by LIDs simply not
detecting good matcheson these input image regions. They are in effect accommodated in the

’ same manner as occlusions.

[00201]|Robustness with respect to curvature and bending is accommodated by multiple

___techniques.First,useofmultiple LIDs provides suchrobustness as describedabove. Secondly,
curvature and bending robustness is inherently provided to some extent within each LID by use

of LID range bin sizes that increase with distance from the LID center(e.g., logarithmic
spacing). Given matching points in an input image and database image, deformation of the imput

image object away from theplane tangentat the matching point increases with distance from the
matching point. Thelargerbin sizes of the outer bins (in both range and angle) reduce this

sensitivity because they are less sensitive to image shifts.

[00202] Robustness with respectto lighting color temperature variationsis provided by
normalization of each color channel within each LID.

[00203] Fast performance,particular with large databases, can be obtained through several

techniques,as follows:

[00204] 1. Use of LID Formulation 2 can reduce the amount of search by virtue ofbeing
rotationally invariant, although this comesat the cost of some robustness due to loss of image
information.
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[00205] 2. Ifa metric distance (e.g., L1, L2, or Unfolded) is used for LID comparison, then

database clustering, based on the triangle inequality, can be used to rule outlarge portions of the

database from searching. Since database LIDsare created during the execution ofthe algorithm,

the run-time database LIDsare notclustered. Rather, during preparation of the database, sample

LiDsare created from the database images by sampling the search parameters throughouttheir

valid ranges. From this data, boundingclusters can be created for each image and for portions of

images. With this information the search algorithm can rule out portions of the search parameter

space.

(00206] 3. Ifa metric distance is used, then progressive multiresolution search can be used.

This technique saves time by comparing data first at low resolution and only proceeds with

successive higher-resolution comparison on candidates with correlations better than the current
best match, A discussion of this technique, along with database clustering, can be found in “Fast

Exhaustive Multi-Resolution Search Algorithm Based on Clustering for Efficient Image

Retrieval,” by Song et al, 2000.

[00207] 4. The parameter search space and number ofLIDscanbe limited. Bounds can be

~~~laced;forexample,onthe sizesofLIDsdependingontheexpectedsizesof input imageobjects -— ---~---
relative to those in the database. A small number ofLIDs, even1, can beused, at the expenseof

some robustness.

[00208] 5. LIDs can befixed in the database images. This eliminatesiterative searching on

database LID parameters, at the expense of some robustness.

[00209] 6. The “x-stretch” and “y-stretch” search parameters can be eliminated, although
there is a trade-off between these search parameters and the numberofdatabase images. These

parameters increase the ability to match betwcen images of the same object in different
orientations. Elimination of these parameters may require more database images with closer

angular spacing, depending on the particular embodiment.

[00210] 7. Parallel processing can beutilized to increase computing power.
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[00211] This techniqueis similar to that described by Betke & Makris in “Fast Object

Recognition in Noisy Images Using Simulated Annealing”, 1994, with the following important
distinctions:

[00212] The current algorithm is robust with respect to occlusion. This is made possible by

varying size and position of LIDs in database images, during the search process, in order to

match non-occludedportions of databasc images.

[00213] The current algorithm canidentify 3-dimensional objects by containing views of

objects from many orientations in the database.

[00214] The currentalgorithm uses database clustering to enable rapid searching of large
databases.

[00215] The current algorithm uses circular LIDs.

[00216] In addition to containing image information,the database 108 also contains address
information, After the target object 100 has been identified, the database 108 is searched to find

== == === 8:informationcorresponding tothe targetobject_100.Thisinformationcanbe aninformation ___

address, such as an Internet URL.Theidentification server 106 then sendsthis information, in

the form ofthe targct object information 109, to the terminal 102. Depending on the particular

embodimentofthe invention, the target object information 109 may include, but not be limited

to, one or moreof the following items of information pertaining to the target object 100:

[90217] Information address(e.g., Internet URL);

[00218] Identity (e.g., object name, number, classification,etc.);

[00219] Position;

[00220] Orientation;

[00221] Size;

[00222] Color;
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[00223] Status;

[00224] Information decoded from and/or referenced by symbols(e.g. information coded in a

barcode or a URL referenced by such a barcode); and

[00225] Other data (e.g. alphanumerical text),

[00226] ‘Thus, the identification server determines the identity and/or variousattributes of the

target object 100 from the image data 105.

[00227] The target object information 109 is sent to the terminal 102. This information usually

flows via the same communication path used to send the image data 105 from the terminal 102 to

the identification server 106, but this is not necessarily the case. This method ofthis flow

information dependson the particular embodiment ofthe invention.

[00228] The terminal 102 receives the target object information 109. The terminal 102 then

performs some action or actions based on the target object information 109. This action or

actions may include, but not be limited to:

[00229] Accessing a web site.

[00230] Accessingorinitiating a software process on the terminal 102.

[00231]|Accessingorinitiating a software process on another computer via a network or
networks such as the Internet.

[00232] Accessing a web service (a software service accessed via the Internet).

[00233] Initiating a telephonecall (if the terminal 102 includes such capability) to a telephone
number that may be included in or determined by the target object Information, may be stored in

the terminal 102, or may be entered bythe user.

[00234] Initiating a radio communication (if the terminal 102 includes such capability) using a
radio frequency that may be included in or determined by the target object Information, may be
stored in the terminal 102, or may be entered by the user.
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{00235] Sending informationthat is included in the target object information 109 to a web
site, a software process (on another computeror on the terminal 102), or a hardware component.

[00236] Displaying information, via the screen or other visual indication, such astext,

graphics, animations, video, or indicatorlights.

[00237]|Producing an audio signal or sound, including playing music.

[00238] In many embodiments,the terminal 102 sendsthe target object information 109 to the

browser 110, The browser 110 may or may notexist in the terminal 102, depending on the

particular embodimentofthe invention. The browser 110 is a software component, hardware

component, or both, that is capable of communicating with and accessing information from a

computer at an information address contained in target object information 109.

[00239] In most embodiments the browser 110 will be a web browser, embeddedin the

terminal 102, capable of accessing and communicating with web sites via a network or networks
such as the Internet. In some embodiments, however, such as those that only involve displaying

the identity, position, orientation, or status of the target object 100, the browser 110 may bea

software componentorapplication that displays or provides the target objectinformation 109 to ©
a human user or to another software component or application.

[00240] In embodiments wherein the browser 110 is a web browser, the browser 110 connects
to the content server 111 located at the information address (typically an Internet URL) included

in the target object information 109. This connectionis effected by the terminal 102 and the

browser 110 acting in concert. The content server 111 is an information server and computing

system. The connection and information exchanged between the terminal 102 and the content

server 111 generally is accomplished via standard Internet and wireless network software,

protocols (e.g. HTTP, WAP,etc.), and networks, although any information exchange technique
can be used. The physical network connection depends on the system architecture of the

particular embadimentbut in most embodiments will involve a wireless network and the
Internet. This physical network will mostlikely be the same network used to connect the
terminal 102 and the identification server 106.
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[00241] The content server 11] sends content information to the terminal 102 and browser
110. This content information usually is pertinentto the target object 100 andcan betext, audio,

video, graphics, or information in any form that is usable by the browser 110 and terminal 102.
The terminal 102 and browser 110 send, in some embodiments,additional information to the

content server 111. This additional information can be information such as the identity of the

user of the terminal 102 or the location of the user of the terminal 102 (as determined from a

GPSsystem ora radio-frequency ranging system). In some embodiments such informationis

provided to the content server by the wireless network carrier,

[00242] The user can perform ongoing interactions with the content server 11 1. For example,

depending on the embodimentof the invention and the applications, the user can:

[00243] Listen to streaming audio samplesif the target object 100 is an audio recording (e.g.,

compact audio disc).

[00244] Purchasethe target object 100 via on-line transaction, with the purchase amount
billed to an account linkedto the terminal 102, to the individual user, to a bank account, or to a

credit card.

{00245] In some embodiments the content server 111 may reside within the terminal 102. In
such embodiments, the communication between the terminal 102 and the content server 111 does

not occur via a network but rather occurs within the terminal 102.

[00246] In embodiments wherein the target object 100 includesoris a device capable of

communicating with other devices or computers via a network or networks such as the Internet,
and wherein the target object information 109 includes adequate identification (such as a sign,

number, or barcode) of the specific target object 100, the content server 111 connects to and

exchanges information with the target object 100 via a network or networks such as the Internet.

In this lype of embodiment, the terminal 102 is connected to the content server 111 and the
content server 111 is connectedto the target object 100. Thus, the terminal 102 and target object

100 can communicate via the content server 111. This enables the user to interact with the target

object 100 despite the lack of a direct connection between the target object 100 and the terminal
102.
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[00247] The following are examples of embodiments of the invention.

[00248] FIG. 5 shows a preferred embodimentofthe invention that uses a cellular telephone,

PDA,or such mobile device equipped with computational capability, a digital camera, and a

wireless network connection, as the terminal 202 corresponding to the terminal 102 in FIG. 4. In

this embodiment, the terminal 202 communicates with the identification server 206 and the

content server 211 via networks such as a cellular telephone network and the Internet.

[00249] This embodimentcan be used for applications such as the following (‘User”refers to

the person operating the terminal 202, and the terminal 202 is a cellular telephone, PDA,or

similar device, and “point and click”refers to the operation of the User capturing imagery of the

target object 200 andinitiating the transfer of the image data 205 to the identification server

206).

[00250] The User “points and clicks” the terminal 202 at a compact disc (CD) containing

recorded music or a digital video disc (DVD) containing recorded video. The terminal 202

browser connects to the URL corresponding to the CD or DVD anddisplays a menu of options

from which the user can select. Fromthis menu,the user can listen to streaming audio samples of

the CD or streaming video samples of the DVD,or can purchase the CD or DVD.

[00251] The User“points and clicks” the terminal 202 at a print media advertisement, poster,

or billboard advertising a movie, music recording, video, or other entertainment. The browser

210 connects to the URL correspondingto the advertised item and the user canlisten to

streaming audio samples, purchase streaming video samples, obtain show times, or purchase the
item ortickets.

[00252] The User “points and clicks” the terminal 202 ata television screen to interact with

television programmingin real-time. For example, the programming could consist ofa product

promotion involving a reduced price during a limited time. Users that “point and click” on this
television programming during the promotion are linked to a web site at which they can purchase

the product at the promotionalprice. Another exampleis a interactivetelevision programming in
whichusers “point and click” on the television screen at specific times, based on the on-screen
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content, to register votes, indicate actions, or connect to a web site through which they perform
real time interactions with the on-screen program.

[00253] ‘he User “points and clicks” on an object such as a consumer product, an

advertisementfor a product, a poster,etc., the terminal 202 makesa telephonecall to the

companyselling the product, and the consumerhasa direct discussion with a company

representative regarding the company's productor service. In this case the company telephone
numberis includedin the target object information 209.If the target object information 209 also

includes the company URL then the Usercaninteract with the company via both voice and

Internet (via browser 210) simultaneously.

[00254] The User“points and clicks” on a vending machine(target object 200) that is

equipped with a conncction to a network such as the Internet and that has a unique identifying
mark, such as a number. The terminal 202 connects to the content server 211 of the company that

operates the vending machine. The identification server identifies the particular vending machine
by identifying and decoding the unique identifying mark. The identity of the particular machine
is included in the target object information 209 andis sent from the terminal 202 to the content

- server 211: Thecontent server211; havingtheidentification-oftheparticular-vending-machine -- - --------

(target object 200), initiates communication with the vending machine. The User performs a
transaction with the vending machine, such as purchasing a product, using his terminal 202 that

communicates with the vending machine via the content server 211.

(00255] The User“points and clicks” on part of a machine, such as an aircraft part. The
terminal 202 then displays information pertinentto the part, such as maintenance instructions or

repair history.

[00256]|The User“points and clicks” on a magazine or newspaperarticle and link to’

streaming audio or video content, further information,etc.

[00257] The User“points and clicks” on an automobile. The location of the terminal 206is
determined by a Global Position System receiverin the terminal 206, by cellular network radio

ranging, or by another technique. The position of the terminal 202 is sent to the content server
211. The content server provides the User with information regarding the automobile, such as
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price and features, and furthermore, based on the position information, provides the User with
the location of a nearby automobile dealer thatsells the car. This same technique can be used to

direct Users to nearbyretail stores selling items appearing in magazine advertisements that Users

“point and click” on.

[00258] For visually impaired people:

[00259] Click on any item in a store and the device speaks the nameofthe item andprice to

you(the items must be in the database).

[00260] Click on a newspaper or magazinearticle and the device reads the article to you.

[00261] Click onasign (building,streetsign,etc.) and the device readsthe sign to you and

provides any addition pertinent information (the signs must be in the database).

[00262] FIG. 6 shows an embodimentof the invention for spacecraft applications. In this

embodiment, all components ofthe system (except the target object 300) are onboard a

Spacecraft. The target object 300 is another spacecraft or object. This embodimentis used to
determinethe position and orientation ofthe target object 300 relative to the Spacecraft sothat

this information can be used in navigating, guiding, and maneuvering the spacecraft relative to

the target object 300. An example use of this embodiment would be in autonomous spacecraft
rendezvous and docking.

[00263]|This embodimentdeterminesthe position andorientation ofthe target object 300,

relative to the Spacccraft, as determined bythe position,orientation, andsize ofthe target object
300 in the imagery captured by the camera 303, by comparing the imagery wilh views ofthe

target object 300 from different orientations that are stored in the database 308. The relative

position and orientation of the target object 300 are outputin the target object information, so

that the spacecraft data system 310 can use this information in planning trajectories and
maneuvers.
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Industrial Applicability

[00264] The industrial applicability is anywhere that objects are to be identified by a digital

optical representation of the object.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A transaction system comprising:

a mobile device configured to acquire daia related to an object;

an object identification platform configured to obtain the acquired data, recognize the
object as a target object based on the acquired data, and determine object

information associated with the target object; and

a content platform configured to obtain the object information, andinitiate a transaction
associated with the target object with a selected accountover a network based on

the object information.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device is configured to operate, at least in part, as

the object identification platform.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the object identification platform is distributed between the
mobile device and at least one remote server coupled with the mobile device via a nctwork.

_ 4, The system of claim 1, wherein a remote server coupled with the mobile device over a
network is configured to operate as the object identification platform.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device comprises the content platform.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one remote server coupled with the mobile device
over a network operates as the content platform.

7. The system of claim 1, whereinthe content platform is further configured to provide content

information pertinent to the target object to the mobile device based on the object information.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the content information comprises video.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the content information comprises a video stream.

10. The system of claim 7, wherein the content information comprises audio.

11. The system of claim 8, wherein the audio comprises an audio recording.
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12. The system of claim 8, wherein the audio comprises an audio stream.

13. The system of claim 1, wherein the transaction comprises a commercial transaction.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the commercial transaction includes a purchase related to

the target object.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the purchaserelates to at least one of the following: audio

data, video data, the object, the target object, a ticket, an item on a screen, a disc, a fare, and a

vending machine product.

16. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises an on-line account.

17. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises an accountlinked with the
mobile device.

18. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises an account linked to a user of
the mobile device.

19. The systemof claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises a bank account.

20. The system of claim 1, wherein the selected account comprises a credit card account.

21. The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises an image.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the acquired data comprises image data.

23. The systemofclaim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises a digital representation relating

to a person.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the digital representation comprises a human face.

25. The system ofclaim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises user identify.

26. The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises localion of the mobile device.

27. The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises screen content.
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28. The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises a user voice command.

29. The system of claim 1, wherein the acquired data comprises symbol content.

30. The system of claim 29, wherein the symbol content comprises alphanumeric data.

31. The system ofclaim 1, wherein the object information comprises an object identity.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the object identify comprises an object classification.

33. The system of claim 1, wherein the object information comprises an object status.

34. The system of claim 1, wherein the object information comprises decoded symbol
information.

35. The systemofclaim 1, wherein the object information comprises an object attribute.

36. The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device comprises a mobile telephone.

37, The system of claim 36, whercin the mobile device comprises a camera equipped mobile

telephone.

38. The system of claim 1, wherein the mobile device comprises a vehicle.
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ABSTRACT

A digital image of the object is captured and the object is recognized from plurality of

objects in a database. An information address correspondingto the object is then used to access

information and initiate communication pertinent to the object.
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Description

[0001] Thepresent invention relates to an image data
processing device having an image input device, and

formed dueto a limitation on a memory area. Addition-
ally, since also the software which performs a process
specific to a barcode imageis installed in the deviceit-
self, hardware resources such as a memory for storing

more particularly, to a portable device that canbe used 45_thesoftware becomes necessary, leading to an increase
with an image input device such as a camera,or the like, in the device cost.
and a communications path. [0010] If a decoding process for barcode datais per-
[0002] In recent years, the use of the Internet by formed by a server as disclosed by Japanese Patent
means of a cellular phone, a PDA (Personal Digital Laid-Open Publication No. 2001-1031 88, a barcode im-
Assistant) , etc. has been increasing, and a cellular 10 age is transmitted as such. Therefore, the amountof
phone, a PDA, etc., which are quipped with an image communication data is large, so that communication
input device such as a camera, etc. have been devel- cost and time increase. Furthermore, a result of the bar-
Oped. code process is not transmitted to a terminal or other
[0003] To read coded data such as a barcode, a two- devices. Especially, on the side of a terminal directly
dimensional barcode, etc., aterminal called adedicated 15 used by auser, barcode data or its associated informa-
barcode reader is used. tion cannot be used.

[0004] Fig. 1 exemplifies the configuration of a con- [0011] It is desirable to provide an image data
ventional image input processing device such as a bar- processing device capable of quickly performing com-
code reader, etc. plex image and information processes, even if the
[0005] An image input processing device 10 such as 20 throughput (computing power or a memory space) of a
a barcode reader, etc. comprises: an image data input- device having an image input deviceis low, or software
ting unit 11 reading a barcode image; an image data which performs a process specific to a barcode image,
processing unit 12 receiving the read image from the or the like is not installed.
image data inputting unit 11, and performing a process [0012] It is also desirable to provide an image data
for the image data; and a process result outputting unit 25 processing device and a method thereof, with which a
13 receiving a process result from the image data terminal useror a third party can freely use barcode data
processing unit 12. from which a processresult is obtained, and its associ-
[0006] After binarizing the read barcode image, the ated information.
image data processing unit 12 performs area extraction [0013] Animage data processing device according to
to only take out the barcode portion. Then, the image 30 an embodimentofa first aspect of the present invention
data processing unit 12 extracts the data possessed by comprises: an image data inputting unit inputting an im-
the barcode by decoding the barcode, and inputs the age including coded data; a preprocessing unit perform-
extracted data to the process result outputting unit 13 ing a preprocessfor the image; an image data transmit-
as coded data. ting unit transmitting the image data for which the pre-
[0007] The barcode reader performs an image proc- 35 processis performed to aserver that performs an image
ess and a decoding (extraction) processfor the barcode process via a communications path; and a processre-
data for the barcode image obtained with the camera, sult receiving unit receiving the data resultant from the
and finally outputs the coded data stored in the barcode. image process performed bythe server via the commu-
For these processes, an MPU the throughputof which nications path.
is relatively high, or adedicated LSI, and software which 40 [0014] An image data processing method according
performs a process specific to a barcode imageare re- to an embodiment of a second aspectof the presentin-
quired. vention comprises: an image data inputting step input-
[e008] Additionally, Japanese Patent Laid-Open Pub- ting an image including coded data; a preprocessing
lication No. 2001-103188 cuts down a terminal cost by step performing a preprocessfor the image; an image
arranging a decoding capability for barcode dataona 45 data transmitting step transmitting the image data for
server whichis connected to a terminal via a communi- which the preprocess is performed to a server that per-
cations line, and by transmitting a barcode imageitself forms an image process via acommunications path; and
to the server to process the image. a process result receiving step receiving the data result-
[0009] Asdescribed above, in the conventional exam- ant from the image process performedby the server via
ple, an image process and a barcode data decoding 50 the communications path.
processare performed by the MPU and the memoryof [0015] In an embodimentof the present invention, af-
a device itself. Therefore, if an input image is a large ter a preprocessis performed for an image, whichis ob-
screen image, and a complex image process is per- tained by an image data processing device such as a
formed when barcodedata is attempted to be captured cellular phone equipped with a camera, the image is
with a terminal having a processor of low throughput like 55 transferred to a server that is connected via a commu-
a portable terminal, processing time increases. As a re- nications path and performs an image process. Then,
sult, more of the computing power of the MPUis re- the server is made to perform the image process, and
quired, or the processes themselves cannot be per- only a result of the image processis received by the im-
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age data processing device. Therefore, the amountof
data becomes small at an image transfer, and the data
can be quickly transferred. At the same time, a main
processin the image processis performed by a server

a second device; and a second device having a data
receiving unit receiving data, a data processing unit per-
forming a process for the data, and a process result
transmitting unit transmitting a result of the data

the throughputof which is high. Therefore, a result ob- 5 processing unit to the first device. The first and the sec-
tained by performing a desired data process can be ond devices are connected by a communications path,
quickly obtained even if the computing power or the and mutually transmit/receive information. At the same
memory space of the image data processing device is time, information according to a result of the image
insufficient. processing unit within the second device is transmitted/
[0016] Reference will now be made, by way ofexam- 10 received to/from a third device connected by a commu-
ple, to the accompanying drawings, in which: nications path.

[0019] Or, the image data processing device is con-
Fig. 1 exemplifies the configuration of aconvention- figured by:a first device having an information inputting
al image input processing device such as a barcode unit inputting image information including coded data, a
reader; 15 data transferring unit transferring input data, and aproc-
Fig. 2 showsa first preferred embodiment accord- ess result receiving unit receiving a processresult from
ing to the presentinvention; a second device; and a second device having a data
Fig. 3 showsthe outline of processes performed by receiving unit receiving data, a data processing unit per-
devicesin the first preferred embodiment according forming a process for the data, and a processresult
to the present invention; 20 transmitting unit transmitting a result of the data
Fig. 4 shows a second preferred embodiment ac- processing unit to the first device. The first and the sec-
cording to the present invention; ond devices are connected by a communications path,
Fig. 5 showsthe outline of processes performed by and mutually transmit/receive information.
devices in the second preferred embodiment ac- [0020] The outline of the preferred embodiment ac-
cording to the presentinvention; 25 cording to the present invention is explained below.
Fig. 6 showsa third preferred embodiment; [0021] First of all, a method applied in the case where
Fig. 7 showsthe outline of processes performed by an image whose data amountis large is obtained by a
devicesin the third preferred embodiment accord- device (the first device) whose data throughputis rela-
ing to the present invention; tively low, such as a camera,etc. is described.
Fig. 8 shows a fourth preferred embodiment accord- 30 [0022] Firstly, a barcodeis input by the camera(the
ing to the present invention; first device), an image process and barcode decoding
Fig. 9 showsthe outline of processes performed by are performed by asecond device (animage processing
devicesin the fourth preferred embodiment accord- server (adata processing device whose data throughput
ing to the presentinvention; is high, and can transmit/receive data to/from the cam-
Fig. 10 showsa fifth preferred embodiment accord- 35 era (the first device) via a communications path)), and
ing to the presentinvention; and information corresponding to the coded data stored in
Fig. 11 shows the outline of processes performed the barcodeis received by the camera(thefirst device).
by devices in the fifth preferred embodiment ac- [0023] Image data is transmitted from thefirst device
cording to the present invention. (the camera, a cellular phone, etc.) equipped with an

40 image input device, whose available memoryis limited,
[0017] Animage data processing device according to to the second processing device which is connected by
a preferred embodimentof the present invention is con- a communications path and has a large memory, anda
figured by: a first device having an information inputting processresult is obtained. In this way, an image process
unit inputting image information including coded data, a which requires a large memory can be performed even
data transferring unit transferring the input data, anda 45 if the first device equipped with the image input device
process result receiving unit receiving a process result can be used with only a small memory.
from a second device; and the second device having a [0024] Conventionally, in the first device such as a
data receiving unit receiving data, a data processing unit camera, acellular phone, etc., abarcode image process
performing a process for the data, and a process result and a barcode decoding process are performedin a bar-
transmitting unit transmitting a result of the data 50 code image process, and coded data storedin a bar-
processing unitto the first device. Thefirst and the sec- codeis extracted. A software library of 100 KB or more
ond devices are connected by a communications path, is required respectively for the barcode image process
and mutually transmit/receive data. and the barcode decodingprocess.If a grayscale image
[0018] Or, the image data processing device is con- of a CIF (Common Intermediate Format) size (852 by
figured by: a first device having an information inputting 55 288 pixels) is used as a barcode image, only this image
unit inputting image information including coded data, a requires 100-KB of memory.
data transferring unit transferring input data, and a proc- [0025] Thecase where acellular phone equipped with
ess result receiving unit receiving a processresult from acamera is assumedto be used for a barcode process
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is considered. For the cellular phone, its computing pow-
er and memory area are mainly used for the transmis-
sion/reception of a telephone call, and a telephone book
capability for telephone numbers. For an image input

amount on a low-speed communications path increas-
es.

[0032] Accordingly, the coded data and the network
address ofthe first device are directly transferred from

and an image process, an empty space is used, andthe 5_the second deviceto the third device, correspondingin-
amountof available memoryis limited to several hun- formation is prepared, and a process result is returned
dred KB. Accordingly, an image process which requires to the first device, so that an excess communication
a large memory, such as a barcode process, cannot be amount can be reduced.
performed by the cellular phone alone. [0033] Measures to speed up a communication proc-
[0026] In the meantime, an image server connected 10 ess by performing a preprocess in a terminal is de-
by a communicationsline can perform a barcode proc- scribed below.
ess, since it can be used with a high processing speed [0034] If a barcodeis input by acamera, ete. (the first
and a memory required for the process. Additionally, a device), and a barcode image process and a barcode
softwarelibrary of a barcode image process, a barcode decoding process are performed by the second device
decoding process,etc. is installed on the image server, 15 (image processing server), grayscale image data input
thereby eliminating the need for storing the softwareli- by the first device is transferred to the second device,
brary in the memoryof the cellular phone. by which the barcode image process and the barcode
[0027] Accordingly, data is transmitted/received be- data decoding process are performedto extract coded
tween the cellular phone equipped with the camera and data stored in the barcode.Here, in a preprocess within
the image processing server via a communications line, 20 the barcode image processof the second device, an im-
whereby the image process which requires a large age binarization process: whose processing loadis light
memory can be implemented. is performed bythefirst device, and not the grayscale
[0028] The shortening of a communication time be- image data but the binarized image data is transferred
tween the first andthe second devicesis described next. to the second device.

[0029] A barcodeis input by the first device such as 25 [0035] Part of the barcode image process that the
acamera,etc., animage process and barcode decoding second device is requested to perform is performed on
are performed by the second device (image processing the side of the first device equipped with an image input
server) , and coded data storedin the barcodeis extract- device, whereby the load on the second processing de-
ed and transmitted as such to the third device. If the first vice ca be lightened, a transfer data size can be re-
device equipped with an image input device transmits 30 duced, and a communication processing time can be
image data to the second processing device, and issues shortened.
a request to perform a processto the third device con- [0036] Animage binarization process is approximate-
nected by a communications path according to a proc- ly 5 percent of the whole of the barcode image process
ess result, the process result of the second deviceis and the barcode decoding process. Process requests
directly transmitted from the second device to the third 35 reach the server simultaneously from a plurality offirst
device instead of transmitting the process result of the devices. In the case of a server that can simultaneously
second device to the first device, which then issues the process requests from 20first devices, the image bina-
requestto perform the processto the third device. As a rization processis performed bythe first devices before-
result, a communication means can be simplified and hand, so that the server can simultaneously process the
madefaster. 40 requests from the 20first devices or more, leading to an
[0030] If shooting is made by a cellular phone increasein the speed of the server process. Additionally,
equipped with a camera, the speeds of the communica- the binarization processis performed bythe first device,
tions paths between thefirst and the second devices, wherebya transfer image data size can be reduced to
and between thefirst and the third devices are up to 1.2 approximately 1/8 from 100 KBto 12 KB. If the commu-
KB/s (9600 bps: the communication speed ofthe cellular 45 nications path between thefirst and the second devices
phone), whereas the communication speed of the sec- has a transmission speed of 1.2 KB/s (9600 bps), the
ond and the third devices, which are connected by the transmission/reception time of 80 seconds is reduced to
Internet, is 180 KB/s (1.5 Mbps: the communication 10 seconds, whichis 1/8, for grayscale image data. That
speed ofthe third terminal (PC) connectedto the Inter- is, 8-times high-speed transfer can be implemented.
net. ADSL in this case) . Abig difference exists between 50 [0037] Furthermore, measures to speed up acommu-
the communication speeds. nication by performing a partial extraction process in a
[0031] If coded data is returned from the second de- first terminal (the first device) is described below.
vice to the first device, it must be retransmitted from the [0038]|If a barcodeis input by a camera,etc. (the first
first device to the third device that performs a database device), and a barcode image process and a barcode
process so as to extract corresponding information. At 55 decoding process are performed by the second device
this time, supplementary data such as the network ad- (image processing server), grayscale image data input
dress of the third device, etc. , which must be obtained by thefirst device is transferred to the second device,
from the second device, exist, and a communication by which the barcode image process and the barcode
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decoding process are performed to extract coded data
stored in the barcode. Here, a process for extracting a
portion from the barcode image datais performed by the
first device, and the extracted portion is transferred to

reference to the drawings.
[0045] In preferred embodiments, a process for a
monochromeimageis explained. For a color image, its
monochrome image can be simply obtainedif only lumi-

the second device. 5 nance information is extracted from color information of

[0039] As a result, a transfer data size can be re- a pixel. Therefore, the following preferred embodiments
duced, and a communication processing time can be are applicable also to a color image.
shortened. [0046] Fig. 2 showsa first preferred embodiment ac-
[0040] Incase of abarcode, especially, a one-dimen- cording to the present invention, whereas Fig. 3 shows
sional barcode, a decoding process can be performed 10 the outline of processes performed by devices.
if there is at least data obtained by extracting a barcode [0047] In Fig. 2, a first device 20 such as a portable
symbol portion by one horizontal line. A portion of 352 terminal equipped with an image input capability obtains
by 1 pixels, which correspondsto the one horizontal line image data. This obtainmentis made by an image data
of the barcode symbol portion, is extracted from mono- inputting unit 22. The image data obtained by the image
chrome imagedata of the CIF (352 by 288 pixels) size, 15 data inputting unit 22 is transmitted to an image data
andtransferred, so that a transfer image data size can transmitting unit 23, and further transmitted to a second
be reduced to 1/288 from 100 KBto 0.3 KBof the gray- device 21 such as an image processing server, etc. via
scale image data. However, decoding is unsuccessfully acommunicationspath 29. The image data from the first
performed in some cases only with such an extracted device 20 is received by an image data receiving unit
portion. At this time, an instruction to extract and trans- 20 26 within the second device 21, and the received image
mit another portion is issued from the second device to data is transmitted to a data processing unit 27. In the
the first device. If decoding is successfully performed data processing unit 27, a barcode decoding process,
even after a transmission is repeated by n (1<n<288) etc., is performed. A result of the data process per-
times, a transfer image data size can be reducedto n/ formed by the data processing unit 27 is transmitted to
288. Additionally, instead of extracting another portion, 25 aprocessresult transmitting unit 28, and further trans-
a threshold value for the binarization process, which is mitted to the first device 20 via the communications path
performed by the first device, may be changed,and bi- 29. In the first device 20, the transmitted process result
narized image data may be transmitted to the second is received by a processresult receiving unit 24, passed
device. to a process result outputting unit 25, and presented to
[0041] Furthermore, measures tospeedupacommu- 30 auserofthe first device 20 on a display (not shown).
nication by performing an image compression process [0048] Namely, image data input from the image data
in a terminal is explained. inputting unit such as a CMOS, a CCD sensor, etc.,
[0042] BMP compression (Japanese Patent Laid- which is equipped by the first device, is transmitted to
Open Publication No. Hei 8-51545) is performed for data the second device connected by a communications path
transmitted betweenthefirst device equipped with an 35 via the data transmitting unit. The image data received
image input device, and the second device that per- by the second device is held by the image data receiving
forms an image process, whereby transmission data unit. An image process, whichis prespecified by the da-
can be reduced, and a communication time can be ta processing unit (here, the barcode image process and
shortened. the barcode decoding process), is performed for the
[0043] The BMP compression is a bitmap data com- 40 heldimage data, andits result is transmitted to the proc-
pression method(for further details, refer to Japanese ess result transmitting unit. The result data is further
Patent Laid-Open Publication No. Hei 8-51545), which transmitted to the first device via the communications
can implementefficient data compression with a simple path, and input to the process result outputting unit with-
algorithm without requiring special hardware at a bitmap in the first device. In the first device, an image process
data transfer. For example, monochrome binary image 45 result (coded data) can be obtained without performing
data of the CIF size can be compressed to approximate- an actual image process.
ly 1/50 or smaller. Additionally, a compression/decom- [0049] The flow of data is described more specifically
pression process can be quickly performed in approxi- with referenceto Fig. 3. If a barcodeis input as an image
mately 0.2 seconds. If the transmission speed of the by a camera equipped by a cellular phone ((1)), this
communications path between thefirst and the second 50 does not has any senseasit is. A process (decoding
devices is 1.2 KB/s (9600 bps), transmission/reception process) for converting the barcode image into coded
time of 10 seconds in the case where an imageis not data such as a numeral, a character, etc. embedded in
compressedis reduced to 1/50 in the case where the the barcode,and for extracting the coded data from the
image is compressed. Therefore, this 0.2 seconds plus barcodeis required. Therefore, the image datais trans-
the compression/decompression process time of 0.2 55 mitted to the second device ((2)), and an image process
secondsis 0.4 secondsin total, which can implement and a decoding process, which are intended to convert
25-times speed-up. the image data into coded data such as a numeral, a
[0044] A specific explanation is provided below with character, etc., are performed ((3) and (4)). In this pre-
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ferred embodiment, the image process and the decod-
ing process are performed by the second device (image
processing server) connected by a communications
path. In the second device (image processing server) ,

performed for image data, is arranged between an im-
age data inputting unit 22 and an image data transmit-
ting unit 23. In the preprocessing unit 40, for example,
a processfor extracting a portion from image datais per-

an image process such as abinarization process,abar- 5 formed, and the extracted portion is transferred to a sec-
code area extraction process, etc. is performed for the ond device 21. As aresult, a transfer data size can be
received image data, and then, the decoding processis reduced, and a communication processing time can be
performed. Coded data resultant from the decoding shortened. Or, binarization may be performed as the
processis returned to the transmission source ((5)). In preprocess.If a data processing unit 27 within the sec-
the first device, the coded datareturnedfromthe second 1@ ond device 21 fails to process the image data transmit-
device (image processing server) is displayed on a ted from the first device 20, it issues a requestto extract
screen, so that the contents of the barcode can be dis- and retransmit another portion to the preprocessing unit
played. For a barcode, its coded data itself does not 40 within the first device 20 via a communications path
have a sense, and information that is stored in a data- (in the case where the process for extracting a portion
base, etc. and correspondedto the coded datais more 15 fromimage data is performed as the preprocess). Or,in
important and has a sense in many cases. Therefore, the case wherebinarization is performed as the preproc-
the information may be converted by the second device ess, the data processing unit 27 within the second de-
(image processing server), and the information corre- vice 21 issues a request to retransmit anew: binary. im-
spondedto the coded data maybe returnedto the first age, which is obtained by changing a threshold value
device. 20 used for the binarizatioan to a different value, to the pre-
[0050] Fig. 4 shows a second preferred embodiment processing unit: 40 within:the first device 20if it fails to
according to the present invention, whereas Fig. 5 process the image data.
showsthe outline of processes performed by devices. [0057] Assume that barcode image data is input by
[0051] As shownin Fig. 4, if a first device 20 equipped the first device ((1)), and the process for extracting a
with an image input device transmits image data to a 25 portion from the barcode image data is performed as a
second device 21, and issues a request to perform a preprocess ((2)) as shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the
processto a third device 30 connected by a communi- extracted barcode image datais transferred to the sec-
cations path according to a process result, the process ond device (image processing device) ((3)), by which an
result of the second device 21 is directly transmitted to image process and a barcode decoding process are
the third device 30 instead of issuing the request from 30 performed ((4) and (5)). If the barcode decoding process
the first device 20 to the third device 30. As a result, a is unsuccessfully performed, an instruction to extract
communication means from the second device 21 to the and retransmit another portion of the image data isis-
first device 20 is simplified and made faster. sued from the second device (image processing device)
[0052] As shownin Fig. 5, a barcode image is input to the first device (cellular phone equipped with a cam-
by the first device ((1)), barcode decoding is performed 35 era ((5')). When the barcode decoding processis suc-
by the second device (image processing server) ((3) and cessfully performed, resultant coded datais returned to
(4)), and coded data is transmitted to the third device, the cellular phone equipped with the camera ((6)).
which is a database processing device ((5)). Then, in- [0058] Fig. 8 shows a fourth preferred embodiment
formation corresponding to the coded data is extracted according to the present invention, whereas Fig. 9
by the third device ((6)). If an output device such as a 40 showsthe outline of processes performed by devices.
monitor, etc. is comprised by the third device, the infor- [0059]_In Fig. 8, the same constituent elements as
mation corresponding to the coded data can be verified those shownin Fig. 6 are denoted with the same refer-
on its screen. Or, if this information is verified by the first ence numerals, and their explanations are omitted.
device, it is directly transmitted from the third device to [0060] As shownin Fig. 8, adata compressing unit 50
the first device ((7)). 45 and adata decompressing unit 51, which are intended
[0053] Asdescribed above,it achieves a simpler com- to compress and decompresstransmission data in a da-
munication than the first embodiment in which only an ta transmission made by a communications path 29 that
image process ( barcode decoding) is performed and connects a first device 20 and a second device 21, are
the returned code data is returned to the third device arranged, whereby the amountof transmission data is
again. 50 reduced, and a communication time is shortened.
[0054] Fig. 6 showsa third preferred embodiment ac- [0061] As shownin Fig. 9, a BMC coding method is
cording to the present invention, whereas Fig. 7 shows used as an image data compression processin orderto
the outline of processes performed by devices. shorten an image data transmission time for an image
[0055]_In Fig. 6, the same constituent elements as process and a barcode decoding process, and image
those shownin Fig. 2 are denoted with the same refer- 55 data to be transmitted/received is compressed, thereby
ence numerals, and their explanations are omitted. shortening the transmission/reception time between the
[0056] Within a first device 20, a preprocessing unit devices.
40, which performs a preprocess in an image process [0062] That is, in a cellular phone equipped with a
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camera(the first device), a barcode image is captured
((1)), and the input image is compressed by the BMC
compression/decompression capability of the cellular
phone equipped with the camera. Then, the com-

performed. As an image process, a processfor extract-
ing a two-dimensional barcode area, or the like is per-
formed. The technique using the characteristic of a two-
dimensional barcode as disclosed by Japanese Patent

pressed image data is transmitted to the seconddevice 5 Laid-Open Publication No. 2001-307014 is used also
(image processing device) via a communications line here, whereby a two-dimensional barcode area can be
((2)). In the image processing device, upon receipt of extracted more securely, and also the accuracy of bar-
the compressed image, the image is decompressed, code decoding is improved.
and an image data processis performed ((3)). In Fig. 9, [0069] Note that the process for extracting a two-di-
binarization and area extraction are performed as the 12 mensional barcode area may be performed by a pre-
image process . However, these processes maybe per- processing unit 40 within the first device 20 as a pre-
formed on the side of the first device. The barcode of process.In this case, a transfer data size is further re-
the barcode imagefor which the image processis per- duced, so that a communication processing time can be
formed is decoded ((4)), coded data is extracted, and shortened, and a communication cost can be cut down.
the extracted coded data is transmitted to the cellular 15 However, the algorithm of the process for extracting a
phone equippedwith the camera as data resultant from two-dimensional barcode area is complex. Therefore, if
the image process ((5)). the throughputof the first device 20 is much lower than
[0063] An example where image binarization is per- that of the second device 21, an excess processing time
formed as a preprocess, especially, an example where is required, and can possibly exceed a shortened com-
a two-dimensional barcode is handled is described be- 20 munication processing time. Accordingly, a process
low. handled as the preprocessis suitably selected in con-
[0064] Fig. 10 showsa fifth preferred embodiment ac- sideration of the throughputs ofthe first device 20 and
cording to the present invention, whereas Fig. 11 shows the second device 21.
the outline of processes performed by devices. [0070] In Fig. 11, an image including atwo-dimension-
[0065] As coded data handled by the present inven- 25 al barcode is obtained from a cellular phone equipped
tion, a one-dimensional barcode, a two-dimensional with a camera, which is the first device ((1)). Then, a
barcode, or data according to the one-dimensionalor preprocess suchas binarization of the obtained image,
the two-dimensional barcode is assumed. This pre- or the like is performed ((2)), and the image datais trans-
ferred embodimentrefers to an example where a two- mitted to an image processing device, which is the sec-
dimensional barcode is used. As a matter of course, the 30 onddevice, viaacommunicationsline ((3)). In the image
presentinvention is also applicable to a one-dimension- processing device, an image data process such as area
al barcode in a similar manner. extraction from the received image, or the like is per-
[0066] In Fig. 10, the same constituent elements as formed ((4)), the two-dimensional barcode is decoded
those shownin Fig. 6 are denoted with the same refer- and converted into coded data ((5)), and the coded data
ence numerals, and their explanations are omitted. 35 resultant from the image processis returned to the cel-
[0067] Within a first device 20, a preprocessing unit lular phone equipped with the camera via the commu-
40, which performs a preprocess in an image process nicationsline ((6)).
performed for image data, is arranged between an im- [0071] As described above, according to one embod-
age data inputting unit 22 and an image data transmit- iment of the present invention, input image data includ-
ting unit 23. A color or a grayscale image obtained by 40 ing coded data of a device having an image input device
reading an original including a two-dimensional barcode is transmitted to an image processing server, and a
is input from the image data inputting unit 22. In the pre- processresult is obtained, whereby it becomespossible
processing unit 40, a binarization process for reducing to provide an image data processing device, which
gray levels of image data is performed. As abinarization quickly performs a processof an image including com-
process technique, a technique using the characteristic 45 plex coded data andits information process, evenif the
of a two-dimensional barcode as disclosed by Japanese throughput of the device having the image input device
Patent Laid-Open Publication No. 2001-251507 is used, is low.
so that the accuracy of a later decoding process, etc.,
can be improved. Additionally, by performing the binari-
zation process, the size of image datais reducedto 1/24 50 Claims
(in the case where an original imageis color). As a re-
sult, a transfer data size can be reduced, a communica- 1. An image data processing device, comprising:
tion processing time can be shortened, and a commu-
nication cost can be cut down. image data inputting meansfor inputting an im-
[0068] The image data that is binarized and trans- 55 age including coded data;
ferred to the second device 21 is transmitted to an image preprocessing meansfor performing a preproc-
processing unit 27 within the second device 21, by which ess for the image;
an image process and a barcode decoding process are image data transmitting meansfor transmitting
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the image data for which the preprocessis per-
formed to a server that performs an image proc-
ess via a communications path; and
process result receiving means for receiving

10.

age including an image of a barcode.

The image data processing device according to
claim 9, wherein

data resultant from the image process per- 45 the barcode is a two-dimensional barcode.
formed by the server via the communications
path. 11. An image data processing method of an image data

processing device, comprising the steps of:
The image data processing device according to
claim 1, wherein 10 inputting an image including coded data;

the preprocessis binarization of an image. performing a preprocessfor the image;
transmitting image data for which the preproc-

The image data processing device according to ess is performed to a server that performs an
claim 1, wherein image process via a communications path; and

the preprocess is a process for extractinga 15 receiving data resultant from the image process
portion of an image. performed by the server via the communica-

tions path.
The image data processing device according to
claim 1, wherein 12. The image data processing method according to

an image compression process is performed 20 claim 11, wherein
as the preprocess. the preprocessis binarization of an image.

The image data processing device according to any 13. The image data processing method according to
preceding claim, wherein claim 11, wherein

the server is configured by aplurality ofimage 25 the preprocess is a process for extracting a
processing devices, one of which performspart of portion of an image.
a process for image data transmitted from the im-
age data processing device, the other image 14. The image data processing method according to
processing devices share and perform a remainder claim 11, wherein
of the process, and an obtained result is returned 30 an image compression process is performed
to the image data processing device. as the preprocess.

The image data processing device according to any 15. The image data processing method according to
preceding claim, wherein any oneof claims 11 to 14, wherein

the server makes the image data processing 35 the serveris configured by a plurality of image
device retransmit the image for which the preproc- processing devices, one of which performs part of
ess is performed under a different condition, if the a processfor image data transmitted from an image
serverfails to perform an image processfor the im- data processing device, the other image processing
age which is transmitted from the image data devices share and perform a remainderof the proc-
processing device, and the preprocess is per- 40 ess, and an obtained result is returned to the image
formed for. data processing device.

The image data processing device according to 16. The image data processing method according to
claim 6, wherein any oneof claims 11 to 15, wherein

the different condition indicates that athresh- 45 if the server fails to process the image trans-
old value for binarization is changed to a different mitted from said image data transmitting, for which
value, if the binarization is performed as the pre- the preprocess is performed, the server makes the
process. image, for which the preprocessis performed under

a different condition, retransmitted.

The image data processing device according to 450
claim 6, wherein 17. The image data processing method according to

the different condition is to extract a different claim 16, wherein

portion of an image if image extraction is performed the different condition indicates that a thresh-
as the preprocess. old value for binarization is changedto a different

55 value, if the binarization is performed as the pre-
The image data processing device according to any process.
preceding claim, wherein

the image including the coded data is an im- 18. The image data processing method according to

8
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claim 16, wherein
the different condition is to extract a different

portion of an image if image extraction is performed
as the preprocess. 5

19. The image data processing method according to
any one of claims 11 to 18, wherein

the image including the coded datais an im-
age including an image of a barcode. 10

20. The image data processing method according to
claim 19, wherein

the barcode is a two-dimensional barcode.
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Abstract Title: Providing location based information to a mobile device

A mobile device such as a personal digital assistant (PDA) or mobile phone obtains its geographic
location, using for example a global positioning system (GPS), and provides the location to a sever,
preferably through a wireless connection. The serverhosts a database containing information associated
with geographical location, and provides relevant information links to the mobile device based on the
location of the device. The user of the device may use the links to obtain further information associated
with the user’svicinity, e.g. further information relating to advertising billboards, or nearby restaurants,
museums, cinemas, weatherand traffic reports etc. The database may also include userprofile
information including user preferences. The mobile device may provide the server with information
describing its properties so that the server can provide the information in a correct format for display on
the device.
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2407230

SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

This invention relates to a system, method and apparatus for providing access to

5 information. In particular, though not exclusively, the present invention relates to a system

that enables a user to obtain customized and updated current information from a variety of

sources that may be related to visual displays in a user’s vicinity.

It is extremely well-known to provide information to the public through fixed media

such as advertising billboards, posters, bus and train timetables and the like. The information

10 that can be provided in this manner is howeverlimited in a number of ways. The information

is limited, for example, by the space available on the billboard or the like. The information

can only be updated by physically replacing the billboard or the like. Furthermore the

information that is provided must be information of commoninterest to multiple users and it

is not generally possible to tailor the information for the needs and interests of different users.

15 More recently such traditional methods of transmitting information have been

enhanced by incorporating video displays that may include moving images and sound. Video

displays allow the more sophisticated presentation of information and mayalso provide for a

degree of interaction between the display and a user (for example through the use of

touchscreen technologies). However, such units are comparatively expensive and do not

20 solve the problem that the information presented cannoteasily be updated in realtime, and

while interactivity is possible to a degree, it is still not possible to easily customise the

information for a particular user.

It will also be understood that enormous amounts of data and information are

available on computer databases that can be accessed. Such databases can be accessed, for

25 example, through either wired or wireless connections, through the Internet, or throughdirect

dial-up connections. Such databases must, however, be accessed directly by a user who must
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know the location ofthe databases by, for example, knowing a website address or by using a

search engine to find an address.

It is an object of the present invention thercfore, at least in preferred forms, to

provides an apparatus and method that allows a user to obtain current realtime information

5 and data that may be customized to a user’s interests and needs that overcomes the drawbacks

in the prior art or that at least provides a commercially useful alternative.

GB 0313774.2 (the contents of are hereby incorporated by reference) provides a

system for providing a user with access to information in which transmitter means are

provided for transmitting a signal including a unique code. A server hosts a database

10 including information associated with these unique code, including an indication of the

subject matter associated with each code. In this system a mobile device receives the signal

and sends the unique code to the server and, uponreceipt of the unique code from the mobile

device, the server provides to the mobile device the information of the subject matter

associated with the code and upon a user request the server provides further information to

15 the mobile device.

The present application discloses an alternative approach to the system of application

0313774.2 in which instead of transmitters, the location of the mobile device is determined

directly, for example using GPSortriangulation techniques.

Accordingto the present invention there is provided a system for providing a user

20 with access to information, comprising: a server hosting a database including information

concerning a plurality of outdoor media objects includingtheir location and a link from

whichfurther information can be provided; and a mobile device including meansfor directly

obtaining its location at any given time; wherein said mobile device provides its location to

said server, and wherein in response said server compares the location of said device with the

25 location of outdoor media objects in its database, and said server provides to said mobile
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device links whereby a user ofsaid device may obtain further information concerning

outdoor media objects in the user's vicinity.

Viewed from another broad aspectthe present invention provides A system for

providing a user with access to information, comprising: a server hosting a database including

information that is associated with a location and including links from which further

information can be provided; and a mobile device including meansfor providinglocation-

based data to said server, and wherein in responsesaid server provides to said mobile device

links wherebya user of said device may obtain further information associated with the user's

vicinity.

An embodimentof the invention will now be described by way of example and with

reference to the accompanying drawings,in which:-

Fig.1 is a flowchart illustrating the method ofa first embodiment of the invention.

In this specification a numberof terms will be used which will be defined in advance:

“Mobile computing device" meansany device that can be carried by a user and has

computer processing capabilities. Examples in particular include personaldigital assistants,

laptop computers and some mobile phones.

"Outdoor media object" means andobjectthat is intended to provide information to a

viewer, and mayin particular include an advertisement(either a billboard or a video display)

but could also be other formsof information such as timetables, schedules, news, or weather

information. The term "outdoor"is intendedto refer to the placing of such objects in public

areas which could included enclosed areas such as shopping malls.

"Location data" means any data that directly or indirectly provides the location of a

mobile device.

United Kingdom patent application 0313774.2 (the contents of which are incorporated

herein by reference) describes a system by which a user carrying a mobile computing device
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(such as a personaldigital assistant (PDA) or a mobile phone)is able to interact with outdoor

media objects such as advertisements in order to obtain more information regarding the

products or services being advertised. In particular, each billboard may be provided with a

transmitter (for example a transmitter using the Bluetooth protocol) that transmits a code

5 uniqueto that billboard. If the user is carrying a Bluetooth enabled mobile device such as a

PDA or mobile phone, then the user is able to receive that code from the transmitter. If the

user wishes to receive further information regarding the products or services being

advertised, then the user will use his/her mobile device to send the unique codeto a server to

obtain further information regarding the products or services.

10 An embodimentofthe presentinvention will now be described with reference to

Fig.1. In step 10 the software running on the client mobile device must, of course, be running.

If not the method simply comesto an end. Assumingthat the softwareis running,thefirst

step (step 10) is that the software determinesthe location of the mobile device using any

known form ofposition determining means suchasvarious formsofsatellite positioning

15 systems such as the known GPS method,or by triangulation techniques based uponthe

location of nearby wireless transmitters. Such position determining means are known in the

art and do not needto be described in detail.

In this embodimentthe software running on the mobile device determines the location

of the mobile device using such known GPS/triangulation techniques. Oncethe location of

20 the mobile device has been found, that location data may be sent to a server. If the user has a

cookie stored on the mobile device, then that cookieis also transmitted, andifnot a cookie is

generated. As will be described below the server contains a database of advertisements or the

like andtheir locations. Thus, the server will know thatifa useris at a certain location, then

he/she is close to a particular billboard and the server will transmit to the user a content link
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that enables the user to obtain more information regarding the product or services being

advertised if he/she wishes.

The cookie will identify the user to the server, and the server will store a userprofile.

This may be usedto ensurethat the user is sent contentlinks only in respect of products or

5 services of interest to that particular user.

Returning to Fig.1, when the mobile device has sent its geographical location to the

server with a cookie identifying the user(or if no such cookies exists, then one will be

created), the server searches its database to find any contentlinksthat relate to that location.

If such content links are found, they are sent back to the mobile device provided they match

10 any pre-stored user preferences, and together with any cookieif that has been freshly created.

If no suitable content links are found correspondingto that location (taking into account any

prestored user preferences) then a suitable messagewill be sent. Once a user receives any

content links, then the user can decide whether ornot to request further information by

responding to the content links (steps 30 to 37).

15 [t will be understood that the embodiment described in Fig.1 provides an alternative to

the method described in 0313774.2 for enabling a user to obtain more information(if desired)

on an advertised product or service. The difference is that while in application 0313774.2 a

user receives a unique code directly from a transmitter associated with (for example) a

billboard, in the embodimentofFig.1 the user provides to the server location data obtained

20 through GPS/triangulation techniques, and the server sends back possible content links that

relate to advertising billboards in the users vicinity. Indeed, in the embodiment described

above there need not necessarily be any form of outdoor media object or advertisementatall,

instead links may be provided to a mobile that enable a user to obtain more information of

any nature that is pertinent to the user's current location. This could includelinksto details of

25. nearbyrestaurants, museums, cinemas or so on, weather andtraffic reports.
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Byusing cookies personal preferences of users may be stored by the serverso that the

user is only provided with information of potential interest to that user. This is described

further in 0313774.2. In addition, when the mobile device provides the location data to the

server, it may also provide information regarding the nature ofthe mobile device,its display

5 and operating systems,so that the links and further information are provided to the mobile

device in a format that is suitable for that device.
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CLAIMS

1. A system for providing a user with access to information, comprising:

a server hosting a database including information concerninga plurality of

outdoor media objects includingtheir location and a link from which further

5 information can be provided; and a mobile device including meansfordirectly

obtainingits location at any given time; wherein said mobile device providesits

location to said server, and wherein in response said server compares the location

of said device with the location of outdoor media objects in its database, and said

server provides to said mobile device links whereby a userof said device may

10 obtain further information concerning outdoor mediaobjects in the user's vicinity.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein said mobile devices communicate with

said server through a wireless connection.

15 3. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein said mobile device provides to said server

information describing the properties of said mobile device whereby said server

can provide information to said mobile device in a correct format for display on

said mobile device.

20 4. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein said database includes user profile

information.

5. Asystem as claimed in claim 4 whereinsaid userprofile information includes

user preferences that may be selected bya user.

25
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6.

5

7.

10

8,

15

9.

20

10

11

25

A system for providing a user with access to information, comprising: a server

hosting a database including information that is associated with a location and

includinglinks from which further information can be provided; and a mobile

device including meansfor providing location-based data to said server, and

wherein in response said server provides to said mobile device links whereby a

user of said device may obtain further information associated with the user's

vicinity.

A system as claimed in claim 6 wherein said information associated with a

location comprises information associated with an outdoor media object provided

at said location.

A system as claimed in claim 6 wherein said mobile devices communicate with

said server through a wireless connection.

A system as claimed in claim 6 wherein said mobile device provides to said server

information describing the properties of said mobile device wherebysaid server

can provide information to said mobile device in a correct format for display on

said mobile device.

. A system as claimed in claim 6 wherein said database includes user profile

information.

. A system as claimed in claim 10 whereinsaiduser profile information includes

user preferences that may be selected by a user.
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A METHOD FOR SELECTIVE IMAGE ACQUISITION AND TRANSMISSION

Introduction:
The invention is that the sequential transmission of images stored on a client system
could include redundant information. In order to minimize transmission time and
volume, a system is proposed where the portable imaging device, connected to a
remote server by meansof either a wired or wireless data connection,is instructed by
the remote server which images or video sequences to transmit, and what the
resolution should be for each transmission. ‘

The invention operates in this manner: The portable device sends one or more low
quality transmissions, sufficiently detailed to allow the remote server to identify the
image but not sufficiently to require a full transmission of all data. On the basis of
this preliminary transmission, the server then determines the required data, computes
the next sequence of transmission to transmit this data, and then commands the
portable device to perform these transmissions. The portable device transmits the
required data, and the remote server then constructs the final information required on
the basis of the second sequence of transmissions. This is not an image compression
scheme in the sense of replacing data blocks with tokens; rather it is a method for
sending only the data necessary for task completion.

The data is not necessarily stored in a format that requires less space than usual. The
primary data that is sent is not sufficient for extraction ofthe entire required data, but
is sufficient for determination of the area containing the data of interest. Since the
area of interest is expected to be a small portion of the entire image, the data of the
area ofinterest is than transmitted in a detailed format.

Title of invention:

Selective transmission method for images and video.

Field of inyention:
The invention relates to an image acquisition and communication device and a client-
server system.

What's the problem?
Current situation of portable imaging devices with a data connection:
the devices are typically composed of a camera, a storage media whichis either non-
‘volatile (e.g, flash memory, hard disk) or volatile (RAM), some image processing
capabilities (e.g. compression, color interpolation) and data transmission capabilities
(e.g. a modem, a data connection to a cellular phone, etc.). Some of these devices
support image compression to reduce data transmission time and cost. We mention
here Photovity from Flashpoint, the new Polaroid camera with a modem (PDC-640M)
and the Lightsurf solution, etc. These devices are designed for the transmission of
images taken by a digital camera using a data connection. They are designed to
transmit the images taken previously by the camera either sequentially (until all the
images have been uploaded)or based on user selection (thatis the user chooses which
pictures to upload).
For certain applications, such as document imaging, panoramic imaging, product
imaging, the imaging of a symbolto be decoded(e.g. a bar code,a piece oftext), the
imaging device may take many more images than are required to be transmitted. Since
data transmission is costly, takes up time and device battery power, there is a need to
minimize the amountofdata transmitted.
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There are two options for reduction of the transmitted data: System {. The imaging
process is not controled. Redundant information is aquired and stored, but only the
necessary information is transmitted. A portion of the data (e.g a small part of the
images taken) is analysed. The analysis can be made in the imaging device or in a
remote server. The result ofboth analysis is the selection of the necessary information
to be transmitted, System 2: Control of the imaging process. The imaging process is
changed in time according to analysisofthe first images taken.

Description of Samples of Prior Art:
References 1 and 2, attached to this application, demonstrate some features of prior
art, and the differences between the presentinvention and thepriorart.

The concept of combining series ofimages into a single mosaic or panorama that
covers a widerfield ofview, has better resolution or signal to noise ratio, and/or better
dynamic range, is not new in itself. Reference 1 is an article describing some ofthe
mathematical techniques for accomplishing such a type of “stitching” method.
Reference 2 is an article describing some commercial products which enable taking
panoramic images and/or performing the image “stitching”.

Someofthe novel aspects ofthe invention, in comparisonto this priorart, are:
1) The concept of performing the imaging operation in a small portable device thatis
notnecessarily optimized for imaging operation described herein. This is nota trivial
problem of the prior art, since such small portable devices generally hold limited
storage and limited data transmission capabilities. There are many assumptions
inherentin prior art stitching processes, but these assumptions do not apply to and do
not limit the current invention. For example, assumptions that are not required by the
current invention but are required by prior art methods include:

a. The use of high resolution images. (See the images on pages 1282 and
' 1283 of Reference 1.)

b. The use of a high quality lens system with little optical distortion. (See
the pictures on pages 1, 6 bottom, and7, of Reference 2.)

c. Having the user perform a linear scanning motion with accurate image
alignment due to the use of a view-finder on the device and due to the
device being a camera rather than a cellular phone or a PDA.

d. The image being performed on objects that are relatively distant (a few
meters, for example) from the imaging unit, and hence avoiding the very
complex problem offinite distance image registration. (This assumption is
mentioned as the “no parallax”issue in the Abstract on the first page of
Reference 1, and also in several pages of the text ofReference 1.)

Since the current invention is not bound by these assumptions, it takes the concept of
imaging and imagestitching significantly beyond the priorart.
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2) Currently, the computers and systems that perform image stitching and registration
require the availability of the full set of images for performing the operation. For
example, Reference } describesspecifically a method for performingvarious kinds of
correlation calculations on the whole image of the stitching process. Hence,if the
stitching or registration is/are to be doneata later time (hence requiring intermediate
storage of data), or in a different location (hence requiring transmission of the
images), the full set of images must stored and/ortransferred. This requirementwill
greatly burden the storage capacity of the portable device, or the data link capacity,
or both. The current invention recognizes and makesuse ofthe insight that notall of
the information mustbe sent, but.rather only portions of such data (with potentially
reduced resolution, or other acceptable degradation) can be stored or sent. Further
according to the current invention, only the critical images orcritical image sections
need to be retrieved in full resolution. This implementation is a major deviation from
the method of operation according to the priorart.

Description of the invention: Figure 1 describes the prior art. Figures 2-4 inclusive
describe the first embodiment of the invention, according to System 1 noted above.
Figure 5 describes the second embodimentofthe invention, according to System 1
noted above. Figure 6 describes the third embodimentofthe invention, according to
System 2 noted above.

Figure 1 (Prior Art): Possible known paths of communication between the system’s
elements :

1. Element (1) is an imaging device. Element(2) is a device capable of saving the
data. It can be embedded in element(1), or separate such as a portable device or a PC.
Element (1) is connected to element (2) either through a wired data connection or
wirelessly (a).

2. Element(3) is a server. Element (2) can be connected to element (3) in several
ways:

* Element(2) is connectedto a cell operator (b). The cell operator is connected to the -
Internet (c). The Internet is connected to element(3) (d).
* Element (2) is connected to the Internet(e). The Internet is connected to element(3)
(d).
* Element (2) is connected directly to element (3)(f).
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Figure 2,3,4 : Embodiment 1 (System 1): There will now follow a general description
of Embodiment 1, then a detailed description of how the invention works with
reference to the relevant Figures.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 1: Embodiment1 is the extraction

ofan area from a single picture without a prior knowledgeofthe object photographed.
It involves the following stages of operation:

First, the entire first picture is sent in a low resolution.
Second, the type of the object is determined (document, headline in a news paper,
barcode,etc).
Third, the relevant algorithm is performed. The algorithm determines whatpart of the
picture is relevant and the minimal resolution necessary. For example: only the part
containing the digits is extracted out of an image of a barcode. The extraction can be
done using different methads, one of them is the folllowing: The imageis first
scanned for existence of lines. Some candidates areas having a line characteristic (e.g.
rapid changes in a certain direction and minimal changes in the perpendicular
direction) are selected. These candidates are examined further by, for example,
computing moments in varying angles,the area size, etc. The most suitable candidate
is chosen, The lines’ direction is determined in a greated accuracy. The two possible
locations of the digits relative to the fines (in the upper or lower part of the image) are
examined and the correct oneis determined. A simple OCR or ICR algorithm is used
for recognition of the locations of the digits (without determination of the specific
digit in each location). A line is matched to the location of the centers of the digits.
The location of the center is corrected based on the rules ofthe digit’s location inside
a barcode (e.g equal distances between digits, numberofdigits in a barcode,etc.)
Fourth, the commandflowsback to element (2) and the required data is transmitted to
the server(3).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 1 WITH REFERENCE TO THE
RELEVANT FIGURES:

 

Figure 2: Determination of the relevant algorithm for a given image for extraction of
an area from it

Element(a): An imageis Ssuired. The image can contain a barcode, headlines form a
newspaper,a textetc.

Element (b):The imageis sent in low resolution. .
Element(c): First the type of the required service is recognized. The basic algorithm
deferentiates between services such as document imaging, panoramic imaging and
product imaging. The identification can be made by searching for several
characterizing patterns of each of the supported services in any given picture. For
example any picture will be screened for lines of a bar code, headline formatletters
and a pattern ofa text document.
Element (d): According to match results of the different patterns the relevant
algorithm is chosen and performed. For example, if the format letters of a newspaper
were detected, the algorithm for headline identification will be executed.

Figure 3:
Embodiment: Determination of the first data transition according to a priori
knowledge of the object photographed .
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a. A notification about the photograph action is sent to element (3). (Nopart of
the image which was collected is sent so far.)

b. The server (3) determines the type of the object. The decision can be based on
a) location of the user b) time c) previous configuration made by the user d)
previous use by the user. For example:if the user’s is location is identified as a
shop the product imagingis the default application.

c. The following parameters are determined according to the object: a) resolution
b) the part of the picture to be sent (for example cutting 10% of the edges) c)

numberofpictures d) the most suitable pictures (for example the second, forth
and last pictures are chosenrather than the first 3 ones).

d. The image is transmitted according to the transmission parameters detrmined
in (c).

Figure 4,5; Examples for the operation of algorithm for extraction of an area from a
single picture.

Figure 4: An algorithm for extraction of a headline area from a single picture of a
newspaper.

Ifheadline format letterwere identified, the algorithm will-be executed.
Element(a): The image is sent in low resolution. The entire area of the imageis sent
but in a limited information format.: low resolution, black and white instead of colors
etc.

Element (b): The algorithm determinesthe location ofall the candidate headlines in
the image, and the candidate the user tried to photo,for example, accordingtoits size
and location in the image. Thelocation of the part of interest in the original image is
sent back

Element (c): The headline is sent to the server in a higher resolution than in (a).

Figure 5: An algorithm for extraction of a barcode’s digits area from a single picture
ofa product
Element (a): The image is sent in low resolution. The entire area of the image is sent
but in a limited information format: low resolution, black and white instead of colors .
etc.

Element (b): The algorithm determines the barcode’s location, angle and direction.
The location of the digits respected to the barcode is determined. The location of the
digits in the original image is sent back.
Element(c). The digits are sent to the server in a higher resolution than in (a).

Figures 6: Embodiment 2 (System 1): There will now follow a general description of
Embodiment 2, then a detailed description of how the invention works with
reference to the relevant Figures,

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 2: Embodiment2 is the extraction
of non-redundant data from multiple pictures without a priori knowledge of the object
photographed. It involves the following stages ofoperation:

First, a small portion ofthe picturesis sent in a low resolution.
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Second, the algorithm determines what are the overlapping parts and if more pictures
are required forstitching the entire document
Third, the additional pictures are sent in low resolution (if necessary).
Fourth, a stitching method is determined for the entire picture
Fifth, the non-redundant image data is transmitted in a higher resolution andstitched
to create the entire image.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 2 WITH REFERENCE TO THE
RELEVANT FIGURES:

Figure 6: A stitching method using selective transmission
Element (a): The original object being photographed. The original images taken by
element (1) from Figure 1, and stored in element (2) from Figure 1, can contain
redundantinformation, as shown in element(a).
Element(b): The origina) imagesare sent to element (3) in Figure 1, in low resolution
Element(c): The redundancy between the imagesis determined.
Element(d):The pictures of interest and the area of interest inside these pictures are
determined and the location data is transmitted back to element (2) in Figure 1. The
relative location ofeach area, compared to the other parts needed for reconstruction of
the original image(e.g. the stitching method), is determined and saved in element(3)
ofFigure 1.
Element (e): The areas of interest are sent to element (3) in Figure 1, in a higher
resolution than in sub-section b of this paragraph. These parts are stitched together

’ according to the stitching method determined in sub-section c of this paragraph.

Since embodiment 2 of the invention by its definition and nature requires the
processing of multiple images, any application that requires the processing ofmultiple
images will also be within the purview of the invention. For example, if multiple
images are to made of the sametarget object, but at different times or from different
angles of view, these may bestitched together, according to the invention, in order to .
achieve the desired result. For example, if images are to made ofdifferent target
objects, whether there will be one image for each target or multiple images of each
target, these images may taken and processed in accordance with the invention.
Further, video is simply a combination1of multiple images, processed at a certain rate
of speed. Thus, video imaging is also application within the purview of the current
invention. It will be appreciated that any application or usage that requires imaging of
objects can be a subject of the current invention, particularly where the imaging must
be transmitted in an accordance with a method where the communication bandwidth
is limited.
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Also, it is possible to take one image from a video, or other multiple image
application, and improve upon that image by application of embodiment 1 of the
invention. Thatis, the server can select one image that will be processed, then specify
new values for imaging parameters for that one image, send these new values to the
client, where the client will make a new image of the object and send that new image
to the server. Other combinationsare possible also.

Figure 7: Embodiment 3 (System 2): There will now follow a general description of
Embodiment 3, then a detailed description of how the invention works with
reference to the relevant Figures.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 3: Embodiment3 is the control of
the imaging process. It involves the following stages ofoperation:

First, the first images are taken according to default parameters (such as, for example,
exposure time, gamma factor, photographic frequency, total number of photos,
storage format, etc). These images are sent to the server. .
Second, the algorithm determines new values for the parameters in the imaging
process. The parameters may include, for example, the number of pictures to be
taken, the time differences between the next pictures, gamma correction, focus,etc.
The algorithm also determines new values for the parameters in storage ofthe data.
These parameters may include, for example, the format for storage, what parts of the
images should be stored, what shall be the resolution of the imagestored, etc.
Third, the next set of images are taken according to the new parameters.
Fourth, this process may be terminated after a predetermined numberofsets of
images have been taken by the client, transmitted by the client, and received by the
server. (For example, the user may specify that there shall be only two rounds of
images, or three rounds of images, orsome other number.) Alternatively, the process
may be repeated in an iterative manner until all of the necessary has been receivedat
the server, without reference to a fixed number of rounds of transmissions. The
“necessary”data is that amount and nature of data required to reconstruct the images
in the quality required. In essence, the user determines the required quality, but does
not limit number of rounds of transmissions, or the amount of data to be transmitted
or processed. The mannerin which the process is implemented, by numberofrounds,
amountofdata, reqired quality, etc., may be varied by each application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 3 WITH REFERENCE TO THE
RELEVANT FIGURES:

Figure 7: The control of the imaging process.
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‘ Element (a) The first images are taken according to default parameters (such as, for
example, exposure time, gamma factor, photographic frequency, total number of
photos, storage format, etc). The images are sent to the server in a limited information
format, such as low resolution, white characters on black background,etc..
Element (b): The algorithm determinesfirst, the parameters for the imaging process,
such as, for example, numberofpictures to be taken, the time differences between the
next pictures, gamma correction, focus, etc.; and second,the parameters for storage of
the data. The server then sends a messageto the client, with specific parameters for
the next set of images to be taken and transmitted to the server. In Figure 6, the
example is that there changes in the time for image exposure, the compression ratio,
and the gammafactor.
The next images are taken according to the new parameters. The next set of imagesis
then sent to the server. It will be appreciated that this is an iterative process, with
multiple rounds of images, refinements of the factors, and transmission of more
images. The entire process allows the server to capture only the dat&required for the
focus and quality required, while at the same time minimizingthe total amountofdata
transmitted. ,

Embodiment 4: Combination ofembodiments 1 and 3:
An additional embodiment 4 is the combination of embodiment 1 and embodiment 3

above. In this new embodiment4, there are predetermined criteria for imaging at the
client (in accordance with embodiment 3), and this image is sent to the server. The
server then determines new values for the parameters, and sends these values to the
client. The client takes a new image on the basis of the new values, and sends_this
image to the server. This process of imaging, transmission, determination of new
values, etc., may be continued according to some predefined criteria such as number
of rounds of images, quality of the picture desired, etc. .

Embcdiment 5: Combination ofembodiment 2 and3:
Embodiment 5 operates similarly to embodiment 4, except that with embodiment 5
there are multiple images taken per round of imaging, rather than one image only.
For example, a user may want to create a panoramic image. The first images will be
taken without a priori knowledge about the user’s action, according to default
parameters. The first images are sentin low resolution. The redundancy between the
pictures is determined. According to the degree of redundancy, values such as the
number of images, and the time lag between images, may be changed. The
redundancy also determines which pictures and what part of the pictures will be used
for the creation of the panoramic image.

Advantage of the invention over priorart:
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The current invention reduce data transmission time and cost. Instead of a

sequentially or user selected-based transmission of the image data, a selective
transmission enables the transmission of the minimal amount of data required. A
relevant area can be determined from a low-resolution image, and then extracted from
a higher-resolution image. Alternatively, the location of non-redundant data can be
determined using multiple low-resolution images. Then only the non-redundant data
can be sent in higher resolution and stitched. The method can be combined with
existing methods for data compression for minimization of transmission time and
cost.

The novel items in the invention include: ;
1. A system where the imaging device transmits lower grade partial images to a

serverto facilitate image identification, and the server requests further image
information (e.g. higher resolution portions, etc) to facilitate the desired
action, such as imagestitching, OCR etc.

2. A system where, instead of the server as described immediately above, a
special algorithm running on the imaging device’s processor performs the
identification, and the decision is not which parts of the image(s) to transmit
and how to transmit themm but rather how to store images for future
usage/transmission.

3. A method where the server instructs the imaging device on camera and/or
imaging specific parameters such as exposure time, camera AGC, camera
gamma factoretc.

4. A method where the server provides the imaging device with information on
the quality of the received picture and hence updates/controls the compression
characteristics/algorithm parameters used in the compression algorithm on the
imaging anddata transmission device.

5. A system where the feedback about the imaging operation for the user(e.g.
camera scan. speed, camera distance from the object, image brightness,
existence of Jetters/numerals/bar-codes in the image, object angle, etc.) is
computed in the server and sentbackto the iimaging device to assist the user in
the imaging operation.

6. A methodfor transmitting (or storing) only the part of the imagethatis critical
for accomplishing the image recognition task — e.g. the headline in a
newspaper, the numerals or bar-code in a UPC/EAN or other bar-code symbol,
the new part ofthe picture revealed in the new picture etc.

7. A method for reconstructing an image from storage on the device or from the
transmissions received on the server in such a way that the proper image
identification/image sending/imege display/image printing operation will be of
sufficient quality. For example, for faxing a document the server may stitch
together the relevant transmitted image portions, and for this stitching an 8-bit
per pixel color depth may be necessary. For performing OCR on the same
image, a 1 bit pixel depth (and stronger compression)_may be optimal. The
novel principle is that there is no “one image” of a given resolution,size, color
depth and with a given compression method. Rather,the image, as residing on
the imaging device’s volatile and/or non-volatile memory, is extracted and
sent to the’ server with parameters reflecting the desired application and
controlled by special software in the imaging deviceor the server.
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Supplementary questions and answers about the invention:
1) Whoare the inventors? Tsvi Lev and Ofer Bar-Or.
2) When wasthe invention conceived? Jn November, 2000 atthe offices of UCnGo
in Ramat-Gan, Israel.

3) Whatis the current stage of the invention, development, testing, marketing,
etc.? The invention is currently under implementation/development. (See the Fax
SOW document, below.) .
4) Have any revelations been made about this invention to anyone outside the
company? If so, what are the details of such revelations? The invention was not
revealed to anyone but company employees, existing investors, and our Special
Counselfor Intellectual Property, Ariel Goldstein.

File:uc101021.doc

References:

1. Steven Mann, member, IEEE, and Rosalind W. Picard, member IREE, “Video
Orbits of the Projective Group: A Simple Approach to Featureless Estimation of
Parameters”, IEEE Transaction On Imagging Processing, vol 6 no 9, September 1997.
2. The future Image Report, November 2000, volume8 issueS

The two references listed above are incorporated herein by
reference.
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Appendix: The following appendix is an internal engineering’ document of UCnGo,
the employer of the applicants. This document indicates parameters for
implementation of the invention. It will be appreciated that this document is
suggestive only. The invention is not limited to the criteria, the numbers, or the.
applications, stated herein. Nevertheless, the appendix suggests technical criteria and
parameters that are part of the invention.

Fax Application Statement of Work (draft)

Application requirements:

General requirements
Fax application is designed to run on a portable platform connectedto a remote server
by a modem.
The application is designed to acquire a monochrometext image from A4-sized paper
using a digital camera based on some embedded platform and reconstruct it as a
readable binary or 4 gray-level image on the remote platform,
The amount of calculations to be performed on the portable platform is minimal,
under the constraints of:

1. Minimal acquisition spéed
2. Communication speed
3. User feedback

Based on requirement of approximately 100 frames per A4-sized paper, the minimal
acquisition speed should be between .25 and .75 frames per second.
Communication speed dictates compressed image size to be approximately 3KByte
per frame.
User feedback implies visual or auditory response TBD.

Mode of operation
The fax acquisition operation is performed by an ordinary user after short training.
The user performs acquisition as smoothly as possible without any additional
hardware.

The envelope ofoperationis
. Distance between camera and paper: 7-15cm.
. Maximalpeak to peak variation on the distance for the entire scan: 2cm.
. Maximaldistance between two consecutive frames is 3cm.

Thefirst 4 frames of the acquisition sequence will be used for extrinsic camera
calibration and the distance between these frames should be between .25 and
.75 cm.

5. The.acquisition is performed in overlappingstrips, so that there are 3-4 strips
of 15-20 frames per A4 size page.

6. The transition between strips is smooth, so that 4-5 frames are required per
transition.

7. Maximalpitch and roll angle is 7 degrees.
8. Maximal camera rotation is 30 degrees peak to peak for the entire acquisition

process and 10 degrees between 2 consecutive frames.
Prior to acquisition intrinsic camera calibration is performed using a predefined
(checkerboard) target. For the fixed focus cameras the calibration processed is
performed once only.

PWN

11
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Embeddedhardware requirements
Programmable DSPprocessor: TBD ops
Digital camera with minimal resolution 320x240pixels, TBD bits per pixel.
Minimal communication speed: 20KBps.

Remote server requirements
Minimal communication speed: 64KBps.
Maximal latency between 2 consecutive frames: .25sec.

Maximal totalprocessing time: 200sec.
‘Hardware TBD,

‘Processifigpower requirements: TBD.>
(For the on-line processing a “quadPentium 1GHz computer with at least 256Mbyte
memory is recommended.
For the off-line processing 16 computers or 4 quads with highly-parallel structure of
multiple servers, 1GByte memory and fast connection is recommended)

Operational block-diapram

Processing stages
Total processing can be dividedinto 3 almost independent stages:

1. Image preprocessing and compression is performed on the embedded unit
2. On-line camera trajectory estimation on the remote server.
3. Off-line final image reconstruction on the remote server.

Image preprocessing and compression Camera trajectory estimation Final image reconstruction
(embedded) (server, orig) (server, off-ine) 

Note that different hardware is required for each processing stage.

Preprocessing and compression
Since each framesize is 3KByte and a 320x240 iimage with bps takes approximately
72KByte, some dedicated preprocessing and compression is required in the embedded
unit. The a-priory monochromeproperties of the image can be used to minimize the
compression artifacts, quantization effects and computational requirements in the
following processing stages. Therefore the following operations are performed in the
embedded unit:

12
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= Image quantization(unsigned abit per pixel)

  

 
 
 
   
 

Image acquisition Image homogenization{unsigned 8bi par pixe!) —) (oat 32bit per pixel)

The most time-consuming process in this flowchart is image homogenization, for
which a floating point processoris required. Smart casting decreasessignificantly the
numberoffloating point operations required to taking the power .25 of each pixels’
statistic.

Camera trajectory estimation
The estimation ofrelative position of frames is crucial for the image reconstruction
process. The user should receive a feedback regarding the camera movementin real
time, so he can correct his mistakes. All the frames, their sanity scores and camera
positions are saved in a database forfinal image reconstruction. ,

 
Thepair-wise processing ofthe frames is based on a smart correlation procedure,
whichis performed in multi-scale setting for fast implementation. The relative
position of the framescan betranslated to camera trajectory and various deformations
of the image provide an estimator for the camera position. Sanity check and various
weight assignmentallowto correctdistortions caused by errors in camera position
estimation. A temporary synthetic image is constructed to improvetrajectory
estimation.

13
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Multiple feedbacks between various processes allows fast adaptation and on-line
problem correction.
Real-time (.25 sec delay) feedback supplied to the user allows to correct problems
caused by improper operation.

Final image reconstruction
The final image reconstruction is the most time-consuming stage of the process. It is
‘based on acquisition sequence clustering into strips followed by recursive merging of
the detectedstrips. This time-consuming process allows to correct problems caused by
sequential frame acquisition and eliminates ‘bad’ frames.

 
 
 

Camora
position

correctlon
  

  

 
  

 
Restored frames

database trajectory
analysis+

Abnormal
frames

  
 
 
 
  

 

initial frame
clustering
 
 

  
 Camera trajectory

Reconstructed
image

I

 
 
  
 

 

 
 

Recursively shift and merge
palrs of nearest strips

(based anatrip centers)

Oetect
strip centers 

The reconstructed image undergoes various resolution improvement procedures and
final fax-like image is created. The useris informed on the success of the operation.

Development process

Parallel activities
The development process can be divided into various parallel activities:
1) Low-level image processing:

a) Homogenization, b) Quantization and binarization, ¢) Compression and
restoration, d) Image sharpening and denoising.

2) Smart multistage correlation computation with weight assignment:
3) Camera modeling

a) Camera trajectory model, b)Camera rotation correction, c) Intrinsic camera
calibration, d) Extrinsic camera calibration, e) Sanity check and trajectory
analysis, f) Abnormal frames detection

4) Image synthesisa) On-line image synthesis, b) Frame clustering, c) Strip reconstruction, d)
Recursive strip merge

5) Integration

14
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CLAIMS

1. A methodof transmitting an image, comprising:

transmitting from a mobile imaging device an entire imageat a first
resolution;

receiving said transmitted image and determining characteristic
pattems contained therein;

selecting an appropriate imaging algorithm in accordance with the
determined characteristic patterns;

commanding the mobile imaging device to re-transmit certain portions
ofthe entire image in accordance with the selected imaging algorithm; and

re-transmitting from said mobile imaging device the certain portions
ofthe entire image at a secondresolution, which is substantially higher than
said first resolution.

2. A method of transmitting an image, comprising:

transmitting from a mobile imaging device information about an
image;

receiving said transmitted information, and determining
characteristics about the image based on the information;

commanding said mobile imaging device to transmit selected portions
of the image in accordance with the determinéd characteristics.

3. A methodof transmitting a desired headline from a page of a
newspaper, comprising: :

_ transmitting from a mobile imaging device an image ofthe entire page
of the newspaperat a first resolution; ,

identifying from the transmitted entire page of the newspaper the
location of the desired headline in accordance with an algorithm,

15
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sending to the mobile imaging device information representing the
location of the desired headline;

re-transmitting the entire page of the newspaper, the desired headline
of the newspaperbeing re-transmitted at a second resolution whichis
substantially higher than said first resolution.

4. A method oftransmitting barcode’s digits froma productiimage,
comprising:

transmitting from a mobile imaging device a barcode from a product
imageata first resolution;

identifying from the transmitted barcode,its location, angle and
direction in accordance withan algorithm;

sendingto the mobile imaging device information representing the
location of the barcode’s digits;

re-transmitting that portion of the barcode containing digits at a
second resolution, which is substantially higher than said first resolution.

. 5. A method of transmitting an image, comprising:

sending from a mobile imaging device an image containing redundant
information at a first resolution;

determining from the sent image overlapping portions thereof, and.
determining the desired location of the image,

sending information representing|the determined desiredlocation to
said mobile imaging device;

re-sending desiredportions of the imagein according with the sent
location information at a secondresolution whichis substantially higher than
said first resolution;

16
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stitching together the image basedthe desired portions of the image
and based on the determined overlapping portions.

6. Amethod of transmitting an image, Comprising:

transmitting an image taken by a mobile imaging device according to
default parameters at a limited information format,

determining from the transmitted image the proper parameters for the
image in accordance with an algorithm;

sending to said mobile imaging device information representing the
determined proper image parameters; and

adjusting the image taken by the mobile imaging device according to
said determined proper image parameters.

17
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7. The method ofclaim 1, 3 or 4, wherein the re-transmitting step also includes re-
transmitting at a higher/lower compression ratio or with a different compression
algorithm.

8. The methodof claim 5, wherein the re-sending step also includes re-sending at a
higher/lower compressionratio or with a different compression algorithm.

18
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FIG.3 Determination of the first data
transition according to aspriorFknowledge.of

the object photographed
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(57) Absiract: A method and apparatus for obtain-
ing information about an object through interaction
between a mobile station (MS) and a computernet-
work suchas the Internet, and communicating the in-
formation to the MS. A digital camera obtains an im-
age of an object, such as a geographic region proxi-
mate the MS, which is then transmitted through the
mobile communications system to the computernet-
work. A converter server such as an Optical Charac-
ter Reader (OCR)server interfaced with the global
computer network converts the digital imageto a text
format which is then compared, along with a gen-
eral location identifier of the MS to geographic data
stored in a location database connectedto the global
computer network. Based on a comparison of the
converted text data and the general location identi-
fier of the MS to the geographic data stored in the
location server, a precise location of the MSis deter-
mined and transmitted to the MS.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING LOCATION INFORMATION THROUGH A WIRELESS COM-

MUNICATIONS NETWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 1. Field of the Invention

The present invention provides a method and

apparatus for obtaining information using a mobile

station (MS) through interaction with a communications

network.

10

2. Description of the Related Art
 

 In mobile communications systems it is often

Gesirable to pinpoint with relative accuracy a geographic

location of a mobile station. Such exact location

15 information can be used for numerous purposes such as,

for example, to provide directions to a system user of

the mobile station who is lost or trying to avoid road

congestion, directing the system user to a nearby service

provider (e.g. to obtain gasoline, automotive repairs),

20 obtaining information about a location or object

proximate the mobile station, etc. Several techniques

are known for obtaining a general location of a mobile

station. For example, the general location may be

determined using Location Service Area (LSA)

25 identification techniques employed in known SoLSA 

techniques. The LSA is a location service area

corresponding to the cell coverage area of a particular

mobile network cell through which the MS communicates.

Other location determining techniques are discussed in

30 WO-$205672; U.S. Patent No. 5,128,925; WO-9727711; EP 0

930 513 A2 and WO-9819479.,

Although such prior art systems are useful in

that they may provide for the communication to a MS of

information pertaining to a generai or large surrounding
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geographic area encompassing the MS, such known

techniques do not identify, with relative pinpoint

accuracy, an exact location of a MS. Thus, a user of a

MS cannot be informed of pertinent information concerning

the immediate geographic area surrounding the MS.uw

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention improves over prior

locator and information systems by providing a method and

10 apparatus for identifying a precise location of a mobile

station through interaction with a mobile communications

network and a global computer network. This is

accomplished, in accordance with one embodiment of the

 present invention, by inputting to a subject mobile

15 station, a digital image of a geographic location

surrounding the subject MS or an object proximate the MS

and transmitting the digital image through a mobile

communications network, such as a General Packet Radio

 Service (GPRS) network or a Global System for Mobile

20 Communication (GSM), servicing the MS. The digital image

is then conveyed to a global communications network, such

as the Internet or World Wide Web, through an access

port. A conversion server is accessible through the

global communications network for converting the digital

25 image data to text data which is then forwarded to a

location server, also accessible through the global

communications network. The location server receives a

general location address of the MS by, for example,

identifying a base station through which the MS 

30 communicates and, utilizing the general location address

 and text data, compares this information to geographic

location information stored in a database. The stored 

geographic location information is typically a library of

regional stree= maps and landmarks contained in a
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database located in or accessible by the location server.

Once the exact location of the MS is determined, the

location information is transmitted back to the MS.

The determined location information can be used

5 in numerous applications. For example, in one embodiment

one Or more service servers can be accessible to the

Global communications network to provide a host of

information services tailored to the determined MS

location. Such services may include providing a local

10 street traffic report, a weather report, as well as the

identities and locations of the nearest goods or service

providers to allow a MS user who may be in need of

immediate gocds/services to locate such goods/services,

e.g., the location of a nearest gasoline station or

15 automotive repair center, etc.

In another embodiment, a digital image of an

object or location proximate the MS is obtained and

transmitted, throuch the MS, to a computer network. The

computer network, in turn, analyzes the image, obtains

20 information concerning the image and transmits such

obtained information to the MS. For example, the object

may be a consumer product (e.g., an automobile) and an

MS user may desire to obtain information, such as

 product safety information, concerning the automobile.

25 In accordance with the present invention an image of the

automobile can be transmitted by the MS to the computer

network to allow the computer metwork to retrieve

desired information relating to the automobile.

Other objects and features of the present

 invention will become apparent from the followingWw Oo

 
detailed description considered in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings. It is to be understood, however,

that the drawings are designed solely for purposes of

illustration and not as a definition of the limits of
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the invention, for: which reference should be made to the

appended claims. It should be further understood that

the drawings are merely intended to conceptually

illustrate the structures and procedures described

5 herein.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings, wherein like reference

numerals denote similar elements throughout the several

10 Views:

 FIG. 1 depicts a block diagram of the system

architecture of the presently preferred embodiment;

FIG. 2 depicts a block diagram of the system

architecture of one alternative embodiment;

15 FIG. 3 depicts a flow chart of the method in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

and

FIG. 4 depicts a flow chart of the method in

accordance with another embodiment of the present

20 invention

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENTLY PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

 
A system 10 for providing accurate location

information to a mobile communications network user in

25 accordance with a currently preferred embodiment of the

present invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. System 10

provides interaction and communication between a mobile

station 12 and a computer network 18. The computer

network may be, for example, the Internet, or World Wide

30 Web, and these terms are used interchangeably herein.

The MS 12 may be a mobile telephone, a personal digital

assistant (PDA) as well as any other type of wireless

communication devices ancluding a laptop computer with

wireless communication capability. The MS 12
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communicates with other mobile stations in a manner well-

known to those having ordinary skill in the art, through

a mobile communications network 14 such as a Global

System For Mobile Communication (GSM) or a General Packet

5 Radio Service Network (GPRS). A GPRS network 14 is

represented in FIG. 1. Also as is known in the art,

network 14 is capable of communicating with the computer

network or Internet 18 through wireless transmission to a

receiver at an Internet access port 16 for providing a

10 path for information to be exchanged between the MS 12

 and the Internet 18. System 10 further includes a data

conversion server 20 for converting digital image data to

a text format, as is known in the art. A suitable server

for this purpose is an Optical Character Recognition

15 (OCR) server. A location server 22 is also accessible

through the Internet 18 to obtain specific and precise MS

location information in @ manner set forth below.

 When a user of the MS i2 desires to know his or

her exact location, the user will obtain a digital image

20 of a geographic location proximate the MS. Such a

digital image may be of a building, an intersection with 

a street sign, a landmark, etc., and may be obtained

through the use of a digital camera 13. In a preferred

embodiment, camera 13 may be combined with the MS 12 to

 25 form a single component, as more fully described in WO

96-38762, or may be a Separate unit capable of being

interfaced with the MS 12. In the latter case, camera

113 and mobile station 112 can be interconnected using a 
fixed transmission line. Alternatively, the digital 

30 image can be downloaded to the mobile station 112 from a

 data storage device, such as a floppy Gisc onto which the

image has been stored. The digital picture obtained by

the camera 113 will thus be transferred from the camera

to the mobile phone via the fixed transmission line. As
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an alternative, the digital camera 113 and MS 112 may

both include Bluetooth transceivers for providing

wireless communication therebetween. Moreover, the

digital camera may be mounted to a dashboard of an

5 automobile and electrically or wirelessly connected to an

MS such as a car phone. The digital camera could then be

controlled by hardware or software contained in the

automobile for positioning the camera to obtain an

appropriate digital image while the automobile is

10 operated, for example, to receive images of street signs,

etc. The MS 12 then communicates the digital image

obtained from camera 13 to the mobile network 14 along

with a request to identify the exact MS location. Mobile

network 14 will contact or otherwise access the Internet

15 18 through Internet access port 16 and convey the digital

image to various servers in communication with the

Internet to obtain a precise location of the MS. This is 

accomplished, for example, by dialing an Internet access

code (e.g. telephone number) and connecting to an

20 Internet server.

The apparatus 10 can identify a precise

location of the MS by utilizing the digital image

information directly or, in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, convey the digital

25 data to a data converter, such as an Optical Character

Recognizer (OCR) server 20 for converting the digital

image to binary text data. As is known in the art, the

OCK Server 20 converts the received digital image of the

geographic location proximate the MS 12 into a bit

30 format, e.g. binary text. This information is then

communicated to a location server (LS) 22 for

identification. Prior to, after or concurrent with the

receipt of the binary text version of the geographic

image, the ILS will obtain a general location in which the
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geographic image is contained, i.e., in which the MS is

located. This is performed through communication between

the LS and the communication network 14. For example, in

response to a request placed by the LS, the network 14

5 will provide the LS with the Location Area Identity (LAT)

ef the cell/base station (BS) or group of cells/base

stations in communication with the MS 12 as well as other

 information the network 14 may have concerning the

general location of the MS 12. In the case of a GSM

10 network 14, the LAI can be in the form of a visitor

location register (VLR) of a Mobile Switching Center

(MSC) .

The LS contains or has access to a database

containing location information such as street maps,

15 locations of buildings, landmarks, etc. Upon receipt of

the LAI which identifies the general geographic region of

the MS 12, the LS uses the binary text information to

pinpoint an exact location within the general geographic

region. This is accomplished by comparing the binary

20 text and LAI information with the location database data. 

The OCR server has the capability of constructing

patterns from images of the transmitted picture. Thus,

the patterns will be compared to existing patterns in the

location server and mapped to certain database patterns,

25 provided that a certain minimum threshold of mapping is

met. Once a location or “match” is identified, the

location is transmitted bacx to the MS. This can occur

 via a combination of the Internet 18 and network 14, or

Girectly between the LS 22 and network 14 ‘chreugh, for

30 example, wireless communication therebetween. The

 location information can be in the form of a text message

or diagram (e€.g. map) displayed on a display incorporated

in the MS, or may be an audibie message broadcast from a

mobile phone or from speakers connected to a mobile phone
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such as when a lozation request is placed through a car

phone.

The precise location information can be used in

a variety of applications and to provide a variety of

5 information services to a MS user. For example, in the

event the MS user is lost while driving, the inventive

apparatus 10 will allow for directions to be transmitted

to the user once the MS precise location is known. In a

preferred embodiment, a service server 24 may be provided

10 in communication with, for example, the Internet 18 for

conveying information in response to a query placed

through the MS concerning goods or service providers that

are located closely proximate to or in the immediate

vicinity cf the MS user. For example, if the user is in

15 neeG of gasoline or automotive repairs, the precise MS

location can be used to access the service server 24 to

locate gasoline stations or service stations closely

proximate to the MS 12 and to provide directions to such

stations. In the event the goods or service providers

20 have a URL address to provide for Internet access, such

addresses can also be transmitted for display on the MS.

In another embodiment, the service server 24 may be part

of or used in conjunction with an incentive rewards

program as more fully disclosed in commonly-owned U.S.

25 Patent Application Serial No. Method and Apparatus

for Accessing an Interactive Incentive Rewards Program

Through a Wireless Communications Network, filed November

23, 1999, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein 
by reference, to provide the location of service provider

30 program members which can then be visited by the MS user

to redeem or accumulate rewards points.

 
As an alternative to the apparatus 10 of FIG. 2

wherein the OCR server 20, location server 22 and service

server 24 are capable of direct communication with the
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Internet 18, a system 100 can be provided wherein a local

 area network (LAN) 130 can be used to interface these

components with the Internet in a manner well-known to

those having skill in the art. Moreover, although

5 separate components are shown, the OCR server, location

server and service server can be integral with the LAN

130.

  Turning now to FIG. 3, a flow chart of the

inventive method of obtaining a precise location for a MS

10 is depicted. The communication of a digital image from

the MS to the OCR server is described in steps 3.1 to

3.7. The communication between the location server and

the mobile network to obtain the mobile station LAI is

described in steps 3.8 and 3.9, and the location server

15 mapping to identify an exact location of the MS and to

transmit the location information to the MS is described

 

in steps 3.10 and 3.11. In the event extra services are

requested, such as through the inclusion of and

communication with a service server 24, steps 3.12 to

20 3.14 are performed.

 In yet another embodiment of the invention

shown by the method of FIG. 4, system 10 can provide

information concerning a product or object by obtaining

a digital image of the product or object and

25 transmitting the image via connection with the MS 12 to

the Internet 18. Tne digital image will then be

identified by the service server 24 and, in response to

a query or other command communicated to the Internet by

a user of the MS12, will locate and provide information

  

30 pertaining to the image of the object. In this manner,

information can be provided, for example, on a consumer

product (e.g., automobile} by transmitting a digital

image of the automobile along with a query to search and
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locate desired information such as for safety features,

manufacturer cost, etc.

With continued reference to Fig. 4, the

invention can be used to provide information on people,

5 such as by obtaining an image of a person's face and

transmitting the image to the OCR server. For example,

is a user recognizes someone (e.g., a famous person,

etc.) but cannot recall the person’s name, a picture of

the person can be taken and transmitted to the OCR which

10 will, in turn, locate and provide the user with

information about the person.

The system 10 can also be used to assist

travelers with foreign language translations. For

example, a digital image of a sign or word containing

15 foreign language can be conveyed to the service server

24 for translation, with the translation then being

transmitted to the MS along with an audible

pronunciation of the word and/or product information

relating to the translated word and/or a location

20 associated with the word. Moreover, the system can be

used to provide advertisement information pertaining to

a specific retail or service provider location by

Transmitting through the MS an image of a retail outlet.

The service server will then locate, via access to an

25 advertiser database, information concerning special

offers or sales pertaining to the retail outlet, etc. 

 The cost of such information service can be primarily

paid by such advertisers, thereby reducing the cost of

such service to the MS user.

30 Thus, while there have shown and described and

pointed out fundamental novel features of the invention 

as applied to a preferred embodiment thereof, it will be

understood that various omissions and substitutions and

changes in the form and details of the devices
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illustrated, and in their operation, may be made by

those skilled in the art without departing from the

spirit of the invention. For example, it is expressly

intended that all combinations of those elements and/or

5 method steps which perform substantially the same

function in substantially the same way to achieve the

 same results are within the scope of the invention.

Moreover, it should be recognized that structures and/or

elements and/or method steps shown and/or described in

10 connection with any disclosed form or embodiment of the

invention may be incorporated in any other disclosed or

described or suggested form or embodiment as a general

matter of design choice. It is the intention,

therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the scope

15 of the claims appended hereto. 
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A mechod Of obtaining a geographic

location of a mobile station, comprising the steps of:

5 Obtaining a digital image of a geographic

location proximate the mobile station;

wirelessly transmitting said digital image from

said mobile station to a mobile communications network;

contacting a computer network through said 
10 mobile communications network;

obtaining a general location identifier of the

mobile station from said mobile communications network;

and

comparing tne general location identifier and

15 anformation corresponding to said digital image to pre-

stored data accessible through said computer network to

determine the geographic location of the mobile station.

 2. The method of claim 1, further comprising

converting the digital image to a binary text format and

coy wherein said information corresponding to said digitalNo

 image comprises said binary text format.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the

converting of the image from digital format to binary

text format is performed using an optical character

reader (OCR) in communication with the computer network.N) ul

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said mobile

communications network comprises a GSM network and said

step of obtaining a general location identifier cf the

mcbile station comprises obtaining a Location Area

36 Tdentity (LAT; associated with the mobile station.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein said pre-

stored data comprises area maps contained within the

general Location and wherein said comparing step further
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comprises comparing the binary text format and general

location identifier to the area maps.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said step

 of obtaining a digital image further comprises the step

 5 of utilizing a digital camera capable of communicating

with the mobile station.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the digital

camera is integrally formed witn the mobile station.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the mobile

10 station comprises a mobile telephone and wherein said

computer network comprises a global computer network.

Q, The method of claim 1, wherein said mobile

communications network comprises a General Packet Radio

Service (GPRS) network.

15 10. The method of claim 1, further comprising

the step of transmitting the identified geographic

location to the mobile station.

11. The method of claim i, further comprising

the step of identifying the location of service providers

20 utilizing the identified geographic location in response

to a query transmitted by the mobile communications

system to the computer network and transmitting

identified service provider location information to the 

mobile station.  
25 12. The method of claim 11, wherein said 

service previder location information corresponds to

service providers that are participants in a rewards

program so that a user of the mobile station who is a

member of the rewards program can sclicit the service

30 providers to acquire rewards points and to redeem rewards

points.

 13. An apparatus for obtaining a geographic

location of a mobile station comprising:
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15

20

25

30

14

a digital camera capable of interfacing with

the mobile station for obtaining a digital image of a

geographic area proximate the mobile station and for

conveying the digital image to the mobile station;

a mobile communications network for receiving

the digital image from the mobile station, said network

having means for determining a general location

identifier of the mobile station;

a computer network in communication with said

mobile communications network for receiving the digital

image and the general location identifier of the mobile

station from said mobile communications network;

a location server having access to a library of

stored geographic location data; and

means for comparing the text data and general

location identifier to the stored geographic location

data to identify the geographic location of the mobile

station.

 14. The apparatus of claim 13, further

comprising a converter in communication with said

computer network for converting the digital image into

text data;

15. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the

mobile station is a mobile phone integrally formed with

said digital camera.
 

16. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein said

mobile communications network comprises a General Packet

Radio Service (GPRS).

i7. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein said

global communications network comprises a Global System

for Mobile Communication (GSM).

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the

general location identifier comprises a Location Area
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is

Identity (LAI) of a base station in communication with

the mobile station.

19. The apparatus of claim 13, further

comprising a service provider database in communication

5 with said computer network for identifying service

 provider locations based on the identifiec geographic

location of the mobile station.

20. The apparatus of claim 13, further

comprising means for transmitting the identified

10 geographic location to the mobile station.

21. The apparatus of claim 19, further

comprising means for transmitting the identified

geographic location and the identified service provider

locations to the mobile station.

15 22. The apparatus of claim 21, further

comprising means for identifying locations of service

providers corresponding to service providers that are

participants in a rewards program so that a user of the

mobile station who is a member of the rewards program can

20 solicit the service providers to acquire rewards points

and to redeem rewards points.

23. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein said

digital camera includes means for wirelessly

communicating the digital image to the mobile station.

25 24. A method of obtaining information using a

mobile station, comprising the steps of:

obtaining a digital image of an object

proximate the mobile station; 
wirelessly transmitting said digital image

30 from said mobile station to a mobile communications

network;

contacting a computer network through said

mobile communications network;
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15

16

analyzing the transmitted digital image to

obtain desired intormation; and

transmitting the obtained desired information

to the mobile station.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein said

mobile station is a mobile telephone.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein said

computer network is the Internet.

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the

object comprises a text symbol and wherein the

transmitted obtained information comprises a translation

of the text symbol and a pronunciation of the text

symbol.

28. The method of claim 24, wherein the

transmitted obtained information comprises information

relating to the object.

29. The method of claim 24, wherein the

object is the face of a person.
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5 TOO LONG CODE READER PERFORMING CODED IMAGE DECODING

Background OfThe Invention
10

1. Technical Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to coded image capture and decoding, and,

more particularly, to a coded image capture and decoding system having capture

15 processing circuitry for capturing a plurality of images, and having host processing

circuitry which manages, among many other processing tasks, the decoding of the

images. The capture processing circuitry operates to prevent the host processing

circuitry from having to dedicate itself in real-time to the decode processing of

incoming captured coded images from the capture processing circuitry, permitting the

20 host processing circuitry to be shared by other hardware and/or software for

performing other often real-time tasks. In addition, the capture processing circuitry

functionality also permits both the host and capture processing circuitry to achieve

enhanced powerconservation performance.

25 2. Description of Related Art

As is well known, optical targets, such as a bar code labei, can be found on

goods or articles for tracking or accounting purposes, for example. Each of the

optical targets contain coded information which either directly provides information

about the good or article marked with the optical target, or indirectly provides such
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information with the assistance of cross-reference databases. For example, the

target may only contain an alphanumeric sequencethat a cross-referenced database

uses to identify details regarding the good or article marked with the target such as

the type of good, destination, cost, manufacturer, etc.

5 Conventional coded image capture and decoding systems sequentially

capture images of coded optical targets, and attempt to decode each image asit is

captured. If a first image is successfully decoded, the capturing process ends.

Otherwise, another image is captured for a further decode attempt. Typically, this

sequence continues until either a coded image is successfully decoded, or a

10 predefined numberof failed decode attempts occurs. Upon successfully decoding a

coded image, the decoded data is often compared to a cross-reference database to

extract further information. Such information and the decoded data are then used for

specific applications such as retail checkout, package identification, tracking,

shipping and accounting.

15 Coded targets may comprise one or two-dimensional images. A bar code

label constitutes an exemplary one-dimensional coded target. Bar codes provide a

robust mechanism for encoding and decoding relatively small amounts of data.

Although two-dimensional coded targets typically incorporate more data than one-

dimensional targets, they often prove much moredifficult to decode.

20 Some coded image capture and decoding systems comprise both a hand-held

unit and a stationary host unit. Such a configuration can be found, for example, in

point-of-sale applications wherein a wand reader or low-cost, hand-held bar code

reader captures and communicates coded images to a cash register host via a wired

or wireless link to perform decode and subsequentprocessing.
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In such systems, the hand-held capture unit includes optical components for

assisting in the capture of coded images. For example, the optical components in a

typical wand comprises a laser diode and a phototransistor detector. in a laser

scanning reader, the optical assembly might also comprise scanning motors, mirrors

5 and lens assemblies. Similariy, for continuous or flash type readers, the optical

components might comprise photodetector arrays, lens systems, mirrors and flash or

LED (light emitting diode) light sources. In addition, the hand-held capture units of

such systems typically contain image processing and interface circuitry for

communicating each coded imageto the stationary host unit for attempts at decode

10 processing.

Other coded image capture and decoding systems comprise battery powered

portable units and include both coded image capture and decodefunctionality. In

addition to performing capture and decode functionality, such portable units often

perform tracking, inventory, data processing, communication functions, ete.

15 Typicaily, the portable units require a high performance host processorthat performs

the image decoding functions as well as other hardware and software functions. The

high performance host processor, as well as the associated support circuitry,

consumes significant power during its operation and quickly drains the battery

powering a portable unit. Some portable units that capture and decode two-

20 dimensional codes also require high power consuming digital signal processors for

decoding functions, causing the units to have limited battery life.

in operation of such systems, a read cycle is typically initiated by pushing a

button, pulling a trigger or through proximity detection of a coded image within

reading range. Uponinitiation of a read cycle, the system delivers light, such as a
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scanned laser beam, LED or xenon flash, for example, to a coded target. A

photodetector means of the system receives reflections from the coded target,

capturing the refiected image (hereinafter a “coded image”). Interface circuitry

delivers the coded image from the photodetector to a waiting host processor.

5 Typical photodetector means include a single or plural phototransistors or

phototransistor (CCD)arrays, for example.

The capturing of a coded image often occurs at a relatively slow rate in

relation to typical host processor execution times. For example, laser type scanning

systems scan a laser beam across a coded target at relatively slow scan rate to

10___—provide sufficient exposure time for photodetector sensing. Optical units that include

an array of photosensitive elements typically require relatively long exposure times,

and slowly produce image data sequentially after a target is read. Optical units also

often include lenses that must be adjusted to focus on the target to capture valid

image. Lens adjustments also occur relatively slowly. Because coded images are

15 produced no faster than the rate the image data is received, coded images are

typically transmitted to the host processor at a much slower rate than the fastest

decode rate achievabie by the host processor.

Thus, the hast processor in conventional systems remains in a dedicated

mode waiting for then attempting to decode each image asit is captured until one of

20 ‘the imagesis successfully decoded. During this time, the host processoris not able

to conduct other types of processing or enter a worthwhile power saving state.

Because some other types of processing often require real time dedication as well,

additional dedicated processors or processing circuitry often proves necessary even

though cost and power consumption increase.
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Thus there is a need in the art for a reduced power, coded image capture and

decoding system that solves the foregoing and other problems that will become

apparentin view of the drawings and remainderof the specification which follows.
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SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Along with many other advantages and benefits, in order to overcomeat least

manyof the limitations of the prior art systems, a coded image capture and decoding

system of the present invention captures image data uponinitiation of a capture

5 cycle, generates coded images, buffers the coded images, and decodes the coded

images in a non-dedicated processing fashion when decode processing capability is

available.

The system of the present invention includes an image capture unit, a host

unit, and a communication link between the two. The image capture unit includes an

10 image processor, an optical unit, an image buffer, and an interface module. The host

unit includes a host processor, conventional hardware and software functions, and

an interface module capable of communication with the interface module of the

image capture unit. The image capture unit may physically connect to the host unit

or may be separate and communicatein a wireiess fashion.

15 In operation, upon initiation of a capture cycle the optical unit optically reads a

target to produce image data. The image processor receives the image data and

produces coded images. The image processor writes the coded images to the

image buffer until the capture cycle is complete. Once the capture cycle is complete,

the image capture unit interrupts the host unit to receive the coded images. When

20~=—sready, the host unit receives the coded images from the image capture unit and

decodes the coded images.

In this fashion, the coded image capture and decode system of the present

invention does not require dedicated operation of the host processor thereby

reducing power consumption and aliowing the host processor to perform its other
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required functions.

Further, by separating the coded image capture function from the decoding

function, a lower cost processor may be usedin the image capture unit thus reducing

cost and power consumption. Because the processing capability exists in the host

5S unit, no functionality is lost.

In some configurations, images are only captured whena target is proximate

to the optical unit. Images are transmitted to the host unit only when the image

processor determines that the image probably constitutes a coded image. The

capture cycle may be shortened if code imagecriteria is satisfied by the coded

10 images already captured during the capture cycle. Similarly, the capture cycle may

be extended if no code is detected in the coded images captured during the capture

cycle.

A reference code image may be buffered and only code imagedifferences are

buffered thereafter to reduce storage and transmission demands. To further reduce

15 storage requirements, signal transition data is identified and buffered.

Further aspects of the present invention will become apparent with reference

ta the detailed description, drawings and claims.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1A is a perspective view illustrating an embodiment of a coded image

capture and decoding system of the present invention having a modular assembly.

5 FIG. 1B is a perspective viewillustrating an alternate embodiment of a coded

image capture and decoding system of the present invention utilizing a one-piece

tabiet-sized housing.

FIG. 1C is a perspective view illustrating a further embodiment of a coded

image capture and decading system of the present invention utilizing a tablet-based

10 host computer and a tethered capture unit.

FIG. 1D is a perspective view illustrating another embodiment of a coded

image capture and decoding system of the present invention having a wireless

communication link between a tablet-based computer and an image capture unit.

FiG. 1E is a perspective viewillustrating a network embodiment of a coded

15 image capture and decoding system of the present invention utilizing a plurality of

portable capture units.

FIG. 1F is a perspective view illustrating another network embodiment of a

coded image capture and decoding system of the present invention.

FIG. 2A is a schematic block diagram illustrating the functional operation of

20 =the coded image capture and decoding systems of FIGS. 1A-F.

FIG. 2B is a schematic block diagram illustrating a laser scanning embodiment

of the coded image capture and decoding systems of FIGS. 1A-F.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating several of the various possible design

variations which might be made to the coded image capture and processing system

25 of the presentinvention.
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FIG. 4 is a flow diagram whichillustrates the basic functionality of the image

capture units of FiGs. 1A-F.

FiGs. 5A-C are flow diagramsthat illustrating three of the various ways in

which the capture unit can be configured to perform the processidentified in FIG. 4

5 of capturing and storing images.

FiGs. 6A and 6B are flow diagrams representing another embodiment of the

presentinvention thatillustrate the operation of an image capture unit.

FIGs. 7A and 7Billustrate an alternative method or flow of operation of the

systemsof the present invention.

10 FIG. 8 is a flow diagram that illustrates another embodiment of the

functionality an image processor of the image capture unit in processing captured

imagedata.

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the detailed operation of a host processor

in one embodiment of the present invention employing interrupt masking techniques

15__to isolate itself from the image capture unit when other tasks prove more important.

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an alternate embodiment where the host

processor attempts to construct and decode a composite image only after attempting

to decode each of the images retrieved from the image capture unit. A host

processorfirst retrieves all of the transition information stored by the image capture

20=device during a capture cycle.

FIG. 11 illustrates a further embodiment of the operation of a host processor

in decoding images retrieved from an image capture unit, wherein an attempt at

paralle! decode processing is only attempted after an attempt to decode a composite

signal fails.
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FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating another method for constructing a

composite signal by averaging all images retrieved from the image capture unit

before attempting to decade.
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11

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A illustrates a coded image capture and decoding system 10 in

accordance with the present invention employed to capture and decode coded

5 images using a two piece configuration. The coded image capture and decoding

system 10 comprises a host unit 12, an image capture unit 14, and a communication

link between the host unit 12 and the image capture unit 14. In a typical

configuration, the host unit 12 includes processing, memory storage, interface and,

possibly, wireless communication capabilities. The host unit 14 includes a display

10 18, a keypad interface 19, and additional components that, in addition to serving

coded image reading, serve a variety of functions found in conventional hand-held

computing devices. The display 18 delivers information to a user while the keypad

interface 19 may be employed by a user to communicate with the host unit 12. The

host unit 12 also includes an audio interface such as a speaker that relays

15 information to the user in an audible form. The host unit 12 and image capture unit

14 are battery powered, yet may be powered by other sources as well. In addition,

the host unit includes an input means such as an enable button 22 that allows a user

to initiate the reading of coded targets.

The image capture unit 14 comprises image processing circuitry, an interval

20 timer, an optical unit, an image buffer and an interface module (not shown). The

image capture unit 14 can be separated from the host unit 12 to permit the host unit

12 to operate independently. The image capture unit 14 directly attaches to the host

unit 12 via a connector 24. When attached, the coded image capture and decoding

system 10 constitutes a single, hand-held assembly having all conventional

25 functionality of the independenthost unit 12 plus full code reading capabilities.
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The image capture unit 14 captures reflected images from the target 16,

applies proximity screening, stores the images and attemptsto deliver the images to

the host unit 12 for decode processing. While the image capture unit 14 performs

such functionality, the host unit 12 mayeither operate on other tasks unrelated to the

5 code reading processor wait in an idle, sleep or other low powerstate. Only whenit

is ready to perform decodeprocessing will the host unit 12 turn its attention to the

images stored in the image capture unit 14.

In particular, upon capturing a predefined numberof reflected images, the

image capture unit 14 stops capturing images, delivers a decode processing request

10 to the hostunit 12, starts an interval timer to approximately 0.5 seconds and enters a

low power state. The host unit 12 may immediately respond to the signal else

respond whenother ongoing realtime tasks so permit. For example, the host unit 12

may bein the middle of a wireless transmission that requires real-time servicing, and,

therefore, the host unit 12 completes such servicing before responding to the image

15 capture unit 14. When the host unit 12 does respond, the image capture unit 14

delivers the numberof captured images for decode processing.

In one embodiment, the host unit 12 first constructs a composite image from

the plurality of images retrieved. If decoding of the composite fails, the host unit 12

attempts to decode all of the images in parallel. In an alternate embodiment, the

20 host unit 12 sequentially attempts to decode each image before resorting to

composite image decode processing. Other combinations and ordering of

sequential, paraliel and composite processing may be implemented, to enhance

decodeprocessing performance,as will be described in more detail below.

If the host unit 12 achieves a successful decode, the host unit 12 delivers an
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indication to the user via the display 18 and a speaker (not shown). If the host unit

‘12 fails to achieve a successful decode from one set of captured images, the host

unit 12 redirects its attention to other matters or reenters a low-power state. When

the interval timer times out, the image capture unit 14 begins capturing anotherset of

5 images for decode processing to repeat the cycle. This cycle repeats until the

enable button 22 is released, permitting target after target to be captured and

decoded. In another mode, the cycle repeats until the host unit 12 reaches a

successful decode. Thereafter, the enable button 22 must be retriggered to read

another target.

10 The time constraints of the decode processing functionality of the host unit 12

are independent of the time constraints associated with the image capture

functionality of the image capture unit 14. For example,if the image capture process

takes a relatively long period of time in comparison to decode processing, the host

unit 12 need not dedicate itself to manage image capture or to perform decode

15 processing on a real-time image by image basis as each image is captured.

Similarly, when the image capture process takes a relatively short period of time in

comparison to decode processing, the image capture unit 14 need not waste energy

continuing to illuminate and capture images that may never be processed.

Moreover, with multiple coded images available at a time, the host unit 12 is able to

20 ~=perform decode processing faster, more accurately and without the time constraints

imposed on conventional decode processors of having to complete a decode attempt

on one image before the next is captured.

The coded target 16 comprises a one-dimensional coded (e.g., a bar code)

label. However, in other embodiments, the coded target might comprise a two-
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dimensional coded label. In either case, the optical unit 14 captures a plurality of

reflected images from the coded target 16, buffers such images and attempts to

contact the host unit 12 for decoding. The optical unit may include fixed or moveable

lenses to focus the optical unit on the target 16. Reflections from the target 16 may

5 be from iltumination originating from the optical unit (in the form of a scanned laser

beam, xenon flash or LED emission, for example) or may originate from ambient

light.

Instead of capturing a series of non-code images and sending them to the

host unit 12 to perform futile decode processing, the image capture unit 14 utilizes

10 proximity screening to ensure that a decode attempt of a set of coded imagesis

likely. Proximity screening involves not only the detection of any proximate object,

but also invoives an evaluation of the proximate object's image to determine whether

the object is mostlikely a coded target. Although proximity screening may be turned

off, such screening assists in preventing the image capture unit 14 from bothering the

15 host unit 12 with captured non-code images. Proximity screening is carried out

through an examination of, among other characteristics, the numberoftransitions in

any given captured image. Proximity screening might alternately (or additionally) be

implemented through evaluation of the magnitude of received reflections, for

example.

20 - FIG. 1B illustrates another embodiment of a coded image capture and

decoding system 20 of the present invention. In the system 20, the image capture

unit and the host unit are contained in a single housing 22. A touch or pen sensitive

pad and display 24 receives input from a userto initiate a read cycle or to perform

other functions of the host unit. Through an optical window 26, a capture unit (not
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shown) supports the capture of images of a coded target 28. The coded target 28

constitutes a two-dimensional code which the image capture and host units within the

housing 22 are capable of reading. The associated optical unit might comprise a

two-dimensional raster scanning laser system that utilizes a single photodetector for

5 capturing reflected images overtime in a line by line fashion, or, for example, could

comprise a flash system using an array of photodetectors capable of capturing

reflections from the entire two-dimensional coded target 28 at one time. Many other

types of optical units (or “optical systems”) and detecting systems may be employed.

As described previously, using proximity screening, the image capture unit of

10 the system 20 captures and buffers a set of reflected images from the target 28.

Once the images are buffered, the image capture unit sends a decode processing

request to the host unit, both units being internally contained within the housing of

the system 20. When the host unit decides to do so, the host unit retrieves the

buffered images and performs decode processing. This process repeats until

15 decoding proves successful.

FIG. 1C illustrates another embodiment of a coded image capture and

decoding system 30 of the present invention. In the system 30, the image capture

unit 32 and the host unit 34 are contained in separate housings and connected by a

multi-conductor cable 36. The multi-conductor cable 36 provides data transfer and

20 control capability between the image capture unit 32 and the host unit 34. Although

a battery contained in the host unit 34 powers both the host unit 34 and the image

capture unit 32, the units 32 and 34 might be separately poweredor a single battery

might be located in the unit 32 to powerthe units.

The image capture unit 32 is a laser scanning hand-held unit for reading bar
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codes such as a bar code 38. Whena useractuatesa trigger 33, the image capture

‘unit 32 begins capturing a predetermined number of reflected images, applying

proximity screening rules to each image and buffering those that meet such rules.

When a predetermined number of images have been captured, screened and

5 buffered, the image capture unit 32 delivers an interrupt to the host unit 34 to indicate

the need for decode processing. The host unit 34 may have masked the interrupt

while performing other tasks requiring dedicated attention. If masking has not

occurred or whenthe host unit 34 removes the mask, the host unit 34 identifies the

interrupt and respondsbyretrieving and attempting to decode the buffered coded

10 images. If a successful decode is accomplished, the host unit 34 emits an audible

sound to notify the user that a capture and decode has occurred. At this point, the

user may redirect the capture unit 32to another coded target.

FIG. 1D illustrates another embodiment of a coded image capture and

decoding system 40 of the present invention. In the system 40, the image capture

15 unit 42 and the host unit 44 are contained in separate housings and connected by a

wireless link. The image capture unit 42 includes an antenna 46 andthe host unit 44

also includes an antenna 48. Thus, the image capture unit 42 and the host unit 44

may be located remote from one another. Because the host unit 44 is located

remote from the image capture unit 42, the host unit 44 could either be powered from

20 a wall socket or by battery, and the image capture unit is battery powered.

The image capture unit 42 may be used to capture images of a bar code ona

target 49, buffer the captured images, and transmit the coded imagesto the host unit

44 overthe wireless channel for decoding. Although buffering the captured images

could exist with the host unit 44, such buffering (at least initially) takes place within
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the capture unit 42. Thus, instead of requiring the transceiver circuitry to send each

image asit is captured, the plurality of buffered images can be delivered whenever

the host unit 44 is prepared to engage in decode processing. This proves especially

beneficial when: 1) the host unit 44 is out of range; 2) the wireless communication

5 channelis experiencing heavy loading and/or heavy noise; and 3) the host unit 44 is

using the channel to communicate with other wireless devices. In such instances,

the capture unit 42 need only contend for the channel when the predetermined

number of images are buffered and ready for transmission, and communicate the

plurality of images when the host unit 44 is available.

10 FIG. 1E illustrates another embodiment of a coded image capture and

decoding system 50 of the present invention. The system 30 comprises a wireless

first image capture unit 52, a wireless second image capture unit 54, a wireless

combination image capture/host unit 56, a wireless access server 58 and a network

59. The first image capture unit 52 and the second image capture unit 54 each

15 perform only image capture functions while the combination image capture/host unit

56 performs both image capture and decode functions. The wireless access server

58 includes an antenna 53 that allows wireless communication with the first and

second image capture units 52 and 54 and the combined unit 56. The wireless

access server 58 supports communication between the units 52, 54 and 56 and with

20 remote processing systems and databases (not shown) on the network 59.

The wireless access server 58 includes decode processing functionality to

support the units 52 and 54. Such decoding functionality might alternately (or also)

be located on the network 59, for example, on a higher power computing system.

Alternatively, the image capture units 52 and 54 could communicate buffered images
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through the wireless access server 58 to the combination capture/decoding unit 56

for decode processing.

in particular, the image capture units 52 and 54 independently begin capturing

reflected images then attempt to wirelessly signa! the wireless access server 58

5 when a predetermined number of coded images have been buffered. in response,

when the wireless access server 58is ready, the wireless access server58 retrieves

the buffered images and begins the decoding process. If the decode process proves

successful, the wireless access server 58 delivers a success message, along with

related data if needed, to the capture unit which sent the images. The capture unit

10 responds by providing an indication of success to the user. If the decode process

fails, the capture unit repeats the process.

FIG. 1F illustrates another embodiment of a coded image capture and

decoding system 60 of the present invention. The system 60 comprises a wireless

image capture unit 62, a cash register 64, a data storage and processing unit 68 and

15 a network 66. The image capture unit 62 performs image capture functions and

communicates with the cash register 64 wirelessly. Of course, the unit 62 might

alternatively be hard-wired to the register 64. In either case, the cash register 64

serves as the host unit 64 and performs the decode functionality. In executing the

decode functionality, the cash register 64 may access the data storage and

20  ~=processing unit 68 over the network 66 to retrieve suppiemental decode data.

Alternately, the cash register 64 might deliver all image information through the

network 66 to the unit 68 for decode processingif the unit 68 is so configured.

Becausethe cash register 64 performs other real-time functions in addition to

decoding, the cash register 64 can respond when it is ready and available to the
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image capture unit 62 without having to dedicate itself to the unit 62. Thus, for

-example, if the cash register 64 is conferring with the data storage unit 68, it need not

abort the effort to service the capture unit 62. Instead, the effort can be completed

without having to worry aboutlosing synchronization with the capture unit 62.

5 The system of FIG. 1F might be used in a retail environment wherein the

image capture unit 62 scans bar codes on items to be purchased. Because

decoding functions are performed by the cash register 64, the portable image

capture unit 62 will be a low power, low cost unit. In a typical retail installation, a

central data base of item prices will be stored in the data storage unit 68 and

10 accessed by a plurality of cash registers (not shown).

FIG. 2A is a diagram illustrating a schematic block diagram illustrating an

embodiment of the circuitry underlying the coded image capture and decoding

systems of Figs. 1A-F. In particular, a coded image capture and decoding system

200 comprises an image capture unit 202 and a host unit 204 coupled to one another

15 by a communication link 206. The image capture unit 202 comprises an image

processor 210, an image buffer 216, an optical unit 214, an interval timer 212 and

interface circuitry 218. The host unit 204 comprises a host processor 220,

conventional hardware 226 andinterface circuitry 228.

The image capture unit 202 attempts to capture a plurality of coded images for

20 ~=batch decoding by the host unit 204. This attempt involves the optical unit 214

capturing a predetermined numberof reflected images, for example five (5), and

delivering each as they are captured to the image processor 210. Upon receipt, the

image processor 202 applies proximity screening rules to each reflected imageif this

option is selected. If a reflected image fails to meet the proximity rules or if the
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proximity screening option is not selected, the imageis rejected and not stored within

the buffer 216. Otherwise,if a reflected image passes the proximity rules, the image

processor 210 considers the reflected image a “coded image” and stores it in the

buffer 216. After the predetermined numberof reflections are captured, the image

5 processor 210: 1) resets the interval timer 212 to time out after approximately 0.5

seconds; 2) suspends the capturing of further reflected images; 3) attempts to

contact the host unit 204 if two (2) or more imagesare stored in the image buffer 216

(i.e., “2" being a minimum threshold); and 4) places the capture unit 202 in a iow-

power consuming state. The predetermined number of images captured, the

10 minimum threshold and the time out period may be adjusted to accommodate the

specific hardware and coded imagesat issue.

In particular, after accepting or rejecting the predetermined number of

reflections, if the image buffer 216 contains at least two (2) coded images,the image

processor 210 attempts to notify the host unit 204 of the need to perform decode

15 processing. Otherwise, if less than two (2) coded images are stored in the image

buffer 216, the image processor 210 concludes that the stored image probably

cannot be decoded and, therefore, the image processor 210 will not attempt to notify

the host unit 204.

Upon time out of the interval timer 212, the image processor 210 exits the low-

20 power consuming state and repeats the capture cycle by directing the optical unit

214 to capture of another set (the predetermined number) of reflected images,

applying proximity screening, resetting the interval timer and, if justified, attempting to

notify the host unit 204. Thus, at 0.5 second intervals, the capture unit 202 attempts

to capture, screen and store a set of images for batch decode processing by the host
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unit 204.

Upon notifying the host unit 204 that a set of coded images await decode

processing, the image processor 210 enters a low-power consuming state awaiting

either a time out of the interval timer 212 or a communication from the host unit 204.

5 If the interval timer 212 times out, the image processor 210 repeats the capture

cycle, attempting to gather another set of coded images. However, the image

processor 210 does not overwrite or erase the set of coded images stored in the

image buffer 216 for which the host unit 204 was notified, until: 1) an acceptable

subsequent set of coded images(i.e., a set of at least two images) has been stored

10 in the image buffer 216; 2) three (3) capture cycles or intervals have lapsed -- casting

away aged images;or 3) the host unit 204 retrieves that set of coded images.

Thus, for laser scanning optical units, during capture cycles, a user would

typically observe a series of short periods ofillumination of the coded image each

separated by slightly longer periods without illumination. The illumination periods

15 would each last approximately 0.1 to 0.2 seconds, for example, depending on the

number of images that are being captured. The periods withoutillumination would

correspond to the time out period of the interval timer 212 of approximately 0.5

seconds.

In one setup mode, the capture cycling repeats indefinitely so long as read

20 processing is enabled, for example via the enable button 22 of FIG. 1A, whether or

not a successful decode occurs. The optical unit 214 may be directed from one

coded target to another without having to trigger or retrigger. During this process, the

host unit 204 screens multiple decodes of the same coded target, requiring manual

user intervention to accept intentionally repeated reads. Such manual intervention
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might be prompted and received through a display and keypad, respectively, for

example. However, in another setup mode, the repeated capture cycling is only

continued until the host unit 204 decodes a singie set of coded images. Thereafter,

the code read processing of the system 200 wiil remain idle until it is re-enabled, for

5 example, throughretriggering. In this mode, a user would typically observe repeated

on off cycling that terminates after a coded target has been decoded.

Although in the present embodiment at least two (2) coded images must be

stored in the image buffer 216 to justify a decode processing attempt by the host unit

204, more or less images may be required based on a desired level of performance

10 in a particular environment and with a particular coded target type. Moreover,

although the benefit of proximity screening of what appears to be non-code images

from the host unit 204 often outweighs the additional processing required by the

image processor 210, in other embodiments, such is not always the case. In such

embodiments, the image processor 210 may be configured to directly store all

15 reflected images that are captured in the image buffer 216 and always notifies the

host unit 204 to perform decoding.

The image processor 202 operatesvia the interface circuitry 218 to coordinate

delivery of the notification through the interface circuitry 228 to the host processor

220. The specific nature of such coordination depends on the specific characteristics

20 ~=of the communication link 206. In FIG. 1A, for example, the interface circuitry 218

and 228 may comprise UART’s (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitters) for

delivering the notification and coded images to the host unit 204 across a serial wired

link 206. Alternatively, the link 206 might comprise a wired parallel link, for example.

Similarly, in FiGs. 1D-F, the communication link 206 constitutes a wireless
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link. As such, the interface circuitry 218 and 228 would comprise wireless

transceivers. Moreover, although FlGs. 1A-D and 1F illustrate a communication link

206 that is dedicated to communication with a single host unit 204, FIG. 1E illustrates

both that the communication link 206 may comprise many relaying elements and that

5 the link 206 may be used bypluralities of capture units 202 to access a single host

unit 204. Similarly, although (not shown) a single capture unit 202 might utilize the

same communication link 206 to access ones of a plurality of host units for decode

processing. Likewise, the communication link 206 couid be shared to accommodate

non-decode processing functionality. In such cases, the host processor 220 may not

10 respond to an attempted notification because the attempt itself never reached the

interface circuitry 228. This would occur either when access to the communication

link 206 could not be achieved by theinterface circuitry 218 or when the attempted

communicationitself failed successful delivery over the link 206.

Upon receiving a notification from the image processor 210 that coded images

15 await decoding, the interface circuitry 228 attempts to contact the host processor

220. Although the host processor 220 might be configured to poll the interface

circuitry 228 to identify incoming notifications whenever the host processor 220

becomes available, in one embodiment, the interface circuitry 228 attempts to

contact the host processor 220 by delivering an interrupt to the host processor 220.

20 _~—s[n particular, when a set of caded images have beenstored in the image buffer 216,

the image processor 210 delivers a “decode request” byte to the interface circuitry

228 via the interface circuitry 218. In response,the interface circuitry 228 delivers an

interrupt to the host processor 220.

Whenthe host processor 220 happensto be in an idle or low-powerstate oris
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currently performing a lower-priority task, the host processor 220 will not have the

interrupt masked and, therefore, will immediately respond by vectoring to execute

decode service routines 222. When the host processor 220 is engagedin a task of

higher-priority or which requires or significantly benefits from real-time uninterrupted

5 attention, the host processor 220 masksthe interrupt from the interface circuitry 228.

When masked, the interrupt from the interface circuitry 228 is not considered by the

host processor 220. However, upon removing the mask, the host processor 220 will

detect the pending interrupt and immediately vector to execute the decode service

routines 222. Masking permits the host processor 220 to better service conventional

10 hardware 226 and associated software applications.

If the host unit 202 successfully decodes a set of buffered images, the host

unit 202 indicates the occurrence to the user through various interface means such

as a display or speaker as described above. In addition, in the continuous reading

mode, the host unit 202 is configured to ignore all notifications for a period of such as

15 1.5 seconds after a successful decode to prevent further decode processing of the

sametarget or an unintended target in the path between the last decoded target and

the next intended target.

Proximity screening rules may be based on reflected image strength or

contrast. In the present embodiment, proximity rules for a one-dimensional coded

20 _~=—target involves the screening of reflected images based on quite zone transition

timing, the numberof transitions and the code length. Specifically, the image

processor 210 first counts the transitions of an incoming reflected image. If the

numberoftransitions outside of a range required to even be considered one of the

coded image types that might be encountered, the reflected image is rejected.
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Similarly, if the length of the coded imageis too jong or short to be construed as one

of the available coded image types, the image is rejected. Likewise, if the quiet

zones leading up to the reflected image are too short to satisfy the quiet zone

requirements of at least one of the code image types, the image processor 210

5 rejects the image. Other proximity rules might also be included. Similarly, some of

these rules might be dropped. The trade-off is between image processor 210

capability and unnecessary host processor 220attention.

The decode service routines 222 direct the host processor 220 to retrieve the

set of coded images from the image buffer 216 via the interface circuitry 218 and 228

10 and the communication link 206. Once received, pursuant to the service routines

222, the host processor 220 performs decode processing, informs the user (via audio

or display) of any decode success and returns to the task or idle condition it was in

before vectoring. The host processor 220 may also inform the image capture unit

202 of success if termination of the capture process is desired (as in an alternate

15 embodiment).

The host unit 204 includes a variety of modes of operation including full active,

partially deactivated, and sleep modes. Thus, the host unit 204 may go into a sleep

mode whenits operation is not required. In fact, the host unit 204 may be in the

sleep mode throughout a series of capture cycles wherein the target 224 is not yetin

20_~—sproximity. The host unit 204 is not dedicated to the decoding function. Moreover,

once the coded images are received from the image capture unit 202, they may be

stored in conventional memory and decoded as processing time of the host

processor 220 happensto be available.

Similarly, with the present design, the capture unit 202 need not be restricted
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by the dedication of the host unit 204. If capturing images occurs rapidly in

comparisonto image delivery and decode processing times (for example with remote

shared host units and/or two-dimensional image decoding), the capture unit 202 is

able to enter a sleep or low power mode during the interval timer 212 time out

instead of making possibly futile attempts to deliver a continuous stream of images to

an unreachable or unavailable host unit for decode processing.

The sleep and/or idle times associated with the present design in both the

host and capture units 204 and 202 conservesignificant battery power. Similarly,

power savings are also experienced in not dedicating the units 202 and 204 to

servicing each other, i.e., by not requiring either of the units to wait, slow down or

speed up based on the otherunit's capabilities or limitations. Such power savings

prove to be a significant benefit in portable applications such asis illustrated in FIGS.

1A-F.

The image buffer 216 comprises dynamic memory that may be written and

overwritten as is required. The image buffer 216 could be a portion of anotherblock

of memory, such as system memory,or could be a separate structure dedicated to

buffering the coded images. The image processor 210 has reduced heat generating

characteristics, cost, size and power consumption as compared to a processorthat

performs decoding functions. Thus, the image capture unit 202 may be constructed

smaller and less expensively than units that perform both image capture and

decoding functions, opting to off load higher performance decoding requirements

with a shared host processor.

FIG. 2Billustrates an alternative embodiment of a coded image capture and

decoding system of the present invention utilizing laser scanning optics. The coded
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image capture and decoding system 250 comprises an image capture unit 252 anda

host unit 254. The image capture unit 252 comprises an image processor 256, an

image buffer 258, scan drive 262, scan drive coil 264, laser drive 266, a jaserlight

source 268, signal conditioning circuitry 270, a photodetector 272 and an interface

5 278. In response to a read initiate button 260 (which may be within either unit 252 or

254), the scan drive 262 sets the scanning components in motion. Also in response

to the read initiate button 26, the image processor 256 coordinates with the

remaining portions of the capture unit 252 to capture and deliver in sets of imagesto

the host unit 254 for decode processing.

10 In particular, the image processor 256 comprises digital circuitry that is

programmable to execute instructions to produce images based upon the image data

received from the signal conditioning circuitry 270. The image processor 256

communicates with and controls the image buffer 258, the scan driver 212, the laser

drive 266, the signal conditioning circuitry 270, and the interface 278 to perform

15 capture cycling. Thus, communication and control between the image processor 256

and the other elements within the image capture unit 202 comprises communication

links that facilitate the requisite control functions and transfer of data. Such

communication links include data, address and control busses andlines as required.

The image buffer 258 is coupled to the image processor 256 and the host

20 ~=processor 280 and comprises data storage that may be used to store the plurality of

images. The image buffer 258 comprises conventional memory connected to the

image processor 256, but might alternately comprise memory contained within the

image processor 256itself.

The host unit 254 comprises a host processor 280, a user interface 283,
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memory 286, conventional hardware 288 and an interface 292 that couples the host

‘processor 280 to the capture unit 252 over a communication link 274. The

communication link 274 could be a wired or wireless and shared or dedicated

depending upontheinstallation. For example, consistent with the construction of the

5 system 10 of FIG. 1A, the communication link 274 comprises a serial link that

providesa relatively high-speed, dedicated data path betweenthe image capture unit

252 and the hostunit 254.

Typical conventional hardware 288 might include monitoring circuitry, wireless

transceivers, wired modems, speech recognition and synthesis circuitry, etc., that

10 may benefit from real-time dedication by the host unit 254. Typically, the host

processor 280 communicates with other elements via control, data and addresslines

or bussesin orderto function with the elements within the host unit 254. Of course,

depending upon the functionality of the respective element and the communication

and control bandwidth required, the links between the elements within the host unit

15 with vary.

In FIG. 1A, the user interface 283 comprises a separate keypad and display

and audio circuitry. In FIG. 1B, the keypad and display are combined in the user

interface 283. Other combinations and variations of user interface components and

circuitry are commonly known and mightalso or alternately be employed.

20 . Prior to initiation of the capture cycle, the components of the image capture

unit 252 are in a low power modeto conserve battery life. A depression of the read

initiate button 260 signals the image processor 256 and scan drive 262 to begin

capture cycling. In response, the scan drive 262 drives the scan drive coil 164 to

cause movementof the optical components that cause the scanning ofthe laserlight
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that is emitted from the laser diode 268. For example, in some embodiments, the

scan drive coil 164 oscillates one or more mirrors placed in the outgoing path of the

laser beam from the laser diode 268. In others, the scan drive coil 164 rotates a

hexagonal scanning mirror. Instead of oscillating or rotating mirrors, the scan drive

5_coil 164 oscillates the laser diode 268itself in yet other embodiments.

Also respondingto the initiate button 260, the image processor 256 brings the

remaining circuitry in the capture unit 252 out of the low power state to conduct the

capture cycling. Afterwards, the image processor 256 coordinates and synchronizes

the activity of the laser diode 268 via the laser drive 266 and the photodetector 272

10 via the signal conditioning circuitry 270 with the scan drive 262 to begin capturing

reflected images. The image processor 256 processes the captured images using

proximity screening and stores the screened imagesin the image buffer 258.

The read initiate button 260 directly controls operation of the scan drive coil

264 via the scan drive 262. In doing so, energy is often saved in that the oscillation

15 or rotation caused by the coil 264 by maintaining ongoing oscillation or rotation,

rather than terminating such movement immediately after a capture cycle has ended.

Thus, during capture cycling, including the intervals that the laser diode 268 is

turned off, the scan drive coil 278 will continue to cause oscillation, rotation or other

motion. Only when the read initiate button 260 is released will the scan drive 262

20 stop driving the scan coil 264.

The read contro! button 260 also directly notifies the image processor 256 that

capture cycling is desired. The image processor 256 responds by controlling the

laser drive 266, signal conditioning circuitry 270, image buffer 258 and interface 278

while coordinating with the scan drive 262 to perform image capture cycling as
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previously described.

Although asillustrated, the read initiate button 260 is attached to both the

image processor 256 and the scan drive circuitry 262, in an alternate embodiment,

the readinitiate button 260is only attached to the image processor 256. Therein, the

5 image processor 256 continues to drive the scan coil 264 via the scan drive Circuitry

262 continuously during scan cycling so long as the read initiate button 260 is

depressed. In either embodiment, attheinitiation of a capture cycle, it is expected

that the user would direct the image capture unit 202 toward the target 224 so that

the read would result in collection of images that would include a coded image, such

10 asa barcode. Thelaserdrive 266is initiated by the image processor 256 to cause

the laser diode 268 to emit a laser beam that the scan coil 264 causes to be scanned

acrossa target.

Signal conditioning circuitry 270 receives an electrical signal from the photo

detector 272 that represents the reflected light intensity received by the photo

15 detector 272 during a sweepof the target. The circuitry 270 squares and saturates

the signal received from the photo detector 272 for delivery to the image processor

256 as a received image for proximity screening. If the received image passes

proximity screening, the image processor 256 identifies the image as a “coded

image" and stores it in the image buffer 258. The image capturing processing

20 continues until a predetermined numberof images have been captured by the photo

detector 272. Thereafter, the image processor 256 delivers an interrupt signal to the

host unit 254 via the interface circuitry 278.

The interrupt issued to the host unit 254 is a maskable interrupt that allows the

host processor 280 to execute its other functions and to service the image capture
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unit 252 only when it has sufficient available processing time. As was previously

‘described, the host processor 280 has additional functions to perform besides the

decoding of images produced by the image capture unit 202. Many of these

functions, for example, such as communication over the wireless link, may require

5_real time, dedicated participation by the host processor 280. Such real time functions

may require (or greatly benefit from) completion before the host unit 254 turnsits

attention to decode processing of the awaiting coded images. Thus, by using the

maskabie interrupt, the image capture unit 252 will not gain direct access to the host

unit 254 unless the host processor 280 unmaskstheinterrupt.

10 The prior art devices dedicated the host processor 280 to decode functions

during simultaneous capture and decode cycles. Because the image capture unit

252 obtained images much less quickly than a normal decode time, the host

processor 280 waited for the images to arrive. Thus, the host processor 280 was

underutilized and dedicated at the same time. Such usage of the host processor 280

15 not only wasted processing time but wasted power as well. Because the system of

the present invention does not enable the host processor 280 to decode images

unlessit is available and unless the imagesarefully available, the system 250 of the

present invention conserves energy as well as processing capability.

Whenthe image capture unit 252 managesto interrupt the host unit 254, the

20 host processor 280 executes a routine to decodethe plurality of images stored in the

image buffer 258. Even after being interrupted, the host processor 280 canstill

choosesto either: 1) fully respond by retrieving and decoding the images stored in

the image buffer 258; 2) partially respond byretrieving and storing the imagesin the

memory 286 for decode processing at a more convenient time; or 3) delay
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responding at all until a more convenient time. Thus, the host processor 280 can

delay processing by masking the interrupt, delaying image retrieval or delaying

decode processing and any combinations thereof.

Although only a maskable interrupt configurationis illustrated, in an alternative

design, the host unit 250 could be configured to poil the image capture unit 252.

Therein, when the host unit 250 is ready to perform decodeprocessing, the hostunit

250 polls the capture unit 252 to see if decode processing is needed. !f so, the

capture unit 252 will deliver the buffered images via the interfaces 278 and 292 for

decode processing.

In the illustrated embodiment, the host processor 280 signals a user through

an audible or visual feedback so that the user knowsthat a successful decode has

been performed. Similarly, if a successful decode has not been performed by the

host processor 280 for the images received from the image buffer 258, the host

processor 280 signals to the user through the image processor 256 and/orreinitiates

a capture cycle via the image processor 256.

The system 250 provides many important features that reduce the power

consumption of the system 250. Further, because the hostunit 254 is not dedicated

to decoding during a capture cycle, the host processor 280 may accomplish other

functions required of the host unit 254 during the execution of a capture cycle. Thus,

the system 250 not only reduces power consumption, but also proves more efficient

at managing multiple processing tasks including decode processing.

Whenthe host unit 254 enters a sleep mode, the host processor 280 and

conventional hardware 288 are placed in a low power consuming state. Upon

receiving an interrupt from the capture unit 252, the host unit 254 only wakes those
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portions thereof that are required to perform decode processing, e.g., the host

processor 280.

In an operation of the scan drive 262 and the laser drive 266 for one

dimensional bar code scanning embodiments, the laser beam is swept from a

5 starting sweep point (typically a leftmost location) to an ending sweep point (typically

a rightmost location). The angle of this sweep is typically between ten and twenty

degrees. Positional feedback is provided from the scan drive 262 to the image

processor 256 for correlation with the squared and saturated image data received

from the signal conditioning circuitry 270. In an alternative embcdiment, the image

10 capture unit 202 employs an array of charge coupled devices (CCD) as the photo

detector 272 to capture the entire (1 or 2 dimensional) image of the target. As such,

the scan drive circuitry 266 is not needed, and a flash illuminator replaces the laser

drive 266 and laser diode 268.

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram whichillustrates several of the possible

15 variations in the design of the present invention. Even though FIG. 3 is by no means

a disclosure ofail possible variations, it should illustrate to one of ordinary skill in the

art the types of variations that might be made without sacrificing the goals

associated with the present invention. In particular, an image capture unit 310

(comprising a controller 322 and image capture circuitry 320) interfaces with a host

20=unit 312 as described previously with a few possible exceptions. First, proximity

functionality can be located within the image capture circuitry 320, controller 322,

independentcircuitry 338 or host unit 312. Moreover, the proximity functionality may

be subdivided for coordinated operation at more than one of such locations. For

example, all proximity screening could be performed by the controller 322 as
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represented by the dashed block 334. As such, the image capture circuitry 320

-would deliver all images captured to the controller 322 for all proximity screening.

Alternately, the image capture unit 310 could take on part the proximity functionality

by incorporating proximity sensing within the image capture circuitry 320 or in

5 additional independentcircuitry 338. Such proximity sensing involves the use of an

independentphotodetector to gauge proximity based on reflected light strength in the

circuitry 338, or the shared use of a single photodetector found within the image

capture circuitry 320 as indicated by the circuitry 338. Similarly, proximity screening

functionality (in part or in its entirety) might be moved within the host unit 312 as

10 represented by a block 336.

Additional design variations are also possible. For example, instead of using

an independent image buffer (as previously described), the controller 322 selected

might include the image buffer therein, i.e., a buffer 340. Alternately, the image

buffer might be placed within the host unit 312. In this latter configuration, although

15 the host unit 312 must be available to receive and buffer images as soon as the

controller 322 has processed them, a processor within the host unit 312 need not be

interrupted by each image if the buffer 342 is directly associated with the

communication link between the units 310 and 312. in other words, the overall

benefits associated with not requiring a processor within the host unit 312 to operate

20 in a dedicated mode can berealized no matter where the image buffer (or buffering

functionality) happens to be placed.

In addition, although each entire image may be stored in the image buffer

awaiting decode processing by a processor within the host unit 312 (as previously

described), the images can be stored in a compressed form by using image
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correlation. Specifically, in one embodiment, the controller 322 stores a first of a set

‘of screened coded images(i.e., a reference image) in its entirety within an image

buffer. Thereafter, each of the set of screened coded images are compared to the

first (reference) image andonly therelative differences from thefirst image is stored.

5 By storing only the differences, it may be determined that all of the plurality of

images received are identical and only a single image need be decoded by the host

unit 312. By selectively passing only differences along with the reference image to

the host unit 312, the processing requirements of the host unit 312 and the burden

on the communication link 344 are reduced. This technique also reduces the power

410 consumption of the host unit 312. The integration of proximity functionality

accomplishes similar benefits.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram whichillustrates the basic functionality of the image

capture units of FIGs. 1A-F. The image capture unit waits in an idle or low power

state at block 401 until it receives an indication to begin capture cycling as indicated

15 ata block 403. Thereafter, the image capture unit responds at a biock 405 by

capturing, proximity screening and storing a set of images. if more than one image

has been stored at the block 405, the image capture unit interrupts the host unit ata

block 407, sets an interval timer at a block 409, and returns to the idle state at the

block 401. If one or less images have been stored during the capture cycle at the

20~—block 405, the image capture unit concludes that the capture cycle was a failure and

resets the interval timer at the block 409 and returnsto the idle state 401.

Having completed the first capture cycle (involving the attempted capture of a

predetermined number of images), the image capture unit waits in the idle state at

the block 401 for either the host unit's response (to retrieve the buffered images) or
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the time out of the interval timer (signifying that another set of images needs to be

‘captured). In particular, if the interval timer times out as indicated at the event block

403, the capture unit responds by performing another capture cycle via the blocks

405-409 and returns to the idle state at the block 401. This process of performing a

5 series of capture cycles each separated byanintervai time period is termed “capture

cycling” herein.

Whenthe host unit responds to an interrupt delivered in the block 407 as

represented by a block 411, the image capture unit responds by resetting the

interrupt (if need be) at a block 413, delivers the buffered images to the hostunit at a

10 block 415 and returns to the idle state at the block 401. The process of capture

cycling and servicing the responding host unit continues until the image capture unit

receives an indication to terminate capture cycling. As previously described, such an

indication may be delivered in a variety of ways such as through a user’s release of a

depressed button or through the hostunit's terminate signal, for example.

15 FiGs. 5a-c are flow diagrams whichillustrate three embodiments of the many

possible ways that the capture cycle of the block 405 in Fig. 4 can be carried out.

Other embodiments will become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art with

reference to these three.

In FIG. 5a, a capture cycle involves the capture of “N” images which are

20 screened for proximity with only proximate images being buffered. Specifically, at a

block 501 the image capture unit sets a counter to a count of “N”, captures an image

at the block 503, and decrements the counter at the block 505. Thereafter, the

capture unit applies proximity screening and checks to see if N has been

decremented to zero at a block 507. Four conditions are possible at the decision
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block 507. First, if the image does not pass proximity screening and N is greater

than zero, the image capture unit branches back to cycle through the blocks 503,

505 and 507 to capture and screen another image. Second, if N happens to be zero

at the block 507 (indicating that the predetermined number of images has been

5 captured) and proximity screening has failed, the image capture unit ends the

capture cycle. Third, if N is zero and proximity screening has succeeded, the image

capture unit branches to store the image in the image buffer at a block 509.

Thereafter, the image capture unit encounters a decision block 511, and because N

is zero, the image capture unit completes the capture cycle and returns to further

10 processing asillustrated in FIG. 4. Fourth, if N is not zero at the block 507 and the

image passes proximity screening, the image capture unit also branchesto store the

imagein the image buffer at the block 509. Thereafter, at the block 511, because N

is not zero, the image capture unit returns to the block 503 to capture, screen and

process another image. Overall, following this flow diagram, the image capture unit

15 captures N images, screens them, and stores successfully screened imagesin the

image buffer.

FIG. 5billustrates an second alternative embodiment of a single capture cycle

shownin FIG. 5a. At a block 521, N is set to a predetermined value corresponding to

the number of images to be stored during a capture cycle. Thereafter, the image

20~=—scapture unit repeats blocks 523 and 525 until a proximate imageis identified. Once

identified, the proximate image is stored and N is decremented at blocks 529 and

527, respectively. This process continues until N proximate images are stored as

determined at a block 531. Thereafter, the single capture cycle ends.

FIG. 5c is a flow diagram whichillustrates a third embodiment whichillustrates
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the use of proximity screening techniques prior to the actual capturing of images.

’ Such techniques might, as previously described, constitute the detection of a

proximate object based on the strength of a received reflection, for example.

Particularly, after setting the number of proximate images to be captured at a block

5 541, the image capture unit continually attempts to detect a proximate image at a

block 543. Once detected, the image is captured and stored at blocks 545 and 549,

and N is decremented at block 547. This process continues until N images

determined to be proximate have been captured. Thereafter, at a block 551, the

capture unit decides to end the capture cycle.

10 Alternately, proximity detection at block 543 may be removed. Doing so will

produce an image capture cycle that captures N images whetherthey are proximate

or not. Similar modifications can be madeto FIGs. 5a and 5b with similar results. Of

course other modifications are also possible. For example, in storing the images,

only the first image can be stored as a reference imageinits entirety with only the

15 differences of the N-1 other images being stored, as previously described.

FiGs. 6A and 6Bare flow diagrams representing another embodiment of the

present invention that illustrate the operation of an image capture unit. In this

embodiment, at a block 602, the image capture unit enters and remains in a low

powerstate until an initiate read signal has been asserted at a block 604. Once the

20 initiate read signal has been asserted, the image capture unit branches to a block

606 to selectively enable the operation of image capture unit components. For

example, in reference to FIG. 2b, the capture unit might respond to an initiate read

signal received from the button 260 by enabling operation of the scan drive 262 and

image processor 256, which, in turn (as will be described), enables the laser drive
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266 and signal conditioning circuitry 270.

The coil 264 associated with the scan drive 262, as was previously discussed,

consumesa significant quantity of current whenit first starts up. However, when the

coil 264 associated with the scan drive 262 has aiready been started up,it requires a

5 significantly tower amount of current to continue its operation through the capture

cycle. Thus, depending on the specific implementation, the scan drive 262 may

operate continuously until the initiate read signal has been removed by release of the

button 260.

At a block 608, the image capture unit performs proximity detection. Proximity

10 detection may require that only the scan drive 262, the laser drive 266 and the signal

conditioning circuitry 270 be enabled along with a proximity detector. At a block 610,

the image capture unit determined whether a valid target is present and within the

range. If no target is present, the image capture unit 252 is again placed in a low

powerstate at the block 602 to wait for another read initiate signal. However, in an

15 variation of this embodiment, instead of returning to the block 602, the image capture

unit branches after waiting a short duration to the block 608 after unsuccessfully

identifying a target at the block 610 to reattempt proximity detection at the block 608.

From the block 610, if a target is present, the image capture unit captures an

image at the biock 612. Referring back to FIG. 2b, the capture process may include,

20 for example, sweeping the laser beam across the target, and, at the same time,

receiving reflected light with the photo detector 272. At a block 614, the image

capture unit stores the image to the image buffer. Afterwards, the image capture unit

proceedsto a block 616 to determine whether a capture cycle has been completed.

Depending on the configuration, the capture cycle may terminate: 1) after a fixed
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period of time; 2} when the initiate signal has been released; 3) after a valid image

has been decoded; 4) after a fixed number of proximate images have beenstored;

and/or 5) after a fixed number of images have been captured.

Upon completing the capture cycle, the image capture unit branches to a

5 block 618 further proximity screening is applied to determine whether at least

potential code images are present. The proximity screening at the block 618 may

constitute, for example, looking at the number of transitions in each of the coded

images 320 stored in the image buffer. Alternately, for example, the image capture

unit may accomplish the screening at the block 618 may also be accomplished by

10 comparing a reference image to the plurality of other images written to the image

buffer. If substantial differences exist amongst the images, the image capture unit

may conclude that a valid code probably does not exit in the stored set of images.

No matter what the technique used for screening in the block 620,if the images pass

the test, the image capture unit branchesto interrupt the host unit at a block 622.

15 Otherwise, the image capture unit branches to a block 632 to report the fact that

capturing cycling is ongoing and returns to the block 602 to begin another capture

cycle (so long as theinitiate read signalis still applied).

After interrupting the host, the capture unit enters a wait state at a block 624

for the host to respond. Although not shown, a time out period is also initiated which,

20 ~—upon time out, the image capture unit branches to the block 602 to begin another

capture cycle. If the host unit responds, the image capture unit transmits the stored

coded imagesto the host unit for decoding. As represented by a biock 630, the host

processor decodes the images to produce a resultant code or to determine that no

resultant code exists. Then, at a block 632, the useris either notified of the success
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or notified that capture cycling is ongoing. From the block 632, the image capture

‘unit returns to the block 602 to begin another capture cycle. However, in an alternate

configuration, upon detecting a valid code, the host unit causes the image capture

unit to ignore the initiate read signal until the button is retriggered. As can be

5 appreciated, operation pursuant to the illustrated embodiment utilizes object

proximity to initiate the image capturing and decoding process while employing a

readinitiate signal from a button, for example, to enabie object proximity processing.

Thus, the flow of operations of the embodimentillustrated in FIGs. 6A and 6B

enable the capture systems of the present invention to operate in reduced power

10 modes and reduced processing requirement modes. In this fashion, capture may be

performed in a manner to reduce the consumption of power from a finite energy

powersupply such asa battery and also free up the operation of the host processors

performance various otherfunctions.

FIGs. 7A and 7Billustrate an alternative method or flow of operation of the

15 systems of the present invention. The blocks identified in FIGs. 7A and 7B having

names and/or descriptions similar or identical to corresponding blocks found in FIGs.

6A and 6B havesimilar or identical function. In particular, an image capture unit

enters a low powerstate at a block 702 awaiting an initiate read signal at a block

704. if not busy, the host unit may also be in a low powerstate at this time to

20 ~conserve battery life. Otherwise, the host unit may be engaged in servicing other

hardware or software that may or may not benefit from real time dedicated

processing by a host processorin the host unit.

When an initiate read signal has been received, the image capture unit

branches to a block 707. At the block 707, the image capture unit selectively
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enables the operation of its components to accomplish the operation found in the

further blocks. In accordance with previously described concepts and goals, only

those components required are activated when needed. Thus, the block 707 is

merelyillustrative of actual enabling scope, sequence and timing. Thereafter, at a

5 block 712, the image capture unit executes a read of the target, capturing an analog

representation of the image. The image capture unit converts the analog

representation into digital signal transition data at a block 714. The digital signal

transition data constitutes a series of transition point markers that include a time

stampidentifying the transition and the relative time of the transition occurrence. In

10 another embodiment, instead of using a time stamp, the transition point markers

identify eachtransition by identifying interval duration information.

Although a conversion to transition data is not necessary, the amount of data

required to represent each captured image can besignificantly reduced. Further

reductions are achieved by only recording a reference image and differences found

15 in each subsequent image (as previously described). By reducing the amount of

data required, memory size and thus power is reduced. Also, the volume of data to

be transferred from the image capture unit to the host processoris reduced. This not

only reduces traffic on the communication link, but minimizes powerutilization and

speeds up the transfer time. Further, the processing requirements to decode images

20~=sstored in a fashion where transition points are only considered will reduce the

amount of host processing time required.

At a block 716, the image capture unit analyzes the digital signal transition

data to determine whether the digital signal transition data constitutes a coded

image. Although many proximity screening techniques may be employed (as
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previously discussed), in the present embodiment such a determination is made by

‘counting the numberof transitions existing in the digital signal transition data. If a

code image is present in the data, the image capture unit will write the digital signal

transition data to the image buffer at a block 718. Otherwise, the image capture unit

5 ignores the transition data, considering it a non-code image. In either case, the

image capture unit branchesto a block 720 to determine whetherthe capture cycle is

complete. If the capture cycle has been configured to constitute a fixed numberof

reads and that number has not been reached, the image capture unit will branch

back to the block 712 to perform another read. Similarly, if the capture cycle has

10 been configured to constitute a fixed number of stored images and that number has

not been reached, the image capture unit will branch back to the block 712 to attempt

to store another. In either configuration, once completed, the image capture unit

branches to a block 722.

At the block 722, the image capture unit determines whether a code image

15 criteria is met. In particular, to determine whether the stored images are suitable for

decoding by the host unit 204, if valid code images exist in more than a

predetermined number(at least one) of the stored images, the code imagecriteria is

met. However, if the criteria were not met, flow would proceed to a block 724

wherein the capture unit determines whether another capture cycle is to be initiated

20 or not. Factors considered at block 724 include proximity of a target (in some

embodiments employing object proximity), whether a readinitiate button 260 is still

depressed, setup configurations and/or various other factors that would indicate

whether additional capture may be desirable.

However, if code image criteria is met at the block 722, the image capture unit
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branches to perform the operations indicated by blocks 726 through 734. The blocks

726-34 correspondto the blacks 624-32 of FIG. 6B, respectively. Thus, these blocks

need not be further discussed.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram that illustrates another embodiment of the

5S functionality an image processor of the image capture unit in processing captured

image data. At a block 801, the image processorwaits to begin receiving image data

from an optical unit of the image capture unit via real time sampling of reflected

image signals representing a coded image. Upon beginning to receive the image

data (i.e., upon receiving orretrieving the first sample thereof), the image processor

10 vectors at an event block 803 to start a time stamp timer 805. Afterwards, at a block

807, the image processor waits for the next sample of the image being captured.

Once the image processor has the next sampie, as represented by the event block

809, the image processor considers all transitions in recent image samples and

performsfiltering at a block 811 of transitions which appear to constitute noise. In

15 other embodiments, the block 811 is not implemented, piacing all noise filtering

responsibilities on the host unit. Either way, at a block 813, the image processor

considers the newly received sample to determine whetherit constitutes a transition,

i.e., from white to black or black to white, for example, as representedin the reflected

image data representative of the coded image.

20 If a transition is not detected, the image processorreturns to the block 807 to

await another image sampie. In this way, by cycling through the blocks 807, 809,

811 and 813, the image processor sifts through samples that do not constitute a

legitimate transition event. If the block 811 is not employed, the image processor

would still sift through the image samples to find transition events, but would
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occasionally, inappropriately identify the dirt, scratch or image defect as a legitimate

‘transition. Many occurrences of dirt, scratches or defects can be filtered by

considering the expected transition rate with the rate caused by the occurrence.
Even so, some such occurrenceswill still often appear to be legitimate transitions

5 and escapefiltering. The capturing of muitiple images when, for example, the user's

aim changesslightly allows some of the images to avoid such occurrences in the

image data.

Whena transition is detected at the block 813, the image processor branches

to a block 815 to record a time stamp as indicated by a time stamp timer. At a block

10 817, if this is the first captured image of the predetermined numberto be captured

during a capture cycle, the image processorstores the transition in an image buffer

at a block 819, and returns to the block 807 to process another image sample. In

this manner, the entire set of transitions for the first image captured will be stored in

the image buffer by cycling through the blocks 807-19.

156 Once an entire image is processed, upon returning to the block 807, the
image processor vectors through an event block 825 to return to the block 801 to

reset the time stamp timer and await the processing of another image. Whenthat

image begins to be received, the image processor performs the functionality

identified from the blocks 805-17 as previously described. However, becausea first

20 or reference image has been stored already (in the form oftransition data), at the

block 817 the image processor branches to a block 821 to compare the current

transition information with the corresponding reference image transition. If the

current transition information is different as indicated at a block 823, the image

processor stores the transition at the block 819. If the transition information is the
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same, the image processorwill not store the transition and returns to the block 807 to

‘process the next sample. Thus, ali subsequent images are processed the same way

that the first image is handled with the exception that duplicate data is not stored.

Although in the preceding embodiment, the image processor operates to

5 process the imagedataasit is captured, the entire flow diagram illustrated could also

be processed after the fact by the image processor through retrieval of previously

stored image data samples. Similarly, instead of waiting for receipt of real-time

samples, the image processor might also be used participate to take the samples.

Moreover, other techniques for identifying differences between images such us

10 ‘through various correlation techniques might be employed as an alternative.

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating the detailed operation of a host processor

in one embodiment of the present invention employing interrupt masking techniques

to isolate itself from the image capture unit when other tasks prove more important.

Specifically, at a block 901 the host processor operates as any typical processorin a

15 computing device, performing conventional processing tasks as the need arises. Ifa

task benefits from the dedicated attention of the host processor, the host processor

can be directed by associated task specific software to mask interrupts received from

the image capture unit. Afterwards, when the task no longer needs dedicated

attention, the interrupt is unmasked and the host returns to the idle or processing

20 state at the block 901. This process is represented by the event blocks 903, 905,

907 and 909.

When the interrupt is not masked and an interrupt from the capture unit is

received asillustrated by an event block 911, the host processor vectors to retrieve

images from the image capture unit at a block 913. From the retrieved images, the
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host processor constructs a composite image at a block 915. To construct the

composite image, the host processorfirst attempts to identify the most common

transition sequencefrom ail of the transitions of each imageretrieved, discarding less

common differences. In particular, transitions found in at least two thirds of the

5 retrieved images are placed in the composite image. Any conflicting transitions in the

otherthird of the retrieved images are not used in the composite image. Next, the

host processor attempts to reconcile conflicts which cannot be resolved by a two

thirds majority. Corresponding transitions having different time stamp information are

reconciled by averaging the location of the time stamp for a transition added to the

10 composite signal. Where transitions are present in some images but not in others

(but neither controlling two thirds majority), a simple majority governs whether a

transition will be added to the composite image or not. Other weighting factors and

composite construction rules may supplement, modify or replace the aforementioned

rules as proves beneficial.

15 After constructing the composite image at the block 915, the hast processor

attempts to decode the composite image at a block 917. If the attempt proves

successful, as determined at a block 919, the host processor stores and/or forwards

the decoded information for further processing and reports the success to the user at

a block 921. Afterwards, the host processorreturnsto its idle or ongoing processing

20 ~=state at the block 901. By attempting to decode a composite image, the host

processoris often morelikely to decode the target image where no single capture of

the image alone would have proven successful. For example, with very dirty or

heavily scratched one-dimensional targets, each captured image might only provide

an accurate representation of a portion of the overall code information originally
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recorded on the target. Subsequent captured images might also only correctly

capture a portion. However,if the valid portions combined constitute a whole image,

decading can prove successful. This is often the case where capture cycling takes

place while the unsteady nature of a human hand changes the code reading systems

5 relationship to the a target.

If the attempt to decode the composite image fails at the block 919, the host

processor branchesto the block 923 to attempt to decodeall of the retrieved images

(i.e., all of the sets of transition information) simuitaneoustly in parallel. Doing so

saves a great deal of time over conventional serial processing techniques, because

10 common areas of each of the retrieved images need only be decoded once. If only

one of the parallel transition paths proves decodable (i.e., if only one successful

decoderesult is produced), at a block 925 the host processor branchesto block 921

to report and record the success before returning to the idle / processing state at the

block 901. If two of the parallel transition paths proves decodable(i.e., if two or more

15 successful decodes yield more than one result), the host processor, depending on

the configuration of the host unit, either records and reports a failure at the block 927

or offers the choices to the user. A rejection by the user of all of the choices causes

the host processor to branch to the block 927. Selection of one of the choices

causes the host processor to branch to the block 921. In either case, the processor

20~—srecords and reports the result and branches backto the idle / processing state at the

block 901.

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an alternate embodiment where the host

processor attempts to construct and decode a composite image only after attempting

to decode each of the images retrieved from the image capture unit. A host
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processorfirst retrieves ail of the transition information stored by the image capture

device during a capture cycle. Thereafter, at blocks 1011 and 1013, the host

processor accessesthefirst image and attempts decode processing. If the image is

decoded, the host processor branches to a block 1017 to report the success and

5 ends further decode processing. However,if the first image is not decoded, from a

biock 1015 the host processor branches to a block 1019 to consider whether there

are any more images that have not received an attempt at decode processing. If

other images are available, the host processor branches to get the next image at

1021 and attempt decode processing as before via the boxes 1015-19. This cycling

10 repeats until either one image is decoded, ending the process, or no more images

are available.

if no more images are available and no successful decode has been

achieved, the host processor branches to blocks 1023 and 1025 to construct and

attempt to decode a composite image (as previously described in reference to FIG.

15 9). The host processor reports success or failure in the attempt to decode the

composite image at the blocks 1017 or 1029, respectively, and ends decode

processing of the retrieved images.

FIG. 11 illustrates a further embodiment of the operation of a host processor

in decoding images retrieved from an image capture unit, wherein an attempt at

20_—paralle| decode processing is only attempted after an attempt to decode a composite

signalfails. Together, FIGs. 9-11 illustrate that many othervariations involving one

or more of serial, parallel and composite decode processing are also possible.

More particularly, in FIG. 11, the host processor attempts to construct and

decode a composite image at blocks 1111-15. Thereafter, if the attempt fails, the
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host processor attempts parallel decode processing at a block 1119. if either attempt

‘proves successful, the host processor reports the success at a block 1123 before

ending the process. Similarly,if both decode attemptsfail, the host processor reports

the failure at a black 1125 before ending.

5 FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating another method for constructing a

composite signal by averaging all images retrieved from the image capture unit

before attempting to decode. At a block 1201, the host processorfirst aligns the

images: 1) through correlation techniques such that images which are incomplete are

appropriately aligned with other of the retrieved images; and 2) by scaling imagesif

10 need be so that images gathered further away can be combined with those gathered

closer to the image capture unit (¢.g., while the user moves the code reading system

toward a target during a capture cycle). Thereafter, at a block 1203, the host

processor averages the sum ofall of the retrieved images. As a result, the average

image will appear somewhat analog in nature, and not merely represent white or

15 black image elements. Instead the average imagewill constitute a gray-scale image.

At a block 1205, the host unit calculates a threshold value equaling fifty

percent of the maximum possible amplitude of the gray-scale image. The calculated

threshold is then applied to the gray-scale image to generate a black and white

image,i.e., the composite image, at a block 1207. Specifically, any gray-scale level

20=greater than the threshold is considered white, while the remainder is considered

black.

With such a composite image, the host processor attempts decode processing

at a block 1209. If successful, the processing terminates. Otherwise, the host

processor branches to a block 1222 to identify a threshold margin, which is
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calculated to be ten percent of the maximum possible amplitude of the gray-scale

image. At a block 1223, the host processor subtracts the threshold margin from the

threshold then reattempts to generate the composite signal from the gray-scale

image using as a threshold the previously caiculated fifty percent threshold less the

5 ten percent margin. Similarly, at the block 1223, the host processor reattempts to

generate the composite signal from the gray-scale image using the fifty percent

threshold plus the ten percent margin. With both reattempts comparedto the original

composite, the host processor identifies ail differences at a block 1223. In other

words, the host processoridentifies ali marginal regions.

10 By selectively altering the original composite image with someorall of the

plurality of marginaldifferences, at a block 1224, the host processor attempts decode

processing. Such attempts actually constitute a series of attempts wherein each

attempt involves analteration of the original composite image by inserting one or

more of the plurality of marginal differences therein. This process continues until

15 either a successful decode is achieved orall reasonable variationsfail.

Although a ten percent margin with a fifty percent original threshold is

disclosed, other percentages might also be adopted. Moreover, instead of using a

marginal percentage vaiue, the host processor might merely identify as marginal

regions those sections of the gray-scale image that are closest to the threshold at the

20~~block 1223. Othersimilar techniques might also be employed.

Although the use of the term “processor” herein may refer to a single,

processing component such as a microprocessor, it is meant to also include

processing circuitry comprising multiple components that coordinate to carry out the

underlying processing functionality described herein.
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The above described preferred embodiments are intended to illustrate the

principles of the invention, but not to limit the scope of the invention. Various other

embodiments and modifications to these preferred embodiments may be made by

thoseskilled in the art without departing from the scopeof the following claims.
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CLAIMS:

1. A coded image capture and decoding system comprising:

an optical system that captures image data from coded targets;

5 a first processing circuit, coupled to the optical system, that generates a

plurality of images based on image data received from the optical system:

an image buffer, coupled to the first processing circuit, that stores the

plurality of images generated bythefirst processing circuit; and

a second processing circuit, coupled to the image buffer, that, after the

10 plurality of images are stored in the image buffer, attempts decode processing of

the plurality of images.

2. The coded image capture and decoding system of claim 1 wherein the

second processing circuit constructs a composite image from the plurality of

15 images for decode processing.

3. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1 and 2

wherein the plurality of images constitutes a predetermined numberof images.

20 4. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1-3

wherein thefirst processing circuit performs proximity screening of the image data

from the optical system.
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5. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1-4

further comprising a proximity circuit which detects the presence of the coded

target and initiates capture cycling.

5 66. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1-5

wherein the second processing circuit attempts parallel decode processing of the

plurality of images.

7. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1-6

10 ‘further comprising interface circuitry that assists in delivering the plurality of images

to the second processing circuit for decoding after the plurality of images have

been stored in the image buffer.

8. The coded image capture and decoding system of claims 7 wherein the

15 interface circuitry utilizes wireless transmissions in the delivery of the plurality of

imagesto the host processing circuit.

9. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1-8

wherein at least one of the plurality of images constitutes a reference imagefor at

20~—sleast one of the otherof the plurality of images.

10. The coded image capture and decoding system of any of the claims 1-9

further comprising control circuitry that selectively directs the host processing circuit

to decode the plurality of coded images.
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